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                          Abstract 

The development of nasals in early Indo-Aryan has been the object of dispute. A major 

point of contention has been whether the distinction which Panini and authors of 

pratisakhyas and siksas make between the entities referred to by anunasika and anusvara 
has to do with a difference in the language or is a difference regarding merely how 
various scholars viewed the same matter. Whitney maintained the second view. He was 

criticized by later scholars but his position has not been refuted definitively. In this 

paper, I establish that the distinction in question definitely reflects a difference in 
language, between nasalized vowels and nasal stops, referred to by anunasika, and a post-

vocalic nasal segment, referred to by anusvara, which had different dialectal realizations. 

I consider also related questions concerning differences in timing, transitions and 

consonant doubling. 
  The paper is organized as follows: 1. Introduction. 2. Examples of statements in 

Panini's Astadhyayi and in pratisakhya texts illustrating both differences of opinion with 

respect to the analysis of a single entity and differences of real usage. 3. Phonological 
rules from the Astadhyayi and pratisakhyas concerning word-final -m and related rules 

concerning -n. 4-6. These rules cannot be interpreted under Whitney's thesis. Nor is the 

evidence alleged by Whitney from the Devanagari script acceptable. Conclusion: The 

phonological rules in question concern real dialectal differences, which are reflected in 
various traditions of recitation. 7. Phonological and phonetic properties of anusvara; 

metrical evidence. 8. Historical developments of -m involve differences in timing and 

transition. 9. Parallels for such differences, involving consonantal doubling and 

transitions between tonal segments. 10. Summary.

'The main conclusions reached in this paper were presented at the 15th meeting of the East Coast Indo-
European conference at Yale University on June 14, 1996. I thank Andrew Garret, Hans Henrich Hock, and 
Stanley Insler for comments at that time. Subsequently, Masato Kobayashi and Peter Scharf did me the 
great favor of reading through the full text, which originally dates from July, 1996, and pointing out 
corrections to be made, for which I am grateful. When citing partial Vedic examples, as also in 
transliterated examples, I omit accent marks. Due to font limitations, I also do not show the different 
svarita markings in Yajurveda citations. I use m and rttas transliterations for symbols representing anusvara 
(see note 50), iito represent nasalization. Thus, yth,ltn,vtnare transliterations of z representing 
nasalized y, 1, and v, for which 9, 1 c would be transcriptions. Finally, I thank Masato Kobayashi for 
inviting me to publish this paper in the volume honoring Hiroshi Kumamoto, whom I first knew as a 
student and then have had the honor to know as a distinguished colleague.
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1 The development of nasals in early Indo-Aryan has been the object of dispute. One of 

 the major points of contention has been whether the distinction — made by Panini and 

authors of prati§akhyas and siksas — between the entities referred to by anundsika and 

anusvdra is to be accepted as having to do with a difference in the language or merely a 

difference regarding how various scholars viewed the same matter. The second view was 

maintained by W. D. Whitney. In his note on TPr. 2.30, Whitney (1868: 67-8) says the 

following concerning anusvara: 

 Some held it to be a pervading nasalization of the preceding vowel; others, a nasal addition to 
that vowel. The former view is adopted and consistently maintained by the Atharva-

 Pratisakhya, which acknowledges nasal consonants and nasalized vowels, but no tertium quid. 

The Praticakhyas of the Rik and White Yajus are equally consistent in their recognition of an 

anusvara as a nasal appendage to the vowel, and the latter of them gives ... detailed directions 
as to the quantity belonging to each element. The Taittiriya-Praticakhya adopts prevailingly 

 the same view, but lets the other appear distinctly in some rules. 

Subsequently, Whitney adds (1868: 68): 

 I very much doubt whether this difference of views is founded upon an actual difference in 

 pronunciation; it is probably due rather to a discordant apprehension and analysis of a single 
 mode of utterance. 

He then goes on to say (1868: 68): 

 Without entering into any detailed discussion of the subject, I will simply say I incline to side 
with the Atharvan school, and to believe in nasal vowels rather than in anusvara. No one of 

the Praticakhyas gives an intelligible definition of the phonetic character of anusvara, 

 considered as an independent alphabetic element; if it is to be so considered, we shall hardly 
 be able to make of it anything but a bit of neutral vowel (u of but) nasalized, or the sound of 

 the French un, and shall have to regard it as attached to the vowel much in the same way as, by 

 us who speak English, the same sound not nasalized is attached to most of our long vowels 

before an r—for example in there, here, oar, cure, fire, sour .... 

In what was apparently his definitive statement on this topic, Whitney discusses varying 

statements on anusvara and remarks (1889: 25 [§ 71g]): 

 It is evidently a fair question whether this discordance and uncertainty of the Hindu 

 phoneticists is owing to a real difference of utterance in different classes of cases and in 
 different localities, or whether to a different scholastic analysis of what is really everywhere 

the same utterance. If anusvara is a nasal element following the vowel, it cannot well be any 

 thing but either a prolongation of the same vowel-sound with nasality added, or a nasalized bit 

 of neutral-vowel sound (in the latter case, however, the altering influence of an i or u-vowel on 

 a following s ought to be prevented, which is not the case ...). 

  As a matter of convenience, Whitney also chose to distinguish graphically in 

transliteration between in and n, the former for instances involving original m, the latter 

for instances like devams ca `and the gods' (acc. p1.), where -n goes to anusvara (see 

below, 3.1.1a, d-e, 3.1.2), which Whitney transliterates (1889: 70 [§ 208]) devanc ca.
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He says (1889: 26 [§ 73c]): 

It is convenient also in transliteration to distinguish the assimilated m by a special sign, m, 

from the anusvara of more independent origin, n; and this method will be followed in the 

 present work. 
Wackernagel (1896: 257 [§ 223 Remark]) simply declares that Whitney wrongly 

denies any distinction between anunasika and anusvara: `Unrichtig leugnet Whitney .., 

jeden Unterschied zwischen Anunasika und Anusvara und will mit APr. nur Nasalvokale 

als wirklich vorhanden anerkennen.' W. S. Allen (1953: 42) too differs from Whitney, 

though he also notes points he considers to favor Whitney's viewpoint: 

  On the basis of analogies in other languages it is therefore tempting to assume that the value 

 of m was a nasalization and lengthening of the vowel (if not already long); this view was 
adopted by Whitney, and has support in the fact that the TP speaks of anusvara as having 

precisely this value, whilst the AP makes no mention of it apart from anunasika .... 
  But on the other hand some of our authorities quite certainly distinguished the terms 

anunasika and anusvara, as the following passage from the VP indicates ....'2 

Other discussions of anusvara and related topics, though at times valuable in 

contributing insights about historical and theoretical points, have also confused some 

issues. Thus, in an otherwise extremely worthwhile contribution, Siddheshwar Varma 

starts his discussion of anusvara saying (1929: 148): 

As regards the nature of the Anusvara, three different views may be mentioned: 

1. According to the first view, represented by the Atharvaveda Prat. and the 

Siddhantakaumudi, the Anusvara was a pure nasalized vowel. The former work describes the 

 phenomenon as the elision of n or m, and the consequent nasalization of the preceding vowel. 
There is no doubt that the term Anusvara does not occur in this Prati§akhya, an omission which 

has led Whitney to the erroneous supposition that the Atharvaveda Prat. does not acknowledge 

the Anusvara. Whitney, in my opinion, is not right, because this Pratisakhya distinctly 

 describes the same phenomenon which is specified by other grammarians with the name 
Anusvara. Thus, while Mini specifically speaks of the Anusvara as a sound into which "m" 

is changed before a consonant, and while his expounder Bhattoji Diksita speaks of it as a pure 

nasal sound arising from the nose, the Atharvaveda Prat. has described the same as the 
 dropping of the m and the nasalization of the previous vowel. In both cases, it is the m that has 

 led to a particular change; in both cases no original nasal vowel has been acknowledged. 

To be sure, the Saunakiya Caturadhyayika describes changes for -m and -n which the 

Astadhyayi and other pratiakhyas describe (see 3) and none of these assumes an 

underlying nasal vowel. On the other hand, the evidence of the texts makes it undeniable 

that Panini recognizes a distinction between two different outcomes---nasalized vowel 

and vowel plus anusvara — also recognized in pratisakhyas other than the Saunakiya

'Allen cites VP 3 .130-132 (see 3.4.1.3a) and refers to the Vyasasiksa. The support which Allen (1953: 
42 n. 7) sees for the purported value of anusvara is TPr 15.1. The rule itself does not lend support to the 
view in question; see 3.4.2.1g, 3.4.2.3c. Note that 1 have used m instead of a symbol Allen uses which is 
not available in my font.
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 Caturadhyayika, which knows only of nasalized vowels as results of the changes in 

question. In addition, it is not proper to say that the Siddhäntakaumudi views anusvara as 

a nasalized vowel. What Bhattoji says (see 7.2.2c) is that the proper place of production 

for anusvara is the nose, not that 'the Anusvara was a pure nasalized vowel.' 

In what is, to my knowledge, the most recent treatment of anusvara, Srivastava makes 

some important observations but, I think, also leaves some confusion. For example, he 

continues the tradition of attributing to early phoneticians, phonologists and grammarians 
'discord as to the use of the term anusvara/anunasika' while saying (Srivastava 1972: 

204-205): 

Undoubtedly, there is a fair amount of discord as to the use of the term anusvara/anunasika in 

 the earlier writing of Indian grammarians. Some confusion as regards its real character may 

perhaps be avoided if the different actualizations of /NI are viewed partly as consequences of 
 certain constraints on the application of the phonological rules and partly as dialectal 

variations. For example, as regards the phonetic nature of the actualized variant of anusvara, 

we find three different views ... 

1. Anusvara as a pure nasalized vowel (Atharvaveda Pratisakhya, Siddhantakaumudi) 
2. Anusvära as entirely a nasal consonant (homorganic in nature). [Taittiriya school, 

Vaidikabharana, Sarvasammata siksa, Yajusabhusana] 

3. Anusvara as either a vowel or a consonant (Rgveda Prat.) 
This inconsistency in employing the term anusvara is mainly due to the fact that the same term 

 has been allowed to stand for the units of different levels of description i.e. categories of 

 phonemic and phonetic levels have not been sharply maintained by attaching different labels to 
them. In other words, Indian grammarians have meant by the term anusvara either a nasal 

archi-segment /N/ or nasal homorganic [N*]. Likewise, those who have accepted the realized 

variant of anusvara as a nasalized vowel intend to refer by the term `anunasika' to both units 
— /N/ as well as one of its actualized variants namely, [V]. 

Srivastava repeats what Varma had said, then adds some claims which are not justified by 

the original sources. The confusion of levels which he attributes to these sources is in 

fact not found therein. Thus, rules of the Astadhyayi providing for m and n to be 

replaced by anusvara (see 3.1.1) are phonological rules, as are pratisakhya rules that let -

                                                                 m and -n undergo changes, with possible consequences for vowels preceding these (see 

3.2-3.5). On the other hand, pratisakhya and siksd statements describing the places of 

production for Sanskrit sounds, including anusvara (see 7.2.2) are clearly phonetic, and 

the two types are kept apart in pratisakhyas. Moreover, anunasika refers to any sound 

produced in the oral cavity and the nose simultaneously (see 7.2.2g-h and note 99). 

Concerning Whitney's position that anusvara was a pervading nasality of a vowel, 

Srivastava has the following to say (1972: 204): 

Whitney's statement that anunasika and anusvara are originally and properly equivalent can be 
 accepted only when it is taken as representative of phonemic representation. In other words, it
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can be said that in underlying representation in the environment in which anunasika and 
anusvara occur there is a unique nasal archi-segment (unspecified in feature matrix except the 

 feature nasality i.e. N [= + nas]) which depending either upon certain constraints within a single 

 variety of a language or upon diatopic differences across varieties is realized sometimes as 
anunasika (nasalization) and at time anusvara (nasalized vocoid fragment). 

  Srivastava goes on (1972:205) to criticize Whitney as follows: 

His insistence upon keeping anusvara (vowel-variant of a nasal archi-segment) distinct as a 

 separate category from the nasal homorganic (consonant-variant of a nasal archi-segment) or 
his further subdivision of ansuvära into m and n types, is directly opposed to the earlier more 

scientific description of anusvara which was functionally considered as a single unit and was 

phonetically characterized as a `conditioned' sound ̀ dependent' upon some other sound for its 
actualization. In fact, Whitney's definition and classification of anusvära is phonetically 

 motivated. 

This glosses over the fact that Whitney explicitly said he distinguished in and n in 

transliteration as a matter of convenience. Moreover, there was indeed a distinction 

between word-final anusvara and nasal stop homogeneous with a following stop, as in 

katam karoti and katan karoti (see 3.1.1a-b, 3.1.2). In fact, as can be seen from Panini's 

rules, an archi-segment N is appropriate only for word-interior nasals before stops and 

spirants, where anusvara before spirants and nasal stop homogeneous with a follow stop 

are in complementation. Srivastava was surely aware of this, yet he puts the archi-

segment to use in an unjustified manner. 

  In addition to criticizing Whitney, Srivastava puts his archi-segment N to work in a 

series of rules intended to capture certain features of Sanskrit phonology associated with 

anusvara, n, and m. His principal contribution, if I understand his arguments correctly, 

would be to generalize and account for aspects of Sanskrit nasal assimilation in a more 

principled manner than had been accomplished by earlier scholars. Srivastava refers 

(1972: 215) to W. S. Allen's observation (1962: 83) that, although n and m are both 

nasals, the latter show more tendency to assimilate than the former. Allen simply gave m 

a greater potential for assimilation. Srivastava considers examples given by Allen and 

argues as follows: 

 But such explanations based on the articulatory process only beg the question. Allen is unable 

 to explain why m has phonetically greater potentiality than n for assimilation. His 
 classification of stops into interfering and non-interfering classes is nothing more than the 

 feature [+ cor] and [- cor]. 

  It is more logical to assume that both final m and n are basically the same, i.e. /N/ but while 

in the case of mahan and tan it is followed by dental archi-segment IS/ which is even attested 
by their alternative pronunciation as [mahänt] and [tant], in items like tam and uktam, it is 

followed by pause. Thus, by MS-rule (1) /taN/ is realized as [tam] in isolation but later by P-
 rule (1) it is actualized as [tau] when followed by word [kavim], i.e. /tam#kaviN/ [taijkavim].
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 But as IS/ exists finally in lexical items like [mahan] and [tan] and as P-rule (1) precedes the 

consonant deletion rule (rule 3), /mahaNS/ and /taNS/ are realized first as mahant and tant and 

then by rule 3 take their final phonetic form as mahan and tan. 

To appreciate what Srivastava claims, consider how he derives puman (nom. sg.) `man', 

pumamsam (acc. sg.) and mandn of mahän kavilh `great poet' (Srivastava 1972: 210, 

216): (a) pumanS+S# —+ pumant+S# (rule 5) --> puman (rule 3), (b) pumanS+am# —> 

pumans+am# (rule 5) —+ pumas+am# (rule 2), (c) mahanS#:kavih—+mahant# ... (rule 5) 

mahan# ... (rule 3). (a) and (c) are parallel. Accordingly, parallel to (b) and invoking 

the very same rules shown, as formulated by Srivastava and to which he himself refers, 

one should derive (d) mahanS+am# — mahans+am# (rule 5) -+ mahas+am#. This is 

empirically wrong: the accusative corresponding to mahan is mahantam. And the usual 

accusative, singular corresponding to puman is pumdmsam, with anusvara. I therefore 

think Panini and other early grammarians were right in recognizing different base forms: 

mahat and pums; see Cardona 1997: 469, 473. In addition, I do not think one should find 

strange the observation that n and m differ with respect to assimilation. It is undeniable 

that -m and -n differ phonologically: the former can occur preceded by a short vowel and 

immediately followed by another vowel; the latter cannot and one has instead -n n-; see 

9.1.2.7. It is also true, and well known, that dental stops and labial stops differ in their 

historical developments later in Indo-Aryan: intervocalic voiceless dental stops are 

subject to voicing and ultimately to deletion, but -p- is replaced by a fricative -v-; -n- is 

retained, but -m- goes to a nasalized -v-. A similar disparity of development is seen in 

Romance. 

2 It is fair to say, I think, that scholars who have come after Whitney, even such careful 

and philologically accurate scholars as Wackernagel, have not succeeded in settling the 

questions which Whitney raised concerning the putative distinction between segments 

called anusvara and others, called anundsika, and the historical developments associated 

with these. More recent scholars, especially linguists who are not well acquainted with 

Sanskrit pratisakhya and vyakarana texts, might then still be tempted to argue that 

statements such as the one Allen cites can be interpreted as merely stating an analysis of 

a particular scholar with respect to the very same thing that others analyze differently. It 

is worthwhile, therefore, to adduce evidence to demonstrate that Whitney's position is 

not defensible and to treat the development of anusvara and related nasal segments along 

with allied issues of early Indo-Aryan phonology. 

2.1 Consider first the following sutras. 

I.Pr. 13.15-18: --------------------------------i,il ) cii4-11-)R 4)s~*-ai(9-1.-HR-a-)i--1i9,i,k-ilu-icii*l.-Kwp-mi : -2 ~
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   ,1famii-------------------lf Ac4 ,i%1t-ti~ia1-t 6,u-Nla) I 

This set of statements concerns views about a particular analysis of sounds. Some (eke)3 

consider that stops other than voiced unaspirated stops are derived from these in a 

componential system. The phonological property of voicing (ghosam) for voiced stops 

(ghosavatam) other than aspirates is said to be the vowel a except for nasalized stops 

(anunasikanam), the voicing of which is anusvara. The same scholars say (ahuh) that the 

property of being aspirated (sosmatam) is to be gotten with the spirant (usmana) that has 

the same place of production (sasthanena) as the stop in question, but this applies only 

for voiceless aspirates, since the aspiration of voiced (ghosinam) aspirates is obtained 

through the voiced spirant (ghosina [usmana]) h. According to these scholars, then, one 

has k, to which voicing as represented by a is added to get g, voicing and nasality as 

represented by anusvära is added to get n, aspiration represented by jihvamuliya is added 

to get kh, and voiced aspiration represented by h is added to get gh. Others (apare), on 

the other hand, maintain that sounds are not thus built up, and that the phonological 

properties of being spirants and being voiced (usmaghosau) are there (utpannau `arisen') 

in sounds (atra `therein') as they are produced. These are clearly statements regarding 

the very same entities, sets of sounds like k kh g gh n, about which different scholars 

entertain varying opinions. 

Similarly, although e and o are admittedly monophthongs, the Rgvedapratisakhya 

notes that some treat these as composed of a and 1, u; see Cardona 1983a: 16. 

2.2 RPr. 1.52: uR,zf 14s  ce)crii: I .6_,~a-)Rdi Pi Tr ii dchR: ~~a^Lir 

concerns something Vedamitra says:4 when it comes between (madhyam etya) two vowels 

(dvayoh svarayor), -cd- (cdakarah) becomes (sampadyate) -1- and aspirated -dh- becomes 
-lh-. The very wording of the statement precludes considering this an opinion concerning 

the analysis or interpretation of a single entity. Instead, this is a statement of what occurs 

instead of intervocalic -d- and -dh-. 

2.3 The sutras 

1 Pr. 1.15-16: c1 c-'-1IaMi 124-4~iiaizi1-I:i 

also concern particular scholars. The first sutra states that according to Gargya, only a 

voiced unaspirated stop (trtiyam) occurs in final position (avasane), except for nasals,5

 'This  is understood from the preceding sutra (RPr . 13.14: it). 
4vedamitrah is understood from the preceding sutra . 
5tasmad anyam `other than that'; tasmat refers back to anunasika of the preceding sutra (RPr . 1.14: 

>m-----------u14*-) :ii), which provides that the last sound in each stop series (varge varge [4.13r. 1.12]) has the 

class name anunasika.
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 which occur in this position; the next states that according to Sakatayana voiceless 

unaspirated stops (prathamam) occur in this position. These sutras contain nominative 

terms (nom. sg. gargyah, sakatayanah), as do RPr. 13.15 (eke `some') and RPr. 13.18 

(apare). Moreover, it is appropriate to supply a verb form to be construed with each of 

these. Uvata supplies manyate `thinks, considers'.6 This does not mean, however, that 

Gargya and Sakatayana differ as to how they view a given single entity. It would be 

difficult to defend the opinion that RPr. 1.15-16 say Gargya considers the -k of vak 
`word

, speech' (nom. sg.) to be -g, while Sakatayana considers this to be -k. On the 

contrary, as Uvata also notes, RPr. 1.15-16 concern the possible occurrence of voiceless 

and voiced unaspirated nonnasal stops in word-final position. Another rule of the 

Rgvedapratigakhya7 states that certain sounds do not occur in word-final position 

(nantaym Anti): spirants Osman) other than visarjaniya (h), semivowels (antastha), r, 

aspirates (sosman), and palatal stops (cakaravarga). Remaining sounds can occur in this 

position, including voiceless and voiced unaspirated stops and nasal stops other than 

palatals. RPr. 1.15-16 state that Gargya and Sakatayana respectively allow voiced and 

voiceless unaspirated stops.' That is, we have here a variation, also taken into account by 

Panini,9 between word-final voiced and voiceless stops. 

2.4 The following statements concern something attributed to Gärgya (gargyasya [gen. 

sg.]): 

RPr. 6.36-38: --------------1 1t-Ma-i-IFITF---9-Tr 41144 I .-,1=4-11  :1 a,k-------------ii 1 

According to Gargya, in sequences such as palikkmnih `grey' (nom. p1. fem.), 

amatthmnat `took away' (3sg. impfct.),10 a nasal (nasikya) epenthetic vowel segment 

(svarabhaktih) occurs after a yama, as in palikkmnih, and a spirantal segment Osman) is 

inserted after an aspirated yama, as in amatthmnat. RPr. 6.38 states that one should avoid 

(varjayet) the latter (tam). The only interpretation which makes sense here is that Gargya 

represents a mode of recitation that is unacceptable, hence rejected.

6RPrU 1.15: c 1iq-~.1Il ic-cruc ilc-4 -------------  7rr I-----------1I4: i 1.16: ~iiazl -H 

we-414:1;r24-4 
'RPr. 12.1: • • • .•- - r 1-`l~ic(i i 
81 PrU 1.15: • • .•. ... .. - •• • • . ... f n I-g2/9-14,1 I 

   9A 8.2.39:~ftsprovides that word-final consonants other than semivowels and nasals are 

replaced by voiced unaspirated stops. By 8.4.56: a la -11 ();--d-rii [53] [54]) a voiceless stop optionally 
replaces a voiced one before pause. 

10Respectively from paliknih, amathnat. Under the derivational procedure adopted in the 
Rgvedapratigakhya, the stops -k-, -th- are replaced by identical voiceless stops with the added property of 
nasality (gr. 6.29-30, 32:  -(-11,..1-1-11N-14)1 I T V H : qc11'1i89i4Rr9, I              

I Consonant doubling then applies (l.Pr. 6.1-2: 9.1.2.2a), with the unaspirated stop 
corresponding to -th- preceding this. The nasalized velar km and dental thrimare among the sounds called 
yama (`twin').
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2.5 Consider now a set of rules that have to do with word-final -y and -v preceded by a-

vowels: 

   a. TPr. 10.19-21, 23:7,74caatSyaii craatit) I -I)iaa-I*iiscp~w-rIaic't-I 1Atci'1): 

According to TPr. 10.19, -y and -v (yavakarau) preceded by an a-vowel (avarnapurvau) 

are deleted (lupyete) before a vowel. For example: apay undantu (`May the water 

moisten ...') apa undantu ...," td abrutam ... (4 — tav abrutam).12 TPr. 10.20, on the 

other hand, states that according to Ukhya -y and -v are not (na) deleted under the 

conditions given. Instead of apa undantu ... and ta abrutam, the tradition of recitation 

which Ukhya represents has apay undantu and lay abrutam. Further, as noted in TPr. 

10.21, according to Satikrtya -v alone is not dropped. In Sankrtya's tradition, then, one 

recites Cilia undantu ... , without y, but tav abrutam, with -v.13 According to TPr. 10.23, 

in the mode of speaking represented by Vatsapra, there are still other variants: -y and -v 

are pronounced as very light glides.14 dpaY undantu ..., tav abrutam. No one could 

seriously doubt that these statements deal with variant pronunciations in different dialect 

areas as represented in traditions of recitation attested to by named representatives. 

In the language Panini describes, one finds a comparable variation, accounted for by 

the following sutras: 

   b. A 8.3.18-19, 22: ~i1c4uic.-Icit: na,zii-it--1Ir: ----------------Frii 

According to Sakatayana, -v and -y are replaced by sounds that have an extremely light 

articulatory effort (laghuprayatnatarah), but for akalya they are replaced by zero 

(lopah). This variation applies only before vowels, since all (sarvesam) agree that word-

final -v and -y are deleted before consonants (hali). 

2.6 Finally, consider 

A 7.3.98-100. ---- ( [96] [93]) ,As JI1,4,"c-a-1: I ---- I 

which have to do with imperfect forms of certain verbs. By the first sutra, after the five 

verbs of the subset starting with rud `cry, weep', an ending that consists of a single sound

"TS 1.2.1.1: 'so4 a q'1"licai `May (these) waters wet (this yajamana's hair so that he 

may) live, have a long life's duration, brilliance.' apay undantu derives from apah undantu (padapatha 

According to TPr. 9.10 (3;rsT tcici-------1 rrff,), visarjaniya changes to -y before a vowel. 
   'TS 2.6.7.1: ...41ii---------------Aia4...(padapatha:i14,j'-iP-11 leirciFdf r-~~tr~I tav derives from 

tau by TPr. 9.15: rzia1, according to which -au changes to -av before a vowel. 
13This is what one finds in standard editions. 
'4Pr. 10.23 clearly refers to both the semivowels, since it uses the genitive dual etayoh. The 

Tribhasyaratna explains that lesa signifies a light pronunciation, as though the semivowels were dropped 

(luptavad uccaranam):cHcl 1(q9 I The Vaidikabharana, on the other hand, understands lupyete 
from 10.19, contextually modified to the singular lupyate in construction with lesalh, which is said to mean 
'a part' (ekadesah). Under this interpretation, TPr. 10.23 states that part of -y and -v is dropped: c~wcr 

aic<,-<,-'1R 4r24tfaq i Y,4-)Itcr I
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 — that is, in this instance, -t or -s — receives the initial augment a (T6:  arodit (3sg. 

impfct.), arodih (2sg. impfct.); asvapat, asvapih `slept'; as'vasat, asvasih `breathed', anat, 

anih (pi-atilt, prang)) `breathed'; ajaksat, ajaksih `ate'. A 7.3.99 states that, according to 

Gargya and Galava, the augment a is added to the endings in question after the same 

verbs: arodat, arodah, and so on. Further, all (sarvesam) agree that this augment is 

added after ad 'eat', as in adat, adah. 

2.7 As shown (2.1), there are indeed pratisakhya statements that describe a point of view 

adopted by some scholars with respect to the very dame entity or entities which others 

view differently. As I have also shown, however, this is by no means the norm for 

statements in which different authorities are mentioned. Usually, such statements 

concern real differences in usage such as the occurrence of intervocalic -l- and -lh-

instead of -d- and -dh- (2.2) or of final voiced and voiceless stops (2.3). In addition, the 

strict tradition of the Rgveda could condemn a variant mode of pronunciation (2.4). 

Further, the variation in question can be fairly complex, as in the occurrence of y, -v, 

light glides -y -v and the absence of either (2.5). Nor are such differences in usage limited 

to aspects of pronunciation. They can be grammatical differences, such as imperfects of 

the types arodit and arodat (2.6). As I have noted, moreover, evidence for such 

differences in uses with respect to phonology and grammar is to be found not only in 

pratisakhyas but also in Panini's grammar. The only justifiable conclusion to be drawn 

from such evidence is the obvious one, which most scholars have long known: The 

treatises in question reflect wide dialectal differences that are reflected in differences of 

recitation of Vedic texts and in the language Panini describes. 

  It is nevertheless undeniable that early grammarians in India could differ in the ways 

they chose to account for the same facts. An additional example, concerning 

grammatical units, will serve to bring home the point. To account for as and s in asti `is', 

stab `they two are', santi `they all are', Panini posits basic as and lets the vowel of this 

base be deleted before particular affixes. It is known that some other grammarians 

posited s as the base and accounted for asti and so on by adding a. On such differences 

of procedure, see recently Cardona 1987, 1997: 787, 824. We learn of such 

disagreements from a comparison of various grammars and from what commentators tell 

us. On the other hand, neither Panini nor other grammarians, go out of their way to 

inform us that others accounted for certain facts in a way different from theirs. 

3 This established, let us return now to the issue of anunasika and anusvära, considering 

first the pertinent rules from the Astadhyayi and prati§akhyas along with texts which 

exemplify the usages accounted for bv such rules.
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3.1 In the Astadhyayi, Panini formulates rules for replacing m and n with anusvara, 

subject to further substitution. He also provides for the replacement of -n and -m by -R 

(ru) — r marked with u to distinguish this replacement for -s and -s from original -r — 

which entails either nasalizing a preceding vowel or letting anusvara follow this vowel. 

3.1.1 According to 

a. A 8.3.23-24: ------- ----- [22]) --------- 

word-final -m (mal3)15 is replaced by anusvara (iii) before a consonant (hali), and this 

substitution applies not only to m but also to n (nas' ca) which is not the final sound of a 

word (apadantasya), if it is followed by a consonant other than a semivowel or nasal 

(jhali). The following provide for replacing anusvara (anusvarasya): 

b. A 8.4.58-59: a-r- ,m-1.14: I m yet-c1(--,-1 I 

Before a consonant other than a spirant (yayi), in is replaced by a sound homogeneous 

with the following consonant (parasavarnah); the replacement is optional (va) for word-

final (padantasya) -m. In addition, a dental stop (toli) is replaced by a consonant 

homogeneous with a following 1(11): 

  c. A 8.4.60: cl)R4I 

The following sutras state conditions under which -R substitutes for -n and -m: 

d. A 8.3.5-9: wr:  [1]) I un: '&1,24 & I -1.Y4.'1 I-( I 3-117211 I q`1i-------------lq1 t1'-H-1LII I 

-R replaces the -m of sam (samalh) before the initial augment slit (suti) and the -m of pum 

(pumah)'6 before a voicless stop (khayi) which is followed by a vowel, semivowel or 

nasal (ampare). Excepting prasan `calm' (aprasan), -R replaces -n (nal)) before 

voiceless palatal, retroflex, and dental stops (chavi). In the same contexts, -n in rcs (rksu) 

behaves both ways (ubhayatha); that is, it is either replaced by -R or not. After a long 

vowel (dirghat), -n is replaced by -R if a vowel or a semivowel other than 1 follows (ati) 

in the same verse section (samanapade). Replacement by -R entails operations for 

vowels that precede original -m and -n, stated in the following sutras: 

   e. A 8.3.2-4: .----------------1-~-I I i-41- :r l ar I—s---f z ftri-1.A.-i ik a-)1 c-LIt1-i--------------------------ta l i:I 

A nasalized vowel (anunasikah) optionally (va) substitutes for the sound preceding 

(purvasya) final consonants replaced by -R as provided for in following rules (atra 
`here')

, but this substitution applies obligatorily (nityam) to a (atali) before -R followed 

by a vowel or semivowel other than 1 (ati)." Anusvara (anusvarah) follows (parah) a

15A 8 .3.23-24 are rules of a section headed by A 8.1.16: 4cw+ I Operations stated in rules of this 

section apply to a unit called pada. See Cardona 1997: 105.    
16pum itself derives from pums , with deletion of -s by a rule (A 8.2.23: 4z11,I1-w-l: I) which 

provides that the final sound of a word ending in a consonant cluster is deleted. 
"This applies where A 8 .3.9 applies, so that the usage covered is Vedic.
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 vowel that is not nasalized's consequent upon replacement of -m or -n by -R. 

In the spoken language Panini's grammar accounts for, then, anusvara occurs before r 

and spirants, word-final anusvara alternates with stops homogeneous with following 

stops, and in particular contexts nasalized vowels alternate with complexes consisting of 

clear vowels followed by anusvara. 

3.1.2 Examples 

katam karoti ... is making (karoti) a mat (katam)' —f katam karoti (8.3.23) — 

[optionally] katan karoti (8.4.59), gam-sya-te `will be understood' (3sg. fut. pass.) —> 

gamsyate (8.3.24), pumans-am `man' (acc. sg.) —p pumamsam, yu-n-j-tas `they two are 

joining, yoking' (3du. pres. indic. act.) —f yu-n-g-tas (A 8.2.30: t: ¶: 1) —3 yu-m-g-tas 

(8.3.24) -+ yu-th-k-tas (8.4.55) —+ yunktas (8.4.58),19 yu-n-j-anti (3p1.) -* yu-th-j-anti 
-p ... yunjanti, tam lokam `that world' (ace. sg.) —> talm lokam, amusmin loke `in that 

world' (loc. sg.) —+ amusmilth loke; mahan indra- —> maham indra-, v,stiman iva —> ... 

vrstimam iva,20 sam skaroti ... is adorning' —* satR skaroti I samR skaroti —> ... 

samskaroti/ samskaroti,21 pumskama -+ ... pumskama / pumskama `a woman who desires 

men', bhavan cinoti—*bhavatR cinoti / bhavatR cinoti —* ... bhavams cinoti / bhavams 

cinoti `you (bhavan) are heaping, plucking ...' tasmin ca `and (ca) in that' -> tasmitR 

ca / tasmimR ca —p ... tasmims ca / tasmims Ca, asman ca `and us' -> asman ca,22 tan ca 

— OAR ca —+ ... tams ca `and those'.23 

3.2 In the recitation tradition of the Rgveda accounted for by the Rgvedapratisakhya, 

anusvara does not occur as a word-final segment before stops and semivowels. Instead, 

full assimilation takes place. Here, anusvara occurs only before spirants and r. 

3.2.1 The following rules account for assimilations for -m: 

a. RPr. 4.6-8: ftrr Tcit LRM di-niwKi- 

      kbiviRva-)11 727----- 

If a stop (spars'e) follows (udaye) which has a different place of production (visthane) 

from that of -m, -m (makarah) changes to the nasal stop (uttamam) proper to the stop

''As transmitted by Paniniyas, A 8.3.5 has anunasikat, which should be considered a haplological 
shortening of original ananundsikat. See Cardona 1983b. 

19For rules involved in the derivation and not dealt with here, see Cardona 1997: 544, 578. 
  20E.g.,1V8.6.1 ab:---- zr ------- 7fEai 1-a I `Great (is) Indra who in his strength is like 

Parjanya full of rain.' 
21For the Paninian rules that state the pertinent replacements, see Cardona 1997: 557, 561, 574. 
22ln Mini's system, -n --> -n by a rule (A 8.4.40: ----1: rr : i) whereby s and palatal stops (cu) 

substitute for s and dental stops (tu) continguous with s and palatal stops. The .1 gvedapratisakhya accounts 
for the assimilation by a rule (RPr. 4.9: -,+mi 4,1): [-rmit: 8]) according to which -n (nakarah) 

changes to -n (nakaram) if s or a palatal stop (sakaracakaravargayoh) follows. 
231 V 2.1.16c: ',4-1-11 fg a3;rr `Lead us and them to great good.'
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series of the following stop (udayasya svam).24 Before word-initial (parasu padadisu) 

semivowels (antasthasu) other than r (rephavarjam), -m changes to those very 

semivowels (tam tam), only nasalized (anunasikan tu). Similarly, -n (nakarah) changes 

to a nasalized 1 if an 1 follows (udaye lakare). 

  As shown, the change of -m to a nasalized semivowel is excluded before r-. When 

this semivowel and spirants follow (rephosmanor udayoh), -m changes to anusvara 

(anusvaram):25 

  b. 1 Pr. 4.15:.4r1~.--------------,414,4-)17vait-~~RvHHi--------------------:I 

  The following rules are part of a group of rules that deal with changes for -n in 

particular contexts in the Rgveda: 

  c. RPr. 4.65, 68-70, 74, 75: -+a-)it-t7Er4Ia Li) 

 tin ---- f —fa q si: 

-n (nakarah) is deleted (lupyate) if it is preceded by -a- (akaropadhah) and followed by a 

vowel (svarodayah). It also drops in collocations which have -am as though in hiatus — 

so that they are called vivrttyabhipraya — although a consonant follows original -n. 

These are specified in 1Pr. 4.68: pivoannarit rayivrdhah, dadhanvam yah, jujurvam yah, 

svavam yatu, dadvam Va. -n preceded by i or u (ikarokaropahitah) changes to -r 

(repham) before the voiced consonants of certain words listed in 1.Pr. 4.69: hatam, 

yonau, vacobhih, yan, yuvanyun, vanisista. This change also applies before vowels 

(svaresu). -n behaves like -h (visarjaniyavat) if it is preceded by a long vowel 

(dirghopadhah) and there follows one of the items carati, cakre, camasan, ca, co, Cu', 

carasi, cyautnah, caturah, cikitvan. In particular items, -n does not (na) behave like 

visarjaniya: asman, camasan, pasun. 

  The pertinent operation relative to visarjaniya is stated in 

  d. RPr. 4.31:fi --------RTT-2.1T9-9-T(fa-----------[24])i 

If there follows (uttare) a voiceless (aghose) stop (sparse) that is not itself followed by a 

spirant (anusmapare), -h — whether or not it is of the type that changes to -r before 

vowels and voiced consonants (rephy arephi) — changes to the spirant (usmanam) which

  241Zpr. 4.6 specifies that this change applies according to all authorities (sarvesdm eva), because the 
preceding two sutras deal with changes proper to the recitation tradition represented by the father of S

akalya. 
251Zpr. 4.15 also says that this is called paripanna (tat paripannam dhuii). 1,13r.  5.25 (AM- -c.41-,4 4R4~1ii 

---- provides for the s of sa to remain unchanged after a retroflexing sound if sa is the element preceding 
a paripanna element (paripannopadhd cet), that is, if it precedes anusvara as gotten by 1 Pr. 4.15. A finite 
form of the causative corresponding to paripanna is used in1Pr. 14.37 (paripddayanti `change to 
anusvara'); see 4.2.5c.
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 has the same place of production as the following stop (tatsasthanam). 

When -n (nakarasya) is dropped or changes to -r or a spirant (loparephosmabhave), 

the vowel (svarah) that precedes (purvah) the original -n (tatsthanat) is nasalized 

(anunasikah): 

  e.RPr. 4.80:-~a~~~-i••— •• - ::I 
OnJ 

3.2.2 Examples 

a. 1Pr. 4.6: yam kumara `young man, ... which ...' —> yan kumara,26 aham ca tvam ca 
`I and you' —> ahan ca tvan ca ,27 tam te `that for you' —> tan te;28 RPr. 4.7: yam yam 

yujam `whomever ... an ally' —> yayrimyaym yujam,29 esamlaksma-`of these ... a mark'—> 

esalm laksma-,30 tam vah `that one of yours'-> tavm vah;31 1Pr. 4.8: jigivan laksam 
`winning ... stake' —> jigavalm laksam32 

b. 'gr.  4.15: navam ratham navam ratham (1ZV 10.135.3a, see note 26), tvam 

satyah `you a true one' —> tvam satyah, tvam sat `you who overcome' —> tvam sat, tvam 

gusnam `you ... Susna' —> tvam susnam33 

c. RPr. 4.65: sargan iva `like flows' —> sargarh iva,34 mahan indra- —> maham indra-

(1 V 8.6.1, see note 20); 1 Pr. 4.68: pavoannan (`that have rich food') rayivrdhah (`that 

grow in wealth') —> pavoannam rayivrdhah;35 1.Pr. 4.69: ut panan hatam `do away with 

the misers' —> ut panamr hatam;36 RPr. 4.70: rasmin iva `like reins' - > rasmiii r iva,37 

abhisun iva `like reins' —> abhisurimr iva;38 RPr. 4.74: mahan carati `the great one

"4 .V 10.135.3ab: r n t z2-------------n~Mit: I `Young man, the new wagon without wheels that you 
made in your mind ...' The interpretation of this section of a riddle-hymn does not concern us here. 

274.V 8.62.11.a:----3ur `Indra, let's you and I be allied for acquisitions.' 
   281.V 3.48.2cd:n-iHinr qR *Tr-------- F-----c clj ----------`That (Soma juice) did your mother, a young 

woman, pour for you at the very outset in the home of your great father.' 
291,W 2.25.1d: ~,is; `... whom Brhaspati makes an ally.' 
301V 10.71.2d: _ ~ ~•4 nl'i I i 'An auspicious mark is set down on their speech.' 
311 V 6.48.14ab: --------- ['That one of yours (do I praise who is) of good insight 

like Indra, clever like Varuna.' 
322.12.4cd: a ... 'Who, like a victorious player, took the stake of the Ari ...' 
331V 1.63.3: - • Ci lu `Indra, 

you (have struck) these, you the true one, the bold one, leader of the Rbhus, beneficial to men, you who 
overcome; as an ally ..., you killed Susna for the young Kutsa.' 

341,V 8.35.20ab: *-141'1  i r+-lq-icii I `(Asvin), let loose like flows the good 
praises of Syavasva as he presses (the Soma) ...'    35RV 7.91.3ab: 4'1-------------4::f----------kla1 i... `The white (wind) follows after those that are endowed 
with rich food, that grow with wealth ...' 

3>1 V 1.184.2b: --------------- `(Asvins,) rejoicing in a flood (of Soma), do away with the misers.' 
374V 8.35.21a: ---------- `(Asvins,) take up the rites (of Syavasva) like reins.' 
381 V 6.57.6ab: ------------------ zrrtf2T: I `We draw up Pusan as a charioteer does reins.'
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goes'— mahamg carati;39 RPr. 4.75: asman ca — f asman ca (1 V 2.1.16c, see note 23). 

3.2.3 In addition to the realizations illustrated in 3.2.2c, pronunciations of the type 

pivoanndm rayivrdhah, ut panimr hatam, mahams carati — with vowels followed by 

anusvara instead of nasalized vowels — are known in the traditions of Rgvedic 

recitation. Such realizations, however, were considered errors and censured; see 4.2.5c. 

3.3 Contrary to what is true of the language described in Panini's Astadhyayi (3.1) and of 

the language reflected in the recitation tradition described in the Rgvedapratisakhya (3.2), 

the Atharvaveda tradition reflected in the Saunakiya Caturadhyayika has nasalized 

vowels and semivowels but lacks anusvara. 

  According to 

a. SCA 2.31-33 [2.1.31-33]: ---------- r u : o-lv:i~~laI------------ 

before a stop (spade), -m (makarasya) is replaced by a nasal with the same place of 

production as the following stop (parasasthanah) and it is replaced by zero (lopah) 

before semivowels and spirants (antahsthosmasu). This deletion applies also within a 

word (antahpade), but only before spirants (usmasv eva). In addition, both (ubhayoh) -m 

and -n are replaced by a nasalized 1(lakaro 'nunasikah) before 1- (lakare): 

b. SCA 2.35 [2.1.35]:  s-i-iwfa->: I 

The following rules state replacements for -n (nakarasya): 

  c.SCA2.26-27, 29 [2.1.26-27, 29]: -------------------------------------ba~rlaoa-~~k-4 Fa (-1,l-n------------[Deshpande: 

           r-Izna4a] i ------------1.1,1 ),-mI-ii-r~Lra~~~na~1r,)a~ici--------------------- 1 

Before voiceless palatal, retroflex and dental stops (catatavargesv aghosesu) not followed 

by spirants (anusmaparesu), -n is replaced by visarjaniya. This replacement applies to -n 

before a vowel (svare), if it is preceded by -a- (dkaropadhasya) in passages with 

upabaddhan and so on. If, however, it is preceded by a retroflexing vowel,40 -n before a 

vowel is replaced by -r in sequences such as rturimr ut srjate. The substitution by 

visarjaniya only results in an intermediate stage. Before a voiceless consonant (aghose), 

-13 (visarjaniyasya) is replaced by a spirant with the same place of production as the 

following consonant (parasasthanah); before a vowel (svare), it is replaced by -y 

(yak-drab). Moroever, word-final (padantayoh) -y and -v preceded by a vowel (svarat) 

are deleted: 

  d. SCA 2.40-41 [2.2.1-2]: iafl,1-11a-------------------- r ------- I 

e. SCA 2.21 [2.1.21]: -------------- ------- [18])i 

Further, when -n and -m are deleted (nakdramakarayor lope), the preceding (purvasya)

39 

40

RV 3.55.9b:--------ei)- i.- I 'The great one goes midst the two worlds with his light.' 
namyupadhasya, that is, if it occurs after a vowel other than a a.
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 vowel is replaced by a nasalized one (anunasikah), and this applies also when -n and -m 

change to y, -r or a spirant (yarosmapattau): 

   f. SCA1.67-68 [1.3.5-6]: -1a,1.0-1a,R4)C1)a 4.1f-,-111-11R-11,:1 ,.4- 1y-7 

3.3.1 Examples 

a. SCA 2.31 [2.1.31]: sam kagayami `I show' —* sankagayami;41 2.32 [2.1.32]: 

vrksam yat —4 vrksam yat, anusphuram garam-4anusphuram s'aram,42 pitaram varunam 

gatavrsnyam `father ... Varuna of a hundred virile powers' —+ pitaram varunam 

gatavrsnyam,43 pitaram suryam `father ... the sun' —* pitarathsuryam; 44 2.33 [2.1.33]: 

vimgatih `twenty' (e.g., AV 5.15.2.... f a"I----------f n ). 

b. SCA 2.35 [2.1.35]: tam lokam `that world' —* talm lokam,45 sarvan lokan `all the 

worlds' —* sarvalm lokan46 

c. SCA 2.26 [2.1.26]: parvatan ca `and mountains' —+ parvatdmh ca (1.68 [f]) 

parvatamg ca (2.40 [d]);47 2.27: upabaddhan iha `bound up ... here' —> upabaddhah iha 
—> upabaddhamy iha (2.41, 1.68 [d, f]) —> upabaddham iha (2.21 [e]);48 2.29: rtun ut 

srjate `creates the seasons' —+ ... rtumr ut srjate49 

3.4 The Yajurveda traditions accounted for in the Vajasaneyiprati§akhya and the 

Taittiriyapratisakhya resemble the Rgveda tradition (see 3.2) in that anusvara is 

distinguished from nasalized vowels and consonants, referred to by the term anunasika. 

The recitation traditions reflected in these works, however, also differ from that of the 

Rgveda and bear resemblence to the state of language described in the Astadhyayi (see 

3.1) in that there is greater variation, so that one has both vowels followed by anusvara 

and nasalized vowels as well as sequences with anusvara in addition to nasalized 

semivowels. 

3.4.1 It is best to begin with the ukla Yajurveda recitation as account for by the 

Vaj asaneyi-pratisakhya.

41AV 14.2.12a: (+a 1 1'41 i a~n------- `l show the vehicle (in which the bride was brought here).' 
   42AV 1.2.3 ab: c----cir~#: -------------A-------lk12I 'When the cows embrace the tree and sing to 

the arrow along with the quivering ...' As the commentator explains, vrksam 'tree' and gavah 'cows' refer 
metaphorically to the wooden bow and the leathern bow-string from which an arrow is shot. 

43AV 1.3.3ab: fa rr r ri 1t r a -------- `We know the father of the arrow to be Varuna of a 
hundred virile powers.' 

44AV 1.3.5ab: farrr-7r f 714 '--------------iciek~~ I ̀ We know the father of the arrow to be the sun ...' 
45AV 3.28.5c: n1--------  1 'The cow who has given birth to twin calves reached that world ...' 
46AV 4.38.5d:... zr: (the sun,) which goes around all the worlds to keep them.' 
47AV 1.12.3cd: zm 7731,4 aHk-vn7- -4ni - ciw II 'Let the (illness) born of water, the one 

born of the wind, the dry-burning one go to the trees and to the mountains.' 
"AV 1.7.7ab: ----`Agni, bring here the witches, bound up.' 
49AV 6.36.2b: ----------- `(Agni) ... creates the seasons.'
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3.4.1.1 The following rules provide for changes that apply to -m: 

a. VPr. 4.1,10, 12: ,A7,1-.(1. HebR: I • • • - • u -2rra-r9, I Tc171 LRLW-14, I 
-m (makarah) changes to anusvara (anusvaram) before before r- and spirants (rosmasu); 

before semivowels (antasthasu) it changes to a nasalized (anundsikam) semivowel 

(antastham) with the same place of production as the following semivowel 

(parasasthanam); and before a stop (sparse), -m becomes the nasal stop of the series to 

which the following stop belongs (parapancamam). 

A series of sutras under the heading of 

b.VPr.3.1.133:9-:1 

provides that -n (nuh) undergoes changes in stated contexts. Among these rules are: 

c. VPr. 3.1.134-135, 141-142: : ~I~I t I yfi a-1~r~t1-1 1 

~11q1tivqc1,IV-j 

-n changes to s(sam) before c- and ch- (cachayoh) , to -s (sam) before t- and th-

(tathayoh). The -n of the accusative plurals satrun `enemies', paridhin `protective sticks 

forming an enclosure', kratun `insights, rites', vanaspatin `trees' changes to -r (repham) 

before a vowel (svare); and -n becomes -y (yakdram) before a vowel if it is preceded by a 

(dkdropadhah). According to 

d. VPr. 4.127: : ve1-ci4): r: 

intervocalic (svaramadhye `between vowels') word-final (padantayoh) -y and -v 

(yavayoh) are deleted (lopah). Further, the rules in c are stated under the heading of 

e. VPr. 3.130: ------------------lF c4 l i r qi,i-crrrzrr, I 

This provides that in conjunction with the changes stated in subsequent rules, prior to 

VPr. 4.10 (prdg antahsthayah, see a), the penultimate vowel preceding (upadhd) the 

sound that changes itself changes to a nasalized (anundsikam) vowel. 

3.4.1.2 Examples 

a. VPr. 4.1: apam rasena `with the essence of the waters'—+ apam rasena,50 indram 

sriyai Indra for magnificence' —f indram sriyai;51 VPr. 4.10: sam vapami `I pour 

together' —+ savni vapdmi; 52 VPr. 4.12: bahubhyam pusno—pbahubbhyam pussno (see 

note 52), vratam krnuta `do your vow' — vratan krnuta,53 vratam carisydmi `I will carry

5"I use in to transliterate anusvara in general, but in to transliterate the particular reflexes of anusvara 
designated by symbols such as '4 v e E in Yajurveda traditions; see 7.2.3c-d. 

51VS 19.94:.1y1e94-9- f7,31-4 1if 11 ̀... as Varuna the king (bears the foetus) in 
the waters to engender (Indra) unto magnificence, with the essense of the waters, the saman.' 

   "VS 1.21:G4ca----11afa~t~,c10-Ju,0- Trk,4,41,-i,pour you (the flour into a 
vessel) under the impulse of god Savitf, with the arms of the Mvins, the hands of Pusan ...' 

53VS 4.11: cmas, ...This has to do with carrying out the job of getting milk for the yajamana to 
drink.
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 out a vow' —>  vratan carisydmis4 

c-e. VPr. 3.134: ahin ca `and ... snakes' —> ahirhg ca;55 VPr. 3.135: anydn te `others .., 

your' —> anydms te;56 VPr. 3.141: gatrun apa `enemies ... away' —+ gatrumr apa;57 VPr, 

3.142: mandn indra- —* mandmy indra-mandm indra-.58 

3.4.1.3 As shown, according to VPr. 3.130 (3.4.1.1e) a vowel preceding original -n thai 

changes to -g and so on is nasalized. This is not the entire story, however. According to 

   a. VPr. 3.131-132:ratx11Ifa:,A-R--.14q4I 

Aupasavi lets this nasalization apply only if -n subject to change precedes a vowel 

(svare); before a consonant (vyanjane), according to Aupasavi, the vowel preceding -n is 

separated from the consonant in question by anusvara (anusvdrena).59 That is, in the 

tradition of recitation which Aupasavi represents and teaches, one has gatrumr apa (4— 

gatrun apa) and mandrh indro (— mandn indrah), with nasalized vowels as in othei 

traditions, but ahiica and anydms te, where, instead of nasalized vowels, one has pure 

vowels followed by the nasal segment anusvara. 

There is evidence of additional variation in the ukla Yajurveda recitational 

traditions. Consider now
,     b . VPr. 4.2, 4-5:-s: -iI~.I-i-11`t{~h1- i)i-r IC114'I ZLILI 11q-)zIz1-ilI 

As shown earlier (3.4.1.1a), VPr. 4.1 provides for -m going to anusvara before r- and 

spirants. VPr. 4.2 concerns m and n (nug ca) in the interior of a word (antahpade): these 

also go to anusvara before the sounds given in the previous rule, excepting r (arephe). 

Further, VPr. 4.4 states that the sound preceding (upadha) the operand is nasalized 

(anundsikd), and according to VPr. 4.5, Kasyapa and Sakatayana (kdgyapagdkatdyanau) 

hold that m and n are dropped (lopam) in the contexts stated. Now, VPr. 3.130 already 

provides for nasalizing a vowel that precedes a consonant which undergoes changes by 

subsequent sutras, so that VPr. 4.4 must serve a special purpose. As explained by 

commentators, this serves to set two options apart: It is the case that m and n change to 

anusvara, but not for all authorities; and if they do not, then the vowel that precedes them

54VS 1.5: 091d1-1 `Agni, master of the vow, I will carry out a vow.' 
55VS 16.5: 3; 7'  =1-41-g1=1-Tzrq,... `... and destroying all the snakes ...' 

   56VS 17.11:. 1-.-,44<1'Let your missiles burn others than us.' 
57VS 7 .37:------'p-A.---`(Indra,) kill the enemies, push away those who scorn us.' 
58VS 7 .40 (= RV 8.6.1 [see note 20]): ----- 
59Since VPr . 3.132 has an instrumental anusvarena, the only plausible interpretation is that found in the 

commentaries. The Vaidikabharana supplies vyavadhiyate `is separated': the penultimate vowel is 
separated from the consonant originally following -n by anusvara (-------,4 1.-40 t?T 1) The 

Tribhasyaratna remarks that the teacher Aupasavi requires (icchati 'desires, accepts') a separation of the 
vowel from the consonant by an adventitious (agamikena) anusvara: -------- As7 

0,iGg 9111 AcL11.11 9-~1~411-c tlz114:I
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is nasalized.60 Thus, if m and n are deleted, as called for according to Kasyapa and 

akatayana, then a preceding vowel is nasalized; for example, apam rasena—+apam 

rasena, indram sriyai—>indram s'riyai, with nasalized vowels instead of vowels 

followed by anusvära (see 3.4.1.2a). Moreover, the same alternation is now provided for 

in the interior of a word in forms like jaksivamsah / jaksivamsah `having eaten'. 

papivamsah / papivamsah `having drunk' (pfct. ptcple. nom. p1. masc.), havamsi / havimsi 
'oblations' . 

3.4.2 The Taittiriyapratisakhya also shows evidence of comparable variation in traditions 

of the Krsna Yajurveda. 

3.4.2.1 The following rules of the Taittiriyapratisakhya provide for changes that -m 

undergoes: 

a. TPr. 5.27-29:ff, i t tra------------------Hti a-)i~it: 

   b. TPr. 13.1-2: 3sr2T ,a->rtc-i14: 

-m (makarah) followed by a stop (spars'aparah) changes to the nasal (anunasikam) stop 

that has the same place of production (sasthanam) as the following consonant. If it is 

followed by a semivowel (antasthaparah), -m changes to a nasalized (anunasikam) 

version of the same sound (savarnam), but -m followed by r- (rephaparah) does not (na) 

undergo this change. If it is followed by r- or a spirant (rephosmaparah), -m is dropped 

(makaralopah). 

Other rules concern changes for -n. Both -t and -n change to -1 (lakaram) if they are 

followed by 1- (laparau), but -1 which thus derives from -n is nasalized (anunasikam): 

c. TPr. 5.25-26: Maitti-L(amit: [22] ------ [20]) i ,1,-11 

Provided it is followed by a vowel other than that of iti (anitiparah) -n (nakarah) changes 

to -r (repham) when preceded by -1- or -u- (ikarokarapurvah), to -y (yakaram)61 when 

preceded by -a- (akarapurvah) in passages of the sections referred to by graha (TS 

1.4.1-42) ukhya (TS 4.1-4.2, excluding the final anuvaka of each), yajya (the final 

anuvaka of each prapathaka in TS 1.1.14-4.3.13 plus 2.6.11, for a total of 23 anuvakas), 

prsthya (9 anuvakas: TS 4.4.12, 4.6.6-9, 4.7.15, 5.1.12, 5.2.11-12), hiranyavarniya (TS 

5.6.1). 

d. TPr. 9.20: (-iaiit: [19]) ----------- --------------- aa,R+-0 

-n followed by c- (caparah) changes to s (sakaram): 

e. TPr. 5.20: -1a-)11a-I -l&:

   60VPrU 4 .4: -1-.1 -u k-i ii~u9-r7?ru -rf-I1.1-0-1-1rrfI~a-n--------fsi 

--------~ I ----------------------.ta11 9- ITfa-b-ziff rff srfr szrIrrt,~ 
61This -y is then subject to the changes stated in TPr. 10.19 and following; see 2 .5a.
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 When followed by t- (taparali) in specified items, -n changes to -s (sakaram) on 

condition that the -n in question is original (prakrtah) — that is, does not result from a 

sandhi alteration of -m before t- — and the t- in question is obligatory (nitye) — that is, 

does not arise from contextual alteration. The particular terms with -n are: -tarhan (acc. 

p1. satatarhan `who crush a hundred at one blow'), tasmin (loc. sg.) `in that', lokan (acc. 

p1.) `worlds', vidvan (nom. sg. masc.) `knowing', tan (acc. p1. masc.) `those', trin (acc. 

p1. masc.) `three', yusman (acc. p1.) `you all', urdhvan (acc. p1. masc.) `erect', ambakan 

(acc. p1. tryambakan `Tryambaka offerings'), rtun (acc. p1. masc.) `seasons', asman (voc. 

sg.) 'stone', krnvan (nom. sg. masc.) `making', pitrn (acc. p1.) `fathers', anan (acc. p1. 

masc. pranan `breaths'), kapalan (acc. p1. masc.) `potsherds', tisthan `standing' (nom. sg. 

masc.) with a high-pitched first vowel, devan (acc. p1.) `gods' preceded by nemir `wheel 

rim', pagan (acc. p1. masc.) `animals' preceded by savane (loc. sg.) `pressing'. These are 

specified in the following sutra: 

   f. TPr. 6.14:ni?f~,fl-cilmil~l~ei~cii~~~-?lari-f-^-••-14c~i-ii~r4iMiv~tcl~~1— 

         a1ai-t-ia~4~i -----------------------mit4tlmliiq-c11fI 

Consequent on -n (nakarasya) becoming -r, a spirant, or -y (rephosmayakarabhavat), as 

well as upon its being deleted (lupte ca), and once -m has been deleted (malopac ca), a 

preceding vowel (purvasvarah) is nasalized (anunasikah): 

   g. TPr. 15.1: -lcrit• r• -•- -•~~lMl4l~ydkrail51-ill'eiah: 

3.4.2.2 Examples 

a. TPr. 5.27: yam kamayeta `with respect to whom he should wish' —> yan kamayeta, 

puronuvakyayam dadhyat `he should put ... in the invitation verse'—* puronuvakyayan 

dadhyat;62 TPr. 5.28: sam yattah (man `were arrayed against eachother' — sawn' yatta 

asan, vamam vasu `choice treasure' —> vamavm vasu,63 amum lokam 'yonder world' —> 

amulm lokam64 

b. TPr. 13.1-2: pratyustam raksah `the demon has been burned away' — pratyustat 

raksah (15.1 [g])65 

  c. TPr. 5.25-26: amusmin loke—+amusmilm loke (see note 64)

 62TS 1.6.10.4. ,-1,-4-1 ------------dT------ If he should 
wish a yajamana's desired result to go to the enemy, he should put the vyahrti — i.e., bhur bhuvah suvah 

  in the invitation verse of his rite.' 
   63TS 1.5.1.1: a1 i,i4l-7ii rfd~i~~Jy~i~1~~-i~cu-i----------iy'The gods and the Asura were 

arrayed against each other. Going for victory, the gods put their choice treasure in Agni.' 
64TS 1.5.4.4-5: ,iikczil a1 i~'iirMl~hi~'icMlq~'il~i ~'il~'IrM1+irMlmw-It~~Idc~lil+ 1'ir~iT T~ 

l4-il-i~>:I 'The Adityas went from this world to yonder world. They thirsted in that world. They came 

back to this world, set up the ritual fire and offered these oblations.' 
65TS 1.1.2.1: rv:
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d. TPr. 9.20: mahan indra- — ... maharh indra-,66 sarvan agnin apsusadah `all the 

fires located in the waters' —* ... sarvam agnirhr apsusadah (15.1 [g]),67 satrun apa —3 

gatrumr apa 

e. TPr. 5.20: ahinca—ahimgca(15.1 [068 

f. TPr. 6.14: gatatarhan trmhanti `crush those who crush with a single blow' —* 

gatatarharhs trrnhanti (15.1 [g]),69 tasmin tva `in that ... you' —> tasmims tva70 

3.4.2.3 This is not all, however, since the Taittiriyapratisakhya also records different 

recitation allowed by various authorities. TPr. 5.29 (3.4.2.1a) says that -m does not 

change to a nasalized semivowel before r-. In addition, 

   a. TPr. 5.30: ,lachRLqii-ii~i,-iF 

says that for some teachers (ekesam acaryanam) -m does not undergo this change also if 

it is followed by y- and v- (yavakaraparag ca). According to these teachers, -m is 

dropped when followed by these semivowels, as it is before r-: 

b. TPr. 13.3: ,-1aa,R4R ai3-1i-aNkrr+(1a->it(-11ti, [1])i 

Further, when -n changes to -r, a spirant or -y and when -n or -m is deleted, it is not 

only the case that the preceding vowel is nasalized (TPr. 15.1 [3.4.2.1g]). In addition, 

according to some (ekesam), this nasalization does not (na) apply and, instead, anusvara 

follows (tatah `after it') the vowel: 

c. TPr. 15.2-3: 4 I nnR-ca7V-.1R: I 

Thus, in addition to sayrhyatta (see 3.4.2.2a), there are two other pronunciations 

recognized by the Taittiriyapratisakhya: samyatta and samyatta. saymyatta shows full 

assimilation of -m to the following semivowel, agreeing with the accepted mode of 

recitation for the I gveda and the Vajasaneyisarimhita (see 3.2.1a, 3.4.1.1a). samyatta 

shows a nasalized vowel, agreeing with the mode of recitation for the Atharvaveda as 

reflected in the Saunakiya Caturadhyayika (see 3.3.1a, e). The spoken language which 

Panini descibes has forms of the types saymyatta and sathyatta in alternation (see 

3.1.1b). 

Similarly, TPr. 15.2-3 allows alternants of the type ahirng ca, gatatarhams trmhanti, 

tasmims tva in addition to ahamg ca, gatatarhams trmhanti, tasmirhs tva. Such variation 

is the norm in Panini's language (see 3.1.1e). The Taittiriyapratisakhya rules also

66TS 1.420:tie"~-jzr---------rt taSee note 20. 
67TS 5.6.1.2: Tr-4r' -f1-----------------------t 1 t I 'I call all the fires located in the waters.' 
68TS 4.5.1.2: 9 i 

   69TS 1.5.7.6: rfrta-r--------4(1mVicicigi- -c-i ̀With that did the gods crush those of the Asuras 
who could crush a hundred at one blow.' 

70TS 1.6.5.1:tr - 'I put you in that (world).'
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 recognize alternants like pratyustam raksah, mandrn indro, sarvam agnamr apsusadah in 

addition to pratyustadi raksah, maham indro, sarvdr r agnamr apsusadah. 

  Finally, consider 

d. TPr. 5.31: 

This records what Atreya says (ity atreyah): when a nasal (-m, -n) becomes 1 

(uttamalabhavat), the preceding (purvah) vowel is nasalized (anundsikah). Atreya 
would recite amurrl lokam and amusmiml loke, with fully nasalized vowels followed by 1, 

instead of amulrim lokam amusmilm loke, with pure vowels preceding nasalized 1. 

  It is noteworthy that commentators indicate which of the variants noted in such rules 

they can accept. Thus, the Tribhasyaratna and the Vaidikabharana on TPr. 5.31 say that 

the pair of sutras TPr. 5.30-31 is unacceptable.'' Both the commentaries note that TPr. 

13.3 also is not accepted.72 That is, in the Taittiriya recitation tradition received by these 

commentators, the accepted mode of pronunciation was with nasalized semivowels yrh, 

vm, hh. On the other hand, in this tradition the accepted mode of recitation was of the 

type ahams ca, satatarhams trmhanti, tasmirns tvd, maharn indro, sarvdrn agnamr 

apsusadah, with pure vowels followed by anusvära, instead of fully nasalized vowels. 

For the same commentaries remark that TPr. 15.2-3 state what is acceptable to the author 

of the pratisakhya.73 

   Moreover, 

e. VS 236-237:  --------- -ImRtsucOciHie,-~aR1414-11 i 

say that the augment (agama) anusvara (anusvaragamah) is added when a -n changes to -

                                                                 r or a spirant, when -m is dropped, and when -n changes to -y. 

3.5 In this connection, recall that the tradition received by Aupasavi has sequences of the 

type ahimg ca and anyams te, with pure vowels followed by anusvara instead of nasalized 

vowels (see 3.4.1.3). Now, consider the following sutras: 

   a. VPr. 5.43-44:~i-------ri~i`n~i------------------~-~i:u••~•--1a1.0,14-k-aif c-14 

These concern the fact that a break between padas is not made in sarimskrtam, samskrtih, 

mamspacanyah, pumscalum in the Vajasaneyipadapatha. Two reasons are given. It is 

first said that this is the case because the first constituent that would be separated has a 

nasalized vowel as a penult (anunasikopadhatvat). VPr. 5.44 goes on to note that some 

(eke) say this is not done because the constituent contains anusvara as an augment

71TPrS 5
.31: ---------------- TPrG 5.31: 

72TPrS
, TPrG 13.3: --------------- 

73TPrS 15 .2: ---------q1d  1`This alone is accepted, not the preceding.' TPrG 15.3: tru-

-1-+i-1: 'This is a formulation of his own view .'
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(anusvaragamatvat). Uvata and Anantabhatta remark that 5.43 reflects the Vajasaneyin 

(Madhyandina) tradition, 5.44 the Kanva traditions.74 That is, according to these 

commentators, alternations of the type samskrtih, samskrtih are associated with different 

sakhas. 

3.6 The possible outcomes for original -m and -n in various contexts provided for by rules 

of the Astadhyayr and pratisakhyas can be summarized as shown in chart I. 

4 While presenting phonological rules concerning -m and -n (2-3) I have proceeded under 

the assumption that the variations noted in the Astadhyayi and pratisakhyas represent true 

differences in pronunciation. I now turn to the evidence which demonstrates that this is 

not a mere assumption. There are two main points to consider. First, do anunasika and 

anusvara as used by authors of pratisakhya works and siksas and by Mini and Paniniyas 

refer to distinct entities? Secondly, even if anusvara refers to something other than the 

nasality of a nasalized vowel, does this reflect a true difference in pronunciation between 

nasalized vowels and nasal consonants on the one hand and sequences consisting of pure 

vowels followed by anusvära? 

4.1 The available evidence demonstrates that for the authors of pratisakhyas and for 

Panini anusvära was indeed a distinct linguistic entity. In accordance with the order of 

presentation I followed earlier, I will begin with evidence from the Astadhyayi and 

Panintyas, go on to evidence from pratisakhyas, and then consider materials from siksas 

and other texts. 

4.1.1 The sound units with which Mini operates can be divided into two groups: those 

found in basic — "underlying" — forms in his system and those which occur only as 

replacements of such units. Anusvara is one of several elements that are not part of basic 

items but are introduced as substitutes. As shown in 3.1.1, anusvära replaces word-final 

-m as well as word-interior -m-, -n- and is itself then subject to replacement by a 

consonant homogeneous with a following one, optionally across a word boundary. 

Another such element is visarjaniya (h). In Panini's system, -s is replaced by -R,75 and 

then this as well as basic -r undergo certain replacements. Before voiceless consonants 

and pause, -R is replaced by -13, which is itself then replaced by -s before voiceless 

consonants. Before voiceless spirants, however, -h is optionally retained, and before 

velar and labial voiceless stops respectively, it is optionally replaced by the fricatives k

74VPrU 5.43: ... I aiitaiq1-ti a7,44-iiqq I 5.44: aniqaii`1-I19ti tfal 

VPrA 5.44: L',ai lsq 9------------cI I-1: a a=nN-ayiaict I 

75A8 .2.66: (--c-N-lalT: I
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 (jihvamulaya = [x]) andp  (upadhmanaya = [0.76 

As a replacement for other, basic sound units, anusvara is as much a distinct sound 

unit as h, Ik, and p. Moreover, from the time of earliest Paniniyas anusvara is explicitly 

recognized as a separate unit, on a par with h and certain other sounds that are not parts 

of posited basic units, all referred to by the term ayogavaha. Thus, in the Mahabhasya 

discussion of sivasutra 5, the following issue is taken up. The ayogavaha sounds are not 

recited anywhere among the fourteen sutras that make up Panini's sound catalog 

(aksarasamamnaya) but they are indeed heard (gruyante); they should be recited 

somewhere in order to allow for operations involving them. The question then is posed: 

what are these ayogavaha sounds? And Patanjali answers: visarjaniya (h), jihvamuliya 

(Is), upadhmaniya (p), anusvara, the nasal element that is pronounced as a transition 

between h and a following nasal stop (nasikya), and the nasal elements that are 

pronounced as transitional elements between nonnasal stops and nasal stops (yama). In 

addition, Patanjali explains that these are called ayogavaha because they are not 
"yoked" (ayuktah) — that is, are not linked with any sivasutra — and yet they "flow, 

transport" (vahanti) — that is, they are uttered in usage, which they serve to accomplish; 

they are not recited (anupadistah `not taught') among the sivasutras, yet they are heard 

(gruyante).77 

4.1.2 The Rgvedapratisakhya begins with a series of rules which refer to an ordered set 

of sounds and classifies these sounds for the purpose of phonological rules by assigning 

to them particular class names (sanjna) which will be used in rules stating phonological 

operations relative to these classes. 

a. 1.Pr. 1.1-3, 5-6: (-rH1-1t ii,-1ikn: I7:17-7-TiF7r ---wr: a-r 

                                                                                                              c).-11.-,),i 

provide that the eight (astau) sounds first listed (aditah `at the beginning') — i.e., a a r t 

i a u u — are called samanaksara (`simple vowels') and the four given thereafter (tatag 

catvari) — i.e., e o ai au — are called sandhyaksara (`complex vowels'). These (ete) are 

all called svara (`vowels'). Anusvara, on the other hand, bears either of two class names: 

vyanjana (`consonant') or svara. The entire remainder (sarvali gesah) consists of sounds 

given the name vyanjana alone. According to
76For the pertinent sutras see the references given in note 21

. 
  77Bh

. 1.28.16-18: (a-r4i,11 I?~41---------------ici aa---------------------- fi : : i 4 

4-r& Jicu r: i fa -N1.-i F,i pic-141,4• • - ~  •-~ ~ • : 4.1 )Jiair: I qa~tni 171-. I 

Kielhorn-Abhyankyar (Abhyankar 1962) reads 1a -4,31'41,-1173i 14-1Q-11,-1-1,4"  • ~  -=  • •> > • : and BhN 

1.127b reads fa------------------- ------------ BhV I.1.132b and BhR 1.97-98 read f[afl,i-i1,41,to-----------------------1M141-

7• • • •= • ••:. This last reading has the support of pratisakhyas, which recognize a separate 

element called nasikya; see notes 79, 84, 85. For the present discussion, this point is not crucial.
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  b. 1 Pr. 1.7-14: c.ai-u i: T r: i: I,t1)Jul -------- Tiff 

       a11-1l1al: I a. a11,721-9-ra-Fh-ch It.-I)a-4l',l1-Ilt-rfahls- -I: I 

the first (ddydh) of these (toy-1m) are called sparsa (`stops'), subdivided into five (panca) 

series of five members each (pancavargdh). The next (tatah) four (catasrah) sounds — 

i.e., y r 1 v — are called antasthd (`semivowels'). The following (uttare) eight (astau) are 

called usman (`spirants'): h s s s h k p M. The last seven (antydh sapta) of these (tesdm) 

are called aghosa (`voiceless'), as are also the first two (prathamau) sounds in each stops 

series (varge varge): k kh c ch t th t th d dh p ph. The even sounds (yugmau) in each such 

series — kh gh and so on — are called sosman (`aspirates'), and the last (antyah) sound 

of each series is called anundsika (`nasal'). 

The Rgvedapratisakhya explicitly recognizes eight sounds called usman. As Uvata 

notes,78 this means that anusvara is given independent status as a separate element listed 

among the spirants. 

The eighth chapter of the Vajasaneyipratisakhya gives the traditional sound list 

associated with this treatise. This list includes the sounds called ayogavdha (cf. 4.1.1), 

and anusvara is included among these sounds.79 

4.1.3 As is known, among the early siksas, the Apisalasiksa is the most general treatise, 

not restricted to any particular Vedic corpus. Here too, anusvara is recognized as a 

distinct entity, as when Apisali treats of external efforts (bdhyaprayatna) in the 

production of sounds and says80 that the third and fourth sounds of the stop series, 

semivowels, h and anusvara, as well as the third and fourth yamas are produced with 

close glottis (samvrtakanthdh), have nada as their accompanying property, and are voiced 

(ghosavantah). The metrical version of the Paniniyasiksa81 in the text reconstructed by 

Manomohanghosh begins by giving an inventory of sounds: There are twenty-one 

vowels, twenty-five stops, a group of eight consisting of semivowels and spirants, four 

yamas, anusvara, visarga, k and p.82 

4.1.4 Pratisakhyas contain statements that can justifiably be considered rules of

781 PrU 1.10: T-2m- n&wr d ... ?=1Qrr 7r tr I Due to font limitations, 1 

have used and :7 to represent jihvamuliya and upadhmaniya. 
79VPr. 8.18-24: 32- 6I: IicM1  s rr:l ci-itit : I 3;r: 1a : I 

-II R-1r:I*'ifE----: I For the present discussion, it is not crucial that the chapter in question is 

probably an accretion. 
   80ApS 4.4:Tpal~l~nsir:mltl~talil~l~ll~<14l-=4,r,laa-ci:I 

'Although this text is post-Paninian, it antedates Bhartrhari (late fourth century A.D.), who cites from 
it. 

"PS 1-2ab (PR 4-5ab): tr fa----------Ifil ch -caRU  r: II-lt-air 

ffi  ------ urr I
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syllabification. These provide that particular consonants in given contexts form parts 

 (anga) of a syllable constituted by a certain vowel. Two such rules are lgr. 1.24: 
ti,d 1-~R-aRfa“-,3i-4l41 I (see 9.2.2a) and TPr. 21.6:,i(see 9.2.3a). According 

to the first sutra, anusvara and h (anusvdravisarjanayau) go with a preceding vowel; the 

second rule provides that anusvara and an epenthetic vowel (svarabhaktis ca) go with a 

preceding vowel. Clearly, anusvara is given a status in a syllable comparable to that of h 

or an epenthetic vowel. 

4.1.5 The available evidence thus leads to the conclusion that anusvara in the Astadhyayi 

and its commentatorial tradition as well as in pratisakhya and siksa works refers to an 

entity that is distinct from what is referred to by anunasika. 

4.2 The issue which remains to be resolved, then, is the following. Panini provides for 

anusvara to follow a vowel that has not been replaced by a nasalized vowel (A 8.3.4 

[3.1.1e]) and the Taittiriyapratisakhya says that anusvara follows a vowel (TPr. 15.3 

[3.4.2.3c]). Such statements might be interpreted in either of two ways: 

a. They concern sequences of the type Vt, such that a pure vowel is followed by a 

nasal segment called anusvara. 

  b. They are statements of the type considered above in 2.1 and concern nasalized 

vowels (Viii), which are analyzed as consisting of a vowel and an entity that imparts 

nasality to the vowel. 

b alone can be harmonized with Whitney's stand that the treatises in question concerned a 
`discordant apprehension and analysis of a single mode of utterance .' 

4.2.1 It is difficult to see how one could take position b with respect to what Panini says. 

The sutras in question definitely do not concern a description of segments. Nor have 

they to do with opinions attributed to different scholars, although Panini does indeed 

have occasion to refer to what different scholars say (see 2.5). The only intelligent 

interpretation of A 8.3.2, 4 (3.1.1e) is the one universally adopted: These sutras state that 

a vowel preceding -n or -m which -R replaces by subsequent rules is either replaced by a 

nasalized vowel or followed by anusvara. That is, the reasonable interpretation is in 

harmony with position a. 

4.2.2 Some of the pratisakhya statements considered above (3.4.1-3.4.2), on the other 

hand, do indeed represent what different authorities have to say, so that one might 

consider oneself on firmer ground in maintaining position b of 4.2 with respect to these 

rules. More careful consideration, however, shows that this too cannot be accepted. 

In accordance with b, VPr. 3.130-132 (3.4.1.1e, 3.4.1.3) would state the following: a
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vowel which precedes -n subject to changes stated in subsequent rules is nasalized when 

these changes apply; Aupa§avi holds that this nasalization applies only if -n occurs before 

a vowel; if a consonant follows -n subject to the changes, then anusvara comes between 

the vowel preceding original -n and the consonant which followed this; in this way, 

Aupasavi, who maintains that anusvara is tantamount to nasality of a vowel, accounts for 

the nasality of the vowel preceding original -n. Even the most ardent adherent of 

Whitney's position would have to admit, I think, that this is a strange procedure. It 

certainly does not fit in with the kind of statement made in 1 Pr. 13.15-18 (2.1). On the 

contrary, VPr. 3.130-132 are worded in the way other phonological rules of the whole 

section are worded, including the use of a locative (svare) to designate the entity before 

which something applies. 

4.2.3 The same is to be said of the Taittiriyapratisakhya rules treated in 3.4.2.3. In this 

connection, consider now 

  a. TPr. 2.46-48: R a *-1.1-1l,-1)------irii ,i uaF 

fafl,1-11,:~ 

These concern the place of production (sthdna) for h and h (hakaravisarjanayau). The 

first sutra states that both sounds have the back of the throat for their place of production 

(kanthasthdnau). The next two rules say what some (ekesdm) consider the sthana for 
these sounds: h is produced at the place where the beginning of the following vowel is 

produced (udayasvaradisthanalh), -13 at the place where last part of the preceding vowel is 

produced (purvantasasthanalh). Saying that h is produced in the throat can be considered 
simply a recognition that this sound has no particular oral point of production. 

Attributing to h the place of production of a vowel segment that follows accounts for the 

same thing in a slightly different manner. On the other hand, the different places 

specified for 13 can be based on actual differences. There may have been speakers in 

whose speech h was not colored by the preceding vowel, others in which the vowel color 

carried over. 

This is made all the more probable by something the Rgvedapratisakhya says in its 

chapter on faults of pronunciation: 

b. I.Pr. 14.30: • • • 

One of the observations this makes about visarjaniya is that some pronounce this sound 

with the same place of production (sasthdnam) as a preceding vowel (svarat).83 

The following concern the nasal transitional sounds, referred to by the term nasikya,

83RPr. 14.30 involves some diffculty of interpretation in that it contains dirghat `long', so that, at first 
blush, it speaks only of h following long vowels. Uvata goes into this issue, which I do not take up here. 
Uvata also cites TPr. 2.46-48.
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 which are pronounced between nonnasal stops or h and following nasals:84 

c. TPr. 2.49-50: ---------1 1n-r: =-1t1-1iR-1a,-1i a-r I 

The first sutra says they have the nose as place of production (nasikasthanah), and the 

second provides an option (vii `or'): they are oral-nasal (mukhanasikyah). Here there is 

no question of any other scholars, so that the Vaidikabharana may well be correct in 

remarking that the two options concern respectively the nasal transitions following stops 

on the one hand and h on the other.85 

  What most bears stressing here, however, is that TPr. 2.46-48 are part of the section in 

which details concerning the production of sounds are dealt with. Similarly, RPr. 

13.15-18 (2.1) are sutras in the chapter of the Rgvedapratisakhya that deals with the 

production of sounds. The Taittiriyapratisakhya rules considered in 3.4.2.3, on the other 

hand are parts of sections of phonological rules.86 Accordingly, it is proper to consider 

that these sutras too provide for different operations that involve true differences in the 

language. 

4.2.4 This conclusion receives support from other evidence. As I noted earlier (4.1.1), 

Patanjali speaks of the ayogavaha sounds as distinct speech units that are heard 

(sruyante). It would be inappropriate to accept on the one hand that k, p, h and nasal 

transition sounds are indeed distinct elements that are uttered and perceived but that 

anusvara signifies nothing more than the nasal quality of nasalized vowels. Moreover, 

we have the evidence of Patanjali's predecessor Kätyäyana to show that yayniya- and 

yamya- — in the intensive of yam `control, raise' (3sg. pres. indic. yayniamyate, 

yamyamyate) — were distinct, the former pronounced with a nasalized y, the latter with y 

preceded by anusvara. In his second and third värttikas on A 7.4.85 (1'lc)7-1M1-1,1-c1 i, 

see Cardona 1997: 386), Katyayana proposes that such forms are accounted for by stating 

that the augment (agama) anusvara is introduced after the vowel of the first syllable of 

two syllables that result from doubling and by having the final sound of the syllable be 

treated as though it were word-final (padantavat), so that the optional assimilation

   "According to TPr. 21.12-13 (--------------------------------------~ik.-71,-H -o94Ri~i-p4.,-IN&a r: I iii•~-1 1), after nonnasal stops 
followed by nasal stops, the corresponding nasikya sounds are introduced, which some call yama (cf. 2.4 
with note 10). TPr. 21.14: -,RHIs-r-RH&a~~ I provides that nasikya is introduced after h which is 
followed by n, n or m. 

  8STPrG 2.50: v,a-At-trd-~a-r orI,- t:'ro~ta~iR-n:i 

~q~ltic-R6ti-C1 I 
86W. S. Allen (1953: 42) remarks that Whitney's view `... has support in the fact that the TP speaks of 

anusvara as having precisely this value ...' and cites (1953: 42 n. 7) TPr. 2.30 with TPr. 15.1. This will not 
do. The latter simply provides that a vowel which precedes sounds subject to stated changes is nasalized; 
the former states that anusvara and nasal stops are nasalized segments (anunasikah); see below. These do 
not justify the conclusion that anusvära is nothing more than the nasality of a vowel or semivowel.
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provided by A 8.4.59 (3.1.1b) takes effect.87 Here Katyayana speaks of anusvara as an 

augment that is introduced, a separate segment, not mere nasality of another unit. 

4.2.5 As can be seen from the Rgvedapratisakhya rules considered in 3.2.1, the tradition 

of recitation for the Rgveda accounted for by these sutras is relatively homogeneous 

when compared with the sorts of variations that the Taittiriyapratisakhya accounts for in 

recitation of the Taittiriyasarimhita. Yet the I gvedapratisakhya also takes into account 

some variation which involves anusvara, only it does so in a chapter devoted to faults 

that are to be avoided in a proper recitation of the 1.gveda. Consider now 

a. RPr. 14.54: -------------1(aiiiu a1-,-Icmf  r : t1 1Id 4r 

S~~~~~.i`~- : (-hic[53] t[52])1 

b. RPr. 14.56: ----zrT: I -l1! --------- 9-----t i r f i 

The first sutra concerns sequences such that a nasal (raktät) is preceded by a vowel 

(svaropadhat) and followed by an aspirated stop or a yama (sosmayamodayas cet), as in 

tan ghnanti ... kill him'.88 Some insert an anusvara before the nasal (anusvdram raktat 

[53] purvam [52]): tamn ghnanti. In addition, some convert the nasal to anusvara: tam 

ghnanti.89 Once we consider 1.Pr. 14.56, we can rule out the possibility that when RPr. 

14.54 speaks of placing an anusvara before the nasal it is merely saying that the vowel 

which precedes this nasal is itself nasalized. For the second sutra explicitly takes into 

account a fault involving nasalization in sequences like na nunam `not now'.90 Here the 

fault of pronunciation consists in the nasality (ragah) of the vowels (svaranam) which 

are in conjunction with nasals (raktaih samavaye). That is, some nasalize the vowels in 

such instances. If RPr. 14.54 were speaking merely of nasalizing vowels, it could have 

formulated the fault in the way that 1.Pr. 14.56 is worded. Moreover, since both these 

sutras concern the actual pronunciation of particular kinds of sequences, there is no 

question of RPr. 14.54 concerning the use of anusvara with reference to nasality in a 

vowel under a particular analysis. 

  In the same vein, consider 

  c. 1Pr. 14.37:-1131=m-f4F(LIK-------------f=~I 

              0 This has to do with the collocations dealt with in 1 Pr. 4.74, 69, and 68 (see 3.2.1c), which

877.4.85 vtt. 2-3: ,Alta RI' 19 a ~-I I F<- I 4q I-i a----------- I This is not the place to enter into details concerning 

how the sutra itself is interpreted in the tradition to provide for the desired results. 
88RV 2.27.13cd: tfa~---------- €r4i i `None slay him from near or far who is 

under the guidance of the Adityas.' This is one of six examples which the sutra refers to explicitly. 
89As shown , the first alternative involves understanding raktat and purvam. The second alternative 

involves understanding only raktat from the preceding sutra and contextually converting this to an 
accusative. Uvata notes these two and a third possibility: that an anusvara is inserted after the nasal. 

9°1 V 1.170.1a: 2:1H  f-sr: `There is not now nor will be tomorrow.'
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 involve a stop and a spirant (sparsosma), a stop and -r (spars'arepha-), and those called 

vivrttyabhipraya: In all these, some commit the error of converting -n to anusvara 

(paripadayanti, see note 25) instead of dropping it and nasalizing the preceding vowel. 

That is, as in Yajurveda traditions there were pronunciations such as ahims ca, with 

anusvara (see 3.4.1.3, 3.4.2.3), so too did some recitors of the Rgveda use comparable 

pronunciations, but the strict tradition to which aunaka adheres censures these as errors. 

5 In arguing for his position, Whitney laid some stress on symbols for anusvara in the 

Devanagari script, saying (1868: 68-69): 

Which of the two views is originally favored by the Devanagari alphabet does not admit of 
much question; the writing of amoa,* for example, with a nasal sign over the vowel of the first 

 syllable, is an unequivocal recognition of the quality as something affecting the vowel itself. If 

 it had seemed to the framers of this alphabet to be a something interposed between the vowel 

 and the following consonant, they would doubtless have found for it a sign to stand between 
 those of the other elements. This has actually been done, out of a true regard for consistency, 

by the writers of the Vajasaneyi and Taittiriya texts; for lack of a better device, they have 

 brought down one of the usual signs of nasality from above the syllable to a position between 

 the syllables, giving it an addition which enables it to maintain its place there* —in the 
Taittiriya texts, we have the dotted crescent with the virama, the usual mark for a consonant 

 not graphically combined with a following consonant, beneath it. The scribes of the Rig-Veda 

 seem to have been less solicitous to make their practice square with their theory. 

Whitney's footnote on page 68 reads: `Namely, ,,ir, orr' and his first note on page 69 

reads: `Thus, for ,,i i or ,4''1, the Vaj. S. writes r, the Taitt. S. ' r'-vr.' This argument 

should better be passed over in silence were it not that a more recent author (Allen 1953: 

42) alludes to it without comment. For, although it is not difficult to see how Whitney 

could present such an argument in the 1860's, it is difficult to accept it in view of what 

has been learned about the history of various orthographic systems in India. Evidence 

does not support Whitney's argument and his claim of priority for the positioning of the 

bindu. As Baler already remarked (1896:56), in early Brahmi as found in Moka's 

inscriptions: 

The Anusvara mostly stands opposite the middle of the preceding Matrka, as in mam (32, 
VIII). But in connection with i it is placed regularly in Delhi-Sivalik, Delhi-Mirat, Mathia, 

Radhia, Jaugada, and Dhauli, inside the angle of the vowel, as in tim (18, VI). There are also 

 other cases in which it occasionally appears, as in the later scripts, above its Matrka, and 
sometimes, as in main (32, II), it sinks to the foot of the latter .... 

  More recently still, Srivastava (1972: 217, 219) almost casually makes use of 

orthographic evidence: 

By making signs for anusvara [N*] and anunasika [v] entirely different in character from 

 regular letters used for nasal mutes, Indian grammarians have established two different types 

of phonemic units — nasikya (nasal mutes) and unusvara/anunasika, i.e. /N/. After grouping
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 the latter into a distinct category they have further subdivided that according to major types of 
realizations — anusvara [N*] and anunasika. While dealing with the phonetic facts they have 

 not set aside the faculty of generalization which is evident from their proper use of a separate 

sign for homorganic nasals. By placing both the signs and -- above the preceding vowel 

 letter, they even suggested that both are metrically equivalent and have the function of 
 "something added

, in making a heavy syllable." 
Now, as is also well known, the earliest orthographic evidence is from a scrip 

devised for Middle Indic, and any such orthographic evidence from Devanagari materials 

all postdate the pratigakhyas and Panini by a considerable time. To be sure, in late' 

Devanagari materials, anusvara is generally symbolized by a bindu above an aksara, bul 

in modern scripts there is regional variation in how the anusvara symbol is written.91 

What has to be kept in mind is that Panini and the authors of pratigakhyas and early giksa 

works all deal with the spoken language and texts orally transmitted according to certain 

traditions of recitation. The oral transmission of the Vedic texts continued into the times 

when they were set down in writing, and in these manuscripts the Yajurveda materials 

make more detailed distinctions with respect to anusvara, as they do with respect tc 

consonant doubling and accentual notation. In discussing what anusvara was at the times 

that Panini and authors of pratigakhyas were describing their language and recitation 

practices, it is not appropriate, I think, to grant weight to much later evidence about how 

anusvara and nasalized vowels were symbolized. 

6 In sum, the evidence from Panini and early Paniniyas as well as from pratigakhya and 

giksa texts does not support Whitney's claim that what early sources call anusvdra was 

nothing more than the nasality of a vowel.92 On the contrary, the evidence supports the 

following conclusions: 

a. There was a difference between anunasika elements — nasal stops, nasalized 

vowels and nasalized semivowels — and anusvara in the spoken language which Panini 

describes and in all Vedic traditions except that of the Atharvaveda as reflected in the 

Saunakiya Caturadhyayika, where there is no anusvara. 

b. Anusvara for -m before spirants and r- is the rule in Panini's language and all Vedic 

recitation traditions traditions except for the Atharvaveda, where -m in these contexts is 

dropped and a preceding vowel is nasalized. 

c. In Panini's language, anusvara occurs for pada-final -m also before semivowels

9'For example
, what is written n in Devanagari as used for languages like Hindi or Marathi and 

DA R-1,?-1. in Gujarati is written in other scripts (e.g., Bengali and Grantha) with the anusvara symbol following 

an aksara. 
92This in no way is meant to imply that the symbol referred to as anusvara namely the superscript 

dot or circle could not used to designate nasality. This is indeed one of the functions of this symbol. 
For example, Old Gujarati ---- `I' had a nasalized vowel, as does Modern Gujarati q.
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 other than r and before stops, but in alternation with nasalized semivowels (ph  al  lm) 

and nasal stops. Full assimilation of -m to following stops is the norm in Vedic. 

d. There is also evidence of considerable variation from Vedic traditions. Panini's 

spoken language has an alternation between - VAS' / - Vms / - Vinr and - Vrimg / - VI/is / -VIM-. 

In Vedic traditions, forms with nasalized vowels were the norm, but there are also traces 

of forms with vowels followed by anusvara. As could be expected, the Kona Yajurveda 

shows evidence of greatest diversity; e.g., saymyattah / sarnyattah / samyattah, amulm 

lokam / amuml lokam. The Vajasaneyin tradition too shows variation, as in ahiths' ca / 

ahimg ca. Moreover, in theRgveda tradition also there was comparable variation, but 

with this difference, that here the variant with anusvara was condemned. 

7 We have now to consider the phonological and phonetic properties of anusvära. 

7.1 Anusvara has properties that allow it to be viewed either as a consonant or a vowel. 

For example, in syllabification, it goes with a preceding syllable nucleus, so that it 

patterns like a consonant; see 4.1.4, 9.2. On the other hand, it also patterns like a vowel. 

For example, the first consonant of a cluster is subject to doubling after a vowel, and this 

applies also after anusvara; see 9.1. Accordingly, the Rgvedapratisakhya allows anusvara 

to be classed as either a consonant or a vowel: 

1Pr. 1.5: ------------ 

In referring to anusvara, moreover, the actual term anusvara is used and larger class 

names are not used. Thus, the general rule that provides for repeating the initial 

consonant of a cluster Tyr. 6.1 [9.1.2.2a])specifies that the consonant be preceded by 

either a vowel or anusvara (svaranu-svaropahitah). 

Moroever, the Rgvedapratisakhya classes anusvara among the voiceless spirants; see 

4.1.2b. It is alone in doing this, however, and for a good reason, as has been recognized 

before (Allen 1953: 41): In the Rgveda recitation tradition accounted for by this treatise, 

anusvära occurs only before r and voiceless spirants and -m is fully assimilated to 

following stops and semivowels. 

7.2 In considering the phonetic properties of anusvara, it will be best to deal with features 

of voicing and so on separately. 

7.2.1 As was noted earlier (4.1.2b, 7.1) the Rgvedapratisakhya classes anusvära among 

the consonants called usman (`spirant') and provides also that it bears the class name 

aghosa (`voiceless consonant'). The phonetic correlate of the latter is that the air flow 

which constitutes anusvara is svasa, produced when the glottis is open. Accordingly, 

anusvära in this tradition of recitation is phonetically voiceless. In other traditions,
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however, it is not classed as a spirant, nor is it voiceless. For example, the 

Taittiriyapratigakhya assigns the class name aghosa to spirants93 other than h and to the 

first two stops in each stop series; remaining consonants are called ghosavat.94 In a 

section describing how sounds are produced, the same text says the material cause for 

sounds called svara (`vowel') and ghosavat is nada, the air flow produced when the 

glottis is close, for h and voiced aspirates the cause is the air flow termed hakara, 

produced when the glottis is in a mid state; and the material cause for voiceless 

consonants is gvasa, the air flow produced when the glottis is open.95 Here, then, 

anusvära is phonetically voiced. 

7.2.2 As for the place of production (sthana) for anusvara, authorities agree on one point 

but differ on another. It is generally agreed that anusvara is produced in the nose (nasika, 

du. nasike 'nasal passages, nostrils'), so that this segment is called nasikya `nasal':96 

a. VPr. 1.74: ,1Hi-Rtaii-iif41,41-ii -iift 

      ApS 1.14: ---------------lt-aii,-'ii-11R-1,1-,-11: 

PS 14ab (PR 22ab): ----------------- T-21-19-9~ 

Similarly, after stating that certain sounds are guttural and so on, the Rgvedapratigakhya 

says the remainder (sesah) is labial (osthyah), excepting nasal sounds (apavadya 

nasikyan), then specifies that the sounds thus excepted are the nasal segment which 

occurs between h and a nasal stop (nasikya, see notes 79, 85), yamas (see note 10) and 

anusvara: 

b. RPr. 1.47-48:~54ai~r-~if~ri-~~-~ifa~r~~i-~i~i-~~97 

The description of the nose as the sole proper place of production for anusvara is 

accepted by later Paniniyas, so that, for example, Bhattoji DTksita again says this in a 

section listing the places of production (sthanani) for sounds: 

c. SK I.18: -11Ra l-itai I T.wrrrfr I 

  Complications arise, however, once we consider the possibility of oral places of 

production for anusvara. This actually involves two questions: First, does anusvara have 

a definite oral sthana of itself or does it take on the oral sthana of a vowel which it

"In the phonological system which the Taittiriyapratigakhya adopts, there are only six sounds called 
usman (TPr. 1.9: uf-------- ks s s p h. 

   94TPr. 1.12-14: [a“--1,f-1161~cr 1:Irr=rii:Io~-1---------------1til~laai----------Ii 
   95TPr. 2.8-10:-at------------laacwwr4----41I—:iSee Cardona 1986 for details. 

96nasikya is to nasika as dantya 'located at the teeth' is to danta `tooth', tdlavya 'located at the palate' 
is to tdlu 'palate', and so on. Panini accounts for such derivates, meaning 'located at ...', by introducing the 
taddhita affix yat after terms with a seventh-triplet (locative) ending following a base which signifies a 
body-part: A 4.3.53, 55: r : i sr,&ltia~a----------------l (Ici, [54]); see Cardona 1997: 344-345. 

97The Rgvedapratisakhya section in question ends with 1 Pr. 1.49: T--24T9rrq I `Thus the places of 

production.'
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 follows? Secondly, does this apply to any anusvara or to anusvära  in particular contexts? 

As shown above under a, PS 14ab says that the place of production for anusvara is 

the nose. On the other hand, according to 

d. PS 15ab (PSR 22cd): ----------fa i n : I 

sounds called ayogavaha (see 4.1.1) share the places of production of the sounds on 

which they are dependent (asrayasthanabhaginah). As Rudra Prasada explains in his 

commentary,98 -13 has the same oral places of production as the vowels on which it 

depends, so that the -h of ramah is postpalatal and the -h of harih is palatal (cf. TPr. 2.48 

[4.2.3a]). By the same token, an anusvara will have the oral place of production that 

pertains to the vowel with which it goes. For example, the -In of harim is a nasal 

segment with the oral place of production of the preceding vowel, that is, the palate 

(talu), so that -im symbolizes a vowel -i- followed by a nasalized segment 

One must assume that ApS 1.14 (a) also refers to anusvara viewed in this manner. 

For, Apisali goes on to note that some (eke) say anusvara has both the postpalatal area of 

the mouth (kantha) and the nose as its places of production (kanthanasikyam): 

e. ApS 1.15: irta-11R-1w-19•-oll-------------------------- I 

I will come back to this particular sutra below. 

  Consider now 

f. TPr. 2.35-37: t-t-i IfnI --------- f i r,161at1--------T 

These describe the configuration of an active articulator and a place of production in 

producing stops of the k-series (kavarga : k kh g gh n), c-series (c ch j jh 11), and t-series (t 

th d dh n). In producing the first (kavarge), one makes contact (sparsayati `causes to 

touch') at the root of the jaw (hanumule) with the root of the tongue (jihvamulena); in 

producing the second set of stops, one makes contact with the middle of the tongue 

(jihvamadhyena) at the palate (talau); and in producing stops of the t-series, one makes 

contact at the area immediately back of the alveolae (murdhani) with the tip of the tongue 

(jihvagrena), after curling this back (prativestya) to that spot. This recognizes that the 

stops n, n, n have fixed oral points of articulation. In addition, these stops are nasal. 

Accordingly, 

g. TPr. 2.30: --------------------------1iiria,i: I 

says that anusvära and final members of stop series (anusvarottamah) are nasal 

(anunasikah), and

  "PSRP 22: ...ta4r,1------------t-rtErr3ArrITrrrr-r: r r ------far: 

zi2TT r: 1c4----------- R 4--------- .177-.9-1-r9-1iI
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h. TPr. 2.52: -11Ria iraa.wqi1-ilRia~1-0 

states that the property of being nasal (dnundsikyam) that pertains to such sounds results 

from opening the nasal passage (ndsikdvivarandt) while articulating. 

It is clear that, in contrast with ndsikya, the term anundsika as used in TPr. 2.30 with 

respect to nasal stops has to do with sounds that are nasal and also have a fixed oral place 

of production.99 In this regard, what is said in
•i.TPr. 2.18-19: aq04iicifs3iaalt1,1a,I t1-------------------------i i6ui------ifn ([16])ii.4,(1141~~.1R- 

is of interest. TPr. 2.18 has to do with how r, f, and / are pronounced. This sutra says 

that in articulating these sounds, the jaws (hanu) are brought quite close together10° and 

one brings the tip of the tongue (jihvdgram) into proximity (upasamharati) with the 

alveolae (barsvesu). TPr. 2.19 deals with anusvara and the epenthetic vowel segment 

(svarabhakti) that occurs between -r- and consonants: for producing anusvara also, the 

jaws are brought quite close together and for producing the vowel segment also the tip of 

the tongue is brought into proximity with the alveolae. It is noteworthy that TPr. 2.19 

says this is what holds for some (ekesdm). Since this sutra describes a definite 

positioning of organs in the oral cavity, it is reasonable to conclude that it describes a 

pronunciation of anusvara such that this sound has a definite oral place of production. 

Moreover, since this is what some hold, according to others anusvara is properly nasal, 

without a fixed oral place, a segment that acquires an oral position from the preceding 

vowel.101 

  The most immediate interpretation of TPr. 2.19 would let the segment called 

anusvdra as pronounced by some be a velar element with nasality, distinct from the velar 

nasal stop n. Moreover, ApS 1.15 (above, e) explicitly attributes to some the position 

that anusvära is produced at the post-palatal area and the nose at once (kanthandsikyam). 

In connection with TPr. 2.19, I think, one has to consider also what is said in

   99Cf. A 1.1.8: tva-iIR1,4-oa=i-11 ,--IIRia->:IVPr. 1.75: ti,i-ilRiarla-)z~ls---------~-1&cr:I 
I°°That is

, the degree of oral closure is the same as in pronouncing e; cf. TPr. 2.16: ~-------q~i~i---------i~ ( 

[15]). 
101If I understand correctly

, this is what the Tribhasyaratna conveys in its comments on TPr. 2.19:... 
~I itrll~i a~~I - I~:l~i~al'It 4 Wt--------------aq~li;lt: I .cika'+q1 +icl+i, I T =-11,17,R11tt-,--Ii-i-iiR-Icriiiica+i, ... The 
Vaidikabharana's comment I find puzzling. According to this, the persons whose view is given in TPr. 2.19 
hold that anusvara is a nasikya element and the position of the author himself is that it is an anunasika 
element, in accord with TPr. 2.30: --------------hal'i-~qiF3161:1-11ci 721-r 

sr+i 1011:id----------------I:~c~q~~i~ta~Zti~a~~~tia~I:>sy-011.0,1Hr~I1-----------------il~ti=ni: 

1 i S----------------------------------------------------------~1 a7 i S a a iin ~ 1 ~ 11 f ~1 a~I i ~I f n ... TPrG 2.30 emphasizes that in the Taittir ya sakha anusvara is uniquely 

consonantal and has the form of half a g:g,,-1 -ilaR-,ilialzlli-1,3;r4JI I'qcalcI Since TPr. 

2.19 specifies a configuration in the oral cavity, on the other hand, it would seem preferable to say this 
sutra concerns the pronunciation which involves a definite oral place, the velar area.
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  j. VPr. 1.83: f,l-----------------------l941q l 7 t-a l i le-I,-0--------1I 

 This sutra concerns an active articulator (karana) for k, referred to as jahvamulaya 

(located at the root of the tongue'), and anusvara: these are produced with the root of the 

jaw (hanumulena); that is, the mandible is brought to a position such that there is little 

opening of the mouth. Now, k and velar stops are said explicitly to be produced at the 

root of the tongue (jihv(mule),102 that is, the area of the velum. In addition, the 

Vajasaneyipratisakhya also states that for nasikya sounds (see VPr. 1.74 [above, a] and 

note 79) and labials the place of production and active articulator are the same.103 

Accordingly, anusvära as described here is a nasal segment with a definite oral position: 

the velar area. Note, moreover, that the 1Zgvedapratisakhya mentions the view of Vyadi, 

according to whom anusvära can be an anunasika element, not merely a nasikya 

element.104 Uvata is without any doubt correct when he interprets this sutra as stating that 

according to Vyadi any anusvara can have not only the nasal cavity as its proper place of 

production but both this and an oral place.'°5 

This evidence from pratisakhyas and the Apisalasiksa supports, I think, the 

conclusion that at the time the Yajurveda pratisakhyas were being composed, recitation of 

Yajuveda texts included a velar segment called anusvara. This is well know from other 

Yajurveda treatises. Thus, according to 

k. VS 238-239: ,l7t-01i.l~l~o~a~lsly ~1~1 1 ~iali~i~ltnl~~lif-----------------------rl~~n~l~yt: 1 

when anusvara occurs in the Yajurveda, it is conjoined with g(gakarasamyuktah) — 

which changes to k before voiceless segments — unless the sa of ganti or saru (of 

sarupam) follows. Further, according to 

1. SSS 43: 3;rgc11t1Z1~IIIIIi-H c I1 ,-1cI I 1~1~1 ~Ic4-I t~il~4ttca i-illtl~: II 

in the Taittiriya tradition, when anusvara would occur, its first half (adyardhah) is g 

(gakarah) and its second half is a nasalized segment (anunasikah). According to 

tradition, the anusvara is thus pronounced gurh, with g followed by a nasalized u. The 

Vaidikabharana also remarks that anusvara contains a velar consonant (see note 101). In 

the Madhyandina tradition of the Sukla Yajurveda too, according to 

m.PrS3.1:3Ar2rrirr- r 1,1-1 1,1I 

anusvära has a particular pronunciation before voiceless spirants and r. This is

102VPr. 1.65: : f~1 1---------------~ I 
   103VPr. 1.80:-11 R-1 a-,l)8,11:I 

    1°4Rpr. 13.37: «41f05-11R+4z14-r-1.1IRI-;a-r I 
'°5RprU 13.37: 0,41F0,51-c414: ~~i~r~taii~~=arI It is possible that the sutra 

concerns only the instances of anusvara dealt with earlier in the section, so that it involves only anusvara 
before -s- and -s- of neuter plural forms, but this does not change matters crucially.
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traditionally considered to be gum or gruh.106 

7.2.3 The duration of segments in complexes of the type Vm also varies. In general, a 

consonant (vyanjanam) has the duration of half a short vowel (hrasvardhakalam), that is, 

half a mora (ardhamatra): 

a. TPr. 1.37: r~~1-I~ 

    V Pr. 1.59: °,-^ -i' rr7r I 

Although anusvara counts as a consonant, however, it does not conform to the duration of 

other consonants. Thus, according to 

b. TPr. 1.31-34: ----------------ar)itc I I*a-,li  s1-1tcu I 

r and / are called hrasva (`short'), as is also a (akarah) and any vowel that is of the same 

time duration (samanakalasvarah) as this (tena). In addition, anusvara also is said to 

have the duration of a and consequently to count as a short segment of one mora.107 

Other treatises treat in more detail variations in the relative duration of segments in 

complexes with anusvara. The most straightforward are 

c. VPr. 4.150-151: ------------ -Eri-r 4aj 7s rs I 

1 T 1.2-3: # c-,l•cva--------------l il I ---------------ta l~~~ifi : 1 

According to VPr. 4.150-151, anusvara preceded by a short vowel (hrasvapurvah) has the 

duration of one and one-half morae (adhyardhamdtra), and the vowel preceding it lasts 

for only half a mora (ardhamatra) instead of the usual full mora; after a long vowel 

(dirghat), anusvara counts for half a mora and the preceding vowel counts for one and 

one-half morae instead of the usual two morae.108 The Rktantra simply says that a long 

anusvara occurs after a short vowel and a short one after a long vowel. Comparably, 

d. PrS 3.2: nt-~4 F-q-.7r1=Fr-t<7,7m-e9 -- ~~ •~al~il I~~u~i: I 

says that anusvara before s s s h r has three varieties (traividhyam): after a long vowel, it

106See also the editor's comment on YS 2.41 (p. 106). Uvata too mentions the pronunciation of 
anusvara in the manner noted; see 7.2.3f with note 110. The wording of PS 3.1 is noteworthy. The sutra 
uses the term adegah construed with the genitive anusvarasya. The simplest interpretation of this is that 
adega signifies, as in Paninian grammar, a replacement. Strictly speaking, then, the segment in question is 
a replacement for a segment called anusvara, found elsewhere. 

107TPrG 1.34 interprets this as saying that anusvara also has the time duration of a: -col,;,-1(4 

i-11-II-Ia,IcI rsntrts : I The Tribhasyaratna, on the other hand, 

interprets the sutra as providing that anusvara also has the class name hrasva. It points out that this rule 
thereby counters what would obtain by TPr. 1.37: ... v-II-aimti~: I t 

~a~u czl,ca Fa 0,1 I caLt,I c,-14177 I 1-1-I I f -N-------fa r4 I 
'"On VPr. 4.150, see also note 171. YS 2.42 (a ---------- F5,9 Fa----------- I 15,91rA4, ----------IFF74ah: TErrc[ I) 

literally says that anusvara has the duration of two morae (dvimatrikafi) if a unimoraic sound precedes (varne tu 
matrike purve) but has one mora's duration (matrikah) if a bimoraic sound (dvimatrike) precedes. As Amaranatha 
Sastri shows in his commentary, this can be interpreted to agree with what is said in VPr. 4.149-150, but it is not 
necessary to go into this issue here. Note that according to Uvata and Anantabhatta VPr. 4.150 has to do only with 
anusvara that does not precede a consonant cluster.
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 is short, after a short  vowel it is long, and before a cluster it is heavy (guruh). 

The Rgvedapratisakhya also notes what some say (dhur eke) concerning the relative 

duration of segments in sequences of the type Vin: 

   e. RPr. 13.32-33: rFr. -= • - . • • •.  ~-~ ~ - I ~1-~~aii rna)alf r u 11 

ns-14,1 

A short vowel (hrasvdm) preceding anusvara (anusvarasyopadham) is lessened 

(asamaptam `incomplete') by the duration of half a svarabhakti segment 

(ardhasvarabhaktya) — that is, by one-fourth of a mora — and the anusvara increased by 

that amount (tavataivadhikam). An anusvara preceded by a long vowel (dirghapurvam) 

is lessened by the same amount (tadunam), one-fourth of a mora. 

In the same section, moreover, the Rgvedapratisakhya has a set of rules specifying 

instances of non-final (anantastham) anusvara. For example, the first sutra of this group, 

   f. 1pr. 13.22: -11j(-1,4-; 71-1 a I1T9 : I rk-lt,,4-11 ,1 I I 

says that the anusvara which appears in plural forms (bahvabhidhanajah) of neuters 

ending in spirants (napumsakam yad usmantam), in words with -si, -si (sisyantesu 

padesu), of the types avamsi `aids', caksumsi `eyes' is preceded by a long vowel 

(dirghapurvah). After thus specifying instances where a long vowel precedes word-

internal anusvära — and including an exception — the text sums up: this is the extent of 

anusvara (etdvan anusvarah) after a long vowel (dirghat) in rcs; any word-interior 

anusvara other (itarah) than one in the specified environments follows a short vowel 

(itaratha `differently'): 

g. RPr. 13.28-29: --------------------i tc-a-R-c41 1 i c1C : I 

The group of rules in question ends by stating that prior rules say what applies to 

anusvara that is not final: 

h. RPr. 13.36: t i1,-11 t 1 I----------- I I: I 

Now, in his comments on RPr. 13.22 Uvata questions the need for this and subsequent 

related rules, given that the quantity of the vowels precede anusvära in the instances 

concerned is known from the very recitation itself. One of the reasons considered has to 

do with the pronunciation of a velar segment where anusvara should occur (see 7.2.2j-

m): Some wrongly recite items like havirnsi `oblations' with -n- instead of the usual 

anusvara and with a transitional -k- after -n-: havinksi and so on.109 The rules specify that 

anusvara follows the vowels in the items concerned, thus excluding such a pronunciation.

109Note in passing that the Sarasvatavyakarana of Anubhutisvarupa (13th -14th c.) has a rule (SW 
1.153.46: u r: 1) providing for the stem pums- to receive the augment k before the locative 

plural ending su: punksu instead of pumsu 'men'. Candrakirti's commentary says that asambhave refers to 
Vedic usage. In the present discussion it is not necessary to enter into further details concerning this rule 
and its interpretation.
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Uvata realizes brings up an objection to this explanation. Those who pronounce -nk- do 

so also in items where word-final anusvara precedes a spirant. For example, the 

accusative singular tvam `thee' can be followed by h-, as in 1 V 1.63.6a (cal ... `Thee, 

truly ...'). Therefore, if the purpose were to exclude such a pronunciation, an effort 

would have to be made to take care of these instances also. This objection is met by 

saying that 1 Pr. 4.15 (see 3.2.1b) provides by rule where word-final anusvara occurs but 

no comparable provision is made for word-internal anusvara. But this too is found 

insufficient. Those who pronounce havamsi and so on with -nk- also pronounce items 

like viMs'atya ̀ twenty' (instr. sg.), amsesu `shoulders' (loc. p1.) with -nk-, so why specify 

the contexts with long vowels? The answer to this objection is that the -n- pronounced 

instead of anusvara is more clearly perceptible in forms with long vowels. Uvata also 

finds this reasoning insufficient, since he goes on to note an answer offered by others. 

Some recitors recite forms like vimsatya, amsesu lengthening the vowel that precedes 

anusvara. To exclude such improper recitation of the rcs in question, the 

Rgvedapratisakhya specifies just where word-interior anusvara is preceded by a long 

vowel.10 Whatever interpretation one find preferable, one thing is clear: Uvata knew of 

recitors of the Rgveda who realized word-interior anusvara as -nk- after long vowels. 

7.2.4 The variation in duration that pertains to each component of a complex consisting 

of a vowel followed by anusvara has a parallel in the diphthongs ai and au. As long 

vowels, these have the value of two morae. According to 

   a. VPr. 1.73:'a,ia,iial:9i1i cticalu,-tlTti 

the first (purva `prior') mora of ai and au is a kanthya element — that is, a — and the 

second mora is produced at the palate for ai, at the lips for au."' In other words, each 

component of the diphthongs has the same time duration as the other. On the other hand, 

b. TPr. 2.26, 28-29: --------aniii- - - -  s s: yd4 I amI 1 I

  10RPrU 13.22:F R<14i44-----------4 ------Yrtl4)c71 -rWzr.I79.i-iaka #7rQrr f 
a1viaifc\9,5.9 ,ski'1i-1F-t1.nr4r:fYi~tivzcl~tl~tifc1ccl fWO I------------- I 

    ~fsr-d-rci laf-i,1r~r f- it,-rf`zcti 5qI 

~taitt~sa,ii,t-tcf`-crat-1-11d,sbkicvia,a,RH-1:,414%i-r-Pifti~raifi~+~I 
af~~nr~i~~~a~trt~t~i f r i s R- r ctt-9i<aify cc.1: cozT: I - I 

tl~~al~iq,iil5----------------~~aitf~afa faf~ct~~faii'tHic- 1 I v~~~~~aitrt~t~i~rFtr~t~~taii~ti-------------tlaic(~~a~cafv 

f r2i --------141yd ;T --------q4: ... r{i ic---------------, Ii--------------ini  ----- I a f s.a,ii cif,-L I aia<i§: I721 

~1~lvd~u ------mi s.mR 7247 I 0 I I - :1 lcrga-i 5,1,1 r 0f vaf-o I 

--------------------- q1v1fkc~i------------------------ct:I 
"'Given that the second half of the diphthongs has the value of one mora only, it would make 

immediate sense to say that the composition is then a-i and a-u. However, both Uvata and Anantabhatta 
say the second half is e and o. Their view may well be based on phonological considerations, but this 
detail need not concern us here.
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 say that the first part  of ai and au consists of half an a (akdrdrdham) and the second pari 

of one and one-half i and u respectively. That is, the two morae of these diphthongs are 

now distributed differently: half a mora of a-vowel followed by one and one-half morae 

of i and u. This composition was known to Katyayana, who explicitly mentions the view 

that the second part of ai and au takes a greater part of the vowels.12 

The Rgvedapratisakhya also deals with the composition of the vowels called 

sandhyaksara, namely e o ai au. Concerning the last two (pare) in particular, 

c. RPr. 13.41: --------------------------- 

says that their composition is like that of a short vowel followed by anusvara. That is, as 

a short vowel followed by anusvara is abbreviated by one-fourth of a mora and the 

anusvära following it is increased by an equivalent amount (I.Pr. 13.32 [7.2.3e]), the 

and u constiuents of ai and au take up a greater part of these diphthongs than does the 

first constitutent a-segment.13 

7.2.5 The tendency to give anusvara the greater part of the duration in a sequence where 

it follows a short vowel can also be linked to a tendency noted in the 

Rgvedapratisakhya's chapter concerning faults of pronunciation that are to be avoided in 

reciting the Rgveda. According to 

  a. RPr. 14.51: t I-----------------tr i-(1 '.i : I 

some lengthen (draghayanti) a short nasalized vowel (raktath hrasvam), as in ugran) 

okah `mighty (Indra, make) an abode' (1 V 7 .25 .4cd: n---------l'a q1.1 J.i : Z1- Tfh?~ 

TM: I). Instead of reciting ugram with a short nasalized -a (am), some commit the fault 

of lengthening such a vowel. Comparably, the nasal segment anusvara in a sequence like 

am is given greater duration than would normally pertain to an ordinary consonant. 

  There is additional evidence that in some dialects a nasalized vowel was lengthened. 

This is linked to another feature, the relative nasality of segments according to various 

authorities, as dealt with in 

  b. TPr. 17.1-5: cilarcci"fl.Iia-ce;),-1=4:1 

~fiain~r r~:I -Icn1i -1 • •• • • ~~lrilyi---------------------------------------l~ii~I~ii-ci1~In~f~Ifn~f:al[ -z1: 

According to Saityayana, the nasality (dnundsikyam) in anusvara and nasal stops

   121.1.48 Vt. 4:~~111I See Cardona 1983a: 27-28. In their commentaries on VPr. 1.73. 

Uvata and Anantabhatta also remark that some say only half a mora in ai and au is made up of a: 

 Fr:~Ia~It1iii&iii~uTI Rt-,-1IT,,rlmlt~Irrzrr-xrfciI(VPrU 1.73); 

similarly VPrA 1.73. 
   13Thus RPrU 13.41: ...Fch4-17t; Ir-1T110111 -etilQ,a['-1 1R4I 

• • •  ' • +i 1,11 'Wf4i),-i -'-114 tzl I
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(anusvarottamesu) is more intense (tivrataram) than in other nasal segments, that is, in 

nasalized vowels; but according to the son of Kauhali, nasality is the same everywhere 

(samam sarvatra). Bharadvaja, on the other hand, maintains that the nasality in anusvara 

is very slight (anu). In addition, the elder Kaunclinya says that there is a gradation of 

nasality in the following circumstances: when -n is converted to -r, to a spirant, to -y or is 

dropped, and when -m is dropped. A vowel that precedes an -n or -m subject to these 

changes is nasalized (TPr. 15.1 [3.4.2.1g]). The nasality of the vowel for each successive 

instance is more intense than for the preceding (uttarottaran tivrataram). Thus the 

nasality of the nasalized vowels of agnimr apsusadah, ahims ca, mahamy indrah, maham 

indrah, and pratyustam raksah is relative: most intense in the last example, relatively less 

intense in the next-to-the-last, and so on. Moroever, according to the elder Kaundinya, in 

such instances, where a vowel is nasalized, it has an additional duration (kalas ca 

svarasyatradhikah) equivalent to the duration of a consonant (vyanjanakalah), that is, of 

half a mora. In the elder Kaundinya's recitation, then, the nasalized vowels of the 

examples shown have the duration of two and a half morae and not of two morae, which 

is the norm for long vowels. 

7.3 The evidence of pratigakhyas and giksas thus leads to the following conclusions. 

a. Anusvara is a nasal (nasikya) segment (7.2.2a-c) which could be without a fixed 

oral place of production. Anusvara could then have the oral place of production of a 

following spirant or r-, and also be a voiceless spirant (4.1.2b, 7.1, 7.2.1). In addition, it 

could be produced at the place proper to the vowel which it follows. It is then a nasalized 

continuation of a clear vowel. Further, the nasal segment before spirants and r- could be 

lowered and backed to the point where it is articulated as a velar element accompanied by 

nasality (gum, n: 7.2.2d-k, 7.2.3f, note 110). These are varieties accounted for in 

different traditions, and alternatives are attributed to several authorities. Accordingly, it 

is plausible to view them as dialectal outcomes in early Indo-Aryan. 

b. Just as the phonetic realizations of anusvära differ dialectally, so does the 

distribution of time duration between constituents of vowel-anusvara sequences (7.2.3). 

This is paralleled by differences in the duration of components in the diphthongs ai and 

au (7.2.5). 

7.4 As noted in 7.2.3, a complex of the type -am, such that anusvära follows a short 

vowel, has a longer duration than a simple short vowel. From what is said in 1.Pr. 14.51 

(7.2.5a), moreover, one must conclude that a nasalized short vowel remained short, 

although in some recitations it was lengthened. This has import for metrics. 

7.4.1 To begin, let me refer to two well known verses that set forth how light (laghu) and
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heavy (guru) syllables are constituted: 

 a. tiilii4i72rr chi -aKc i-iSF-i obi-c,-49,11"4 

 b. VR 1.9: ----------,tn4i zr:Tl4-(---: 

According b, a short vowel accompanied by anusvara or followed by visarga, a short 

vowel followed by a consonant cluster, as well as a long vowel are guru, and a short 

vowel is optionally guru if it occurs at the end of a verse section. A vowel of one mora 

occurring in other contexts is laghu. Guru and laghu syllables are respectively 

symbolized by s (vakra) and I Crju). The first verse deals explicitly only with guru 

syllables, which are said to be: a long vowel, a vowel followed by a cluster, an extra-long 

vowel, one that is followed by a final consonant before pause or by a spirant — i.e., -h, k, 

p — or accompanied by anusvara; a vowel that qualifies a guru is also sometimes laghu 

in absolute final position. 

In Prakrta metres also the same situation holds in general. For example, 

Prakrtapaingalam 1.2 (Vyas 1959:2) states that a long vowel (diho), a vowel followed by 

a consonant cluster (sathjuttaparo), one combined with a bindu (bindujuo) — that is, one 

with anusvara, symbolized by a bindu — as well as a vowel that is put at the end of a 

verse section (padio a caranamte) is guru (sa guru), symbolized by s (vanka) and has the 

value of two morae (dumatto); any other (anno) vowel is laghu (lahu hoi) and has the 

value of one mora (ekkaalo): 

  C. qlt14tlfi 41r5 r---1 TTJ~a11 Sl'A~~a~n--------c~lii 

Note that, although a syllable containing vowel with anusvara counts as heavy, 

nasalization of a vowel does not of itself result in a syllable's being heavy. As has long 

been recognized by modern scholars (e.g., Pischel/Jha 136 [§ 179]), bindu makes 

position but `... ardhacandra never makes position.' 

7.4.2 The same holds also in general for Vedic. Consider first 

a. VPr. 4.109: ----------------------------------- ------- f5,91,w: I 

According to this, vowels which precede a consonant cluster (samyogapurva), which 

precede a final consonant (vyanjananta), and which occur in absolute final position 

(avasana) have the time duration of two morae (dvimatrah). That is, as Uvata and 

Anantabhatta note, such vowels are heavy (guravah) though not phonologically long 

vowels (darghah).15

'This is the first of several introductory verses to Pingala's Chandabsutram (verse 8 in Vidyasagar (1928: 4). 
   "SVPrU 4 .109: ...tat': F5,9111rn10r-Eft:I~itaoa~edF-fg,q.kia-icii:I 

«~[5,t-rt,S1 1 *.itcmM I1-----------F4 lil-----------ta~tn'LIf0. fiR: swf r I Anantabhatta too notes that this is brought 

up in the context of rules for doubling consonants, since in both instances one has segments with twice the 
starting duration: 1-71, ̂ , -i tati >50-1r4 tni-ts I (VPrA 4.109).
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Other pratisakhyas have rules which directly concern light and heavy syllables. 

According to 

   b. Ur. 1.20-21: 'Fmc`lilfq Ia 4kI)J1i---a1.(uRI---------------------N 

   C. 'Pr. 18.38-39: rl'A -ni"1>1 .3-7i: I '-itaizU I 

long vowels are called guru (`heavy'), as are those among other vowels (itaresam) that 

are followed by a consonant cluster or anusvära (samyoganusvarparani). A short vowel 

(hrasvam) counts as light (laghu) unless (na cet) neither a consonant cluster or anusvära 

follows (samyoga uttarah anusvaras ca). Similarly, 

  d. TPr. 22.14-15: "15iii-rirfcr~~ud-----a c i----r tkrIt,N 

~1ait~nls-~if-r ncl I o"4 -H-ri "1 ta+-1N"117rtE 4ci 5A-17V--a1Tt1-~n f II 

state what kinds of units count as heavy (guru) and light (laghu), as follows: A syllable 

with a long vowel (dirgham), one that ends with a final consonant (vyanjanantam), one in 

which a vowel occurs before a consonant cluster (samyogapurvam), and one with 

anusvära (anunasikam) is heavy. The remainder are light, and this remainder consists of 

any syllable that does not end with a consonant (avyanjanantam), contains a short vowel 

(hrasvam) not followed by a consonant cluster (asamyog-aparam) or one that is not 

accompanied by anusvära (ananusvaram) or a following consonant cluster 

(asamyuktam).16 

7.4.3 That anusvara serves to make position in Vedic metres can easily be illustrated. It 

will suffice to consider a few examples from the Rgveda: 

  a. RV 2.7.1c: aIi(Gayatri, cadence: • v :sprham rayim) 

b. RV 3.12.1a: ---------- 3;rr I (Gayatri:... gatam sutam) 

c. RV 2.39.7b: ---------ifTr I (Tristubh, cadence: : -tam rajamsi) 

d. 1 V 2.39.7d: 741;i (... sam sisatam) 

e. RV 2.2.3d: -----------------------f, 1 d i i (Jagat , cadence: : -su prasamsiyam) 

The converse — that a short nasalized vowel retains the metrical value of an 

unnasalized short vowel — cannot be demonstrated directly for the traditions represented 

in the Rgvedapratisakhya and the Taittir yapratisakhya. For phonological nasalization 

applies generally to long vowels, and, where one has optional nasalization of short 

vowels, it is in prepause position, where a syllable is anceps. Thus, according to

"'Since TPr . 22.15 has ananusvdram, the antithesis of this in the preceding verse TPr. 22.14, 
designated by anundsikam, must be a vowel accompanied by anusvara. Recall that anusvara and nasal 
stops are both nasal elements, named anunasika (TPr. 2.30 [7.2.2g]). In his comments on TPr. 22.14, 
Whitney says (1868: 401), `The use of the word anunasika in describing a syllable containing anusvara is 
(as already noted under ii.30) one more sign of a theory which regards the anusvara as a quality and not an 
element.' As has been shown earlier in my discussion (4-6), however, this claim cannot be maintained. 
Moreover, as Whitney also remarks in his comments on this rule, the metre of the verse would be more 
appropriate with tathdnusvdram instead of tathanunasikam.
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 f. 1 Pr. 1.63: ----------------------iaiii-ialAgdi-ii~i-1S i§.&1HiR-1a-)i-tai1-1,1 

teachers say (acarya (thuh) that the first eight vowels (astav adyan svaran) of the 

Rgvedapratisakhya catalog — that is, a a r l i I u u — are nasalized (anunasikan) if they 

are not pragrhya elements, when they occur before pause (avasane). In a comparable 

manner, in 

h. A 8.4.57: ~qi it-Hftiat: (.11.--------------ia [56]) 

Panini provides that a vowel a a i a u Ft (anal)) that is not a pragrhya element 

(apragrhyasya) is optionally (va) replaced by a nasalized (anunasikah) counterpart, if it 

occurs before pause. Similarly, 

   i. TPr. 15.6:.a~I:ipii-ucitit11-1iR-a-d-~a,ailtI 

says that according to some (ekesam) non-pragraha simple vowels (samanaksar513i)"7 are 

nasalized. 

Nevertheless, recall that 1 Pr. 14.51 (7.2.5a) notes as a fault the lengthening of such 

final nasal vowels and that TPr. 17.5 (7.2.5b) records the lengthening of word-final 

nasalized vowels only as something found in the tradition sanctioned by the elder 

Kaundinya. Moreover, there is one pratisakhya which explicitly says that a nasalized 

vowel (anunasikah) in the interior of a word (antahpade) belongs to the class of vowels 

termed hrasva (`short vowels'): 

j. SCA 1.83 [1.3.2 1]:,oi.1IR-ii- -<,:' Z : 1 

Subsequent rules go on to list the categories where word-interior long nasal vowels 

occur; for example, 

  k. SCA 1.84 [1.3.22]:t74•-lj-----------------i§.1" I 

states that the nasal vowel in a neuter plural form (napumsakabahuvacane) — of the type 

havamsi corresponding to havamsi / havir si of other traditions — belongs to the category 

of long (darghah) vowels. Consequently, j concerns only underlying short vowels. In 

other words, in the tradition represented by the Saunakiya Caturadhyayika, nasalization 

of a vowel does not entail its lengthening. 

7.4.4 This is of interest in view of some metrical facts. The same pratisakhya also has 

rules that correspond to those considered in 7.4.2: 

   a. SCA 1.51-54 [1.2.11-14]): Tkit cl,-a4'I)lI T,E4-17, I -I -IifAa- I u--r I 

A short vowel (hrasvam) is called laghu (light') provided it is not followed by a 

consonant cluster (asamyoge); any other (anyat) vowel is called guru (`heavy'). 

Moreover, a nasalized vowel (anunasikam) also is called guru, as is a vowel in word-

   "7TPr. 1.2 (3u2T -tot i ko - 9I-i 17RI--------------------------RI 0 provides that the first nine items of its sound lists namely a a 

53 1 113 u 17 u3 bear the class name samänäksara.
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final (padante) position.1' That is, the nasalized vowel of arimhasah ̀danger' (abl. sg.) is 

phonologically a short vowel but metrically the first syllable of this item counts as heavy. 

This is required, as in 

  b. AV 2.4.3cd:fa------- yiccidw 

The third pada of this verse has a cadence v , as expected; the last pada too has this 

cadence once patv is resolved to patuv, provided also that arhhasah begins with a heavy 

syllable.19 

In a tradition where anusvara is found, am- of amhasah counts for two morae and the 

syllable is heavy. But the nasalized vowel of amhasah in the tradition represented by the 

Saunakiya Caturadhyayika is short and counts for one mora only. This apparent conflict 

is resolved once we make a fairly straightforward historical assumption, as follows. The 

aunakiya Atharvaveda samhita as originally transmitted was like other Vedic sarimhitas 

in that it had anusvara before r and voiceless spirants. Accordingly, syllables of the type 

found in amhasah counted as metrically heavy. In a particular dialect area, however, a 

sequence of the type -am developed to a nasalized vowel before r and voiceless spirants, 

without vowel lengthening. Recitors representing this dialect transmitted the Atharva-

veda samhita as accounted for in the Saunakiya Caturadhyayika. 

8 In view of the data discussed, I think it is possible to set forth a plausible set of 

historical developments for nasals in early Indo-Aryan which would account for the 

distribution of anusvära and nasalized vowels, as follows. 

8.1 Word-final -Vm was subject to several dialectal outcomes based on transitional 

differences of timing in the onset of nasality in assimilatory processes. 

  a. There is onset of nasality with anticipation of the place of production of the 

following consonant. Accordingly, there is full assimilation of -m to following stops, 

semivowels, and spirants: -Vm k- —> -Vn k- and so on; -Vm y- m- and so on; -Vm 

g- and so on, where m symbolizes a voiceless spirant with nasality, referred to 

as anusvara.

"'This can apply to pre-pause word-final vowels , as Deshpande remarks (1997: 190). In some modern 
recitations too, final short vowels are lengthened. I have recorded this practice also for the Astadhyayi as 
recited by a Maharashtrian scholar. 

19The extreme irregularity of metrical schemes in the Atharvaveda has been remarked upon often by 

modern scholars, so that no comment concerning this is called for here. I nevertheless think it appropriate 
to note, albeit in a tentative manner, that assuming an original Vvrn, with a nasalized vowel segment of the 
same color as a preceding vowel, can restore metrical regularity in certain instances. For example, 
consider AV 1.24.2cd: -----------------------11-i w,-,t-t-ii91,7a-4,-1,u u Elsewhere the final -am of kilasarim would have the 

value of two morae (see 7.2.3c-e). Assuming either the well known distention of a long vowel to two 
syllables — of the type -am = -aam — or a pronunciation such that the nasalized segment representing the 
realization of anusvara is given separate status, the third pada of AV 1.24.2 then has eight syllables, as does 
the last pada. The same can be said of some other examples (e.g., AV 2.6.5d). I emphasize, however, that 
this is tentative.
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  b. -m loses its occlusion, and nasality sets in as a property in the continuation of a 

 preceding vowel, which begins as a clear vowel: -Vm -Vvm, where vm symbolizes a 

nasal segment that has the place of production of the preceding vowel. This segment too 

is referred to as anusvara. 

c. The nasal segment in -Vvrh before spirants and r- is lowered and backed to the point 

where it acquires occlusion, resulting in a velar articulation, either with an accompanying 

nasal vowel (-Vgurh) or with a transitional voiceless velar before spirants (-Vnk). This 

segment, which replaces anusvara (see 7.2.2m with note 105), also is referred to as 

anusvara. 

  d. -m loses its occlusion, and anticipatory nasality sets in with the beginning of the 

preceding vowel, so that the outcome is a fully nasalized vowel. Such a vowel is referred 

to by the term anunasika. 

8.2 Word-final -Vns was subject to comparable developments, yielding sequences of the 

types - Vms before voiceless consonants and - Vmr before voiced segments, both 

alternating with complexes in which an anusvara followed the vowel. It is common 

knowledge that the type ahams ca represents a development involving an inherited -ns. It 

is equally clear, moreover, that a reanalysis took place quite early, so that sequences - Vms 

and so on were treated synchronically as derived from complexes with word-final -n. 

Consequently, one could have tasmims tvd already in Vedic (see 3.4.2.2f), involving a 

form — the locative singular tasmin — which etymologically did not have an -s. The 

rules of the Astadhyayi and pratisakhyas, which start with - Vn and let -n go to -r and so 

forth (see 3.1.1d-e), are thus synchronically appropriate. 

8.3 The same alternation between vowels followed by anusvära and nasalized vowels is 

found in forms of the type havimsi: havamsi, havimsi, havirhsi. See 3.3.1a (SCA 2.33), 

3.4.1.3b (VPr. 4.5). 

8.4 The development noted in 8.1c is vouched for by pratisakhya statements and 

statements of commentators (see 7.3a). The type - Vnk- associated with anusvära reflects 

a wide-spread transitional phenomenon attested to in early Indo-Aryan by Panini and 

authors of pratisakhyas. The following rules have to do with such transitions: 

a. A 8.3.28-31: siu1: ata-sa-------------rk [26]) I NI na-;i 

TPr. 5.32-33: q: a-m-)R ahI : I , -1a,Izyd c1 bR: I 

SCA 2.8-9 [2.1.8-9]: clef-)1M `~r: 

The Paninian sutras (see Cardona 1997: 560) provide for certain sounds optionally (va) to 

occur as final and initial augments to word-final and word-initial segments: -n -n *oh)
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respectively receive the augments -k -I (kuk tuk) if any voiceless spirant follows (sari); 

after -d WO, i), s- gets the initial augment dh (dhut) — which is subsequently replaced by t 

— and this applies to s- also after -n (nag ca), which is augmented with -t (tuk) if s-

follows. The pratigakhya rules are textually more restricted in their scope. TPr. 5.32-33 

provides that k (kakarah) occurs as a transitional augment preceded by -n (napurvah) and 

followed by s- or s- (sasakaraparah), with which t (takarah) occurs as an augment 

preceded by -t or -n (tanakarapurvah). The Saunak ya Caturadhyayika rules provide that 

in a sequence -t s- the two consonants are separated by t (takarena) and that -n, -n, and -n 

respectively are separated by k t t (katataih) from following s s s. For example: san 

sadrn—*santsadrn `being ... similar', sadrn samdnaih `similar to equals' —> 

sadrnksamanaih;120 prtanasat suvirah `victorious over armies in battle, accompanied by 

good heroes' —> prtanasattsuvirah.12` 

   b. RPr. 4.16-17: *-1,--1),=41,,-1,-i)s---------a~Itl I za-)R-irnrtqlc1: *f*I-r.rlt--ciarw-I, I 

provide for comparable transitions, but specify that some (eke) say (ahuh) these apply: k 

(kakaram) between (antara) contiguous sounds when -n occurs (nakare) followed by a 

voiceless spirant (aghososmapare); t occurs when -t -n (takaranakarayoh) are followed 

by s- (sakarodayoh). 

Further, 

   c. VPr. 4.15-16: s,-I'lr,Ii<r(--u1t~1----------I 

provide that -n and n (nnau) are respectively separated by k and t (ktabhyam) from a 

following s- (sakare), and that this does not (na) apply according to Dalbhya. 

Such dialectal transitional features are of interest in connection with anusvära also. 

There is some evidence, albeit tenuous, for another particular realization of anusvara 

before spirants and r. The metrical version of the Paniniyagiksa as commented on in the 

Panjika and in Rudraprasada's edition has a verse that reads as follows: 

   b. PSR 23 (= PSPa. 17): ,,Ic-tl.rdlqIf-I4a) c -CP-Ic'-1:-'.1 .0 -11Ia,clozll j:I I 

This states that anusvara occurs after vowels (svaran anu) — a quasi-etymological 

statement — obligatorily (nityam) before h rss s. It also describes how anusvara 

sounds: It has the sound of a vina made from the Alabu gourd (alabuvinanirghosah). 

Moreover, the passage gives an oral place of production for this anusvara. As shown, this 

version has dantamulyah `located at the roots of the teeth'. Commentators also explicitly

120TS 2.2.8.6: z4sc`f -1- ss;q ‘ ... `... (for one) who is worthy of great wealth yet is on a 
par with his equals.' 

121AV 11.1.2cd: -+1+-11--~,-1n-Iialcca1t) -,11-I ai II `This is Agni the one who overcomes in 
battle, who has great heroes, with whom the gods prevailed over the Dasyus.'
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 mention and explain this in their comments.122 On the other hand, in his reconstructed 

text Ghosh (1938: 3, verse 15) reads--------------- ------- and translates (1938: 

68): `The anusvara after the vowels not pronounced at the root of the teeth, should be 

made sonorous like the sound of an alabu-vina, but when it stands before h, g, s and s this 

pronunciation is compulsory.' Since there are no vowels said to be pronounced at the 

root of the teeth and the text has a nominative singular instead of an accusative plural, 

this interpretation is suspect and dantamulyah accepted by commentators is to be 

preferred. Nor is it difficult to understand that, at least before r and spirants other than h, 

anusvara could be realized with the tongue tip near the lower teeth.'23 

  As was shown quite some time ago (Varma 1929: 152), there is also inscriptional 

evidence for both the velar and dental reflexes of anusvara, as in vangelineage' (loc. sg. 

vamge), vans'alaksmim `splendor of the lineage'; abhransi `clouds' (abhramsi), yasdnsi 
`renowns' (yagamsi) . Varma also noted (1929: 53) contrasts such as the one between the 

Hindi and Panjabi words for `bamboo': H bas eat--): P vanjh. The former has a long 

nasal vowel,124 the latter a short vowel followed by a nasal consonant. Moreover, as 

Bloch noted (Bloch/Master 1965: 91 [88]), the development seen in Panjabi vanjh and 

Sindhi vanjhu is to be accounted for on the assumption that a transitional -t- was used. 

8.5 In sum, the single term anusvara was used in by early authors on Sanskrit grammar, 

phonology and phonetics to refer to dialectally diverse outcomes of complexes with m 

and n. 

9 The reanalysis that allowed for innovations such as tasmims tva (see 8.2) requires that 

speakers have treated items of the type ahimg in ahimg ca as contextual variants related to 

forms of the type ahin, with -n due to final cluster reduction, forms which occur before 

pause. That is, word boundaries come into play. Word boundaries play a role in the 

alternation between -m and nasalized segments homogeneous with following semivowels 

and stops (see 3.1.1b). Given that the full assimilation of -m to a following stop applies 

for early Vedic in general, it is reasonable to assume that the alternative occurrence of 

word-final -m before stops is an innovation. This is comparable to what occurred in 

retroflexion. At an early stage, the retroflexion of s to s after i i u u r e o r and velars 

applied to word-final -s as well as others. In the spoken language Panini describes, on

'22E.g., PSPa. 17:  I'-----------9 i q-~tc-r I 
   '23A velar position would of course be more expected before h. 

124In view of one of the realizations to be accepted for anusvara in Old Indo-Aryan, I consider it posible 
to say that the type bdrims (bas) may be the outcome of coalescence from earlier vaarnsa and need not 
necessarily represent nasalization with compensatory lengthening consequent on the loss of a nasal.
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the other hand, this retroflexion regularly applies to s which is not word-final.125 One 

also has variation of the type - Vmy y- / - Vym y- across word boundaries in Vedic (see 

3.4.2.3), even in dialects where the full assimilation of -m to following stops is the norm. 

  If the different outcomes reflect various timings in the onset of nasality and also 

reflect transitional phenomena, it is reasonable to bring into consideration other aspects 

of transition, namely consonantal doubling and the transition from one tonal unit to 

another. 

9.1 Pratisakhyas and the Astadhyayi have rules which provide for sequences of the type 

VCCV instead of VCV. The descriptions account for such sequences by doubling 

consonants and introducing augments. 

9.1.1 It will be simplest to start with Panini's rules: 

a. A 8.4.46-52: .----1, (---- [45]) I  I -1if -ii------------------1 yA--------- ------ I  

qiicnz1,-1-1 I qii --i I ` Nkl-ui,4j.qiJ-L I 

The first two sutras provide for optionally (va) replacing with two (dve) a consonant other 

than h (yarah). This doubling applies to a consonant which follows r or h (rahabhyam) 

preceded by a vowel (acah) or which directly follows a vowel and precedes a sound other 

than a vowel (anaci). For example: arkalh—*arkkah `ray, sun', brahmd —>brahmmd 
`Brahman'

, apa hnute —* apa hnnute `denies', putradina —>puttradina `one who eats her 

child', adya —> addya `today', dadhy atra —f dadhdhy atra — daddhy atra126 ̀there is 

yogurt here'. The next sutra concerns a particular term in a specific collocation under a 

special meaning condition: doubling does (na) apply to putra before adin if censure is 

understood to be conveyed (akrose): putradini tvam asi `You're a child-eater!' The next 

rule disallows consonant doubling in a particular phonological context. This does not 

apply to a voiceless spirant (sarah) followed by a vowel (aci); e.g., varsati `It is raining', 

where the -c- which follows -ar- is not subject to doubling. The last three sutras of the 

set also provide that doubling does not apply, but now according to certain authorities. 

For Sakatayana (gakatayanasya), doubling does not apply in clusters of three or more 

consonanants (triprabhrtisu); e.g., indrah `Indra', ustrah `camel', in which cluster-initial 

-n- and -c- are not doubled . Sakalya (sakalyasya), on the other hand, disallows doubling 

under any circumstances (sarvatra `everywhere'). And according to some teachers 

(acaryanam), doubling fails to apply after a long vowel (darghat); e.g., datram `sickle', 

sutram `thread'.

125A 8.3.55: I See Cardona 1997: 105. The occurrence of word-final -is and so on 
already begins in Vedic. On the history of retroflexion in Sanskrit see Hock 1979. 

   '26ByA 8.4.53: r771;fs-r I a consonant other than a semivowel or nasal (jhaldm) is replaced by a 
voiced unaspirated stop (jas') if it occurs before a voiced stop (Magi).
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 There are also contexts in which cch occurs instead of ch. Panini accounts for these 

by introducing the final augment tuk to a vowel preceding ch under stated conditions, the 

t of tch then being replaced by c (see Cardona 1997: 536): 

b. A 6.1.73-76: t'r (rEr d.-;[71) I -----------islw d7,1 --------- 

A short vowel (hrasvasya) is augmented with tuk before ch (che). This augmenting 

applies also to a long vowel (dirghat), but only optionally (va) if the vowel is word-final 

(padantat). On the other hand, a of the particle an and the negative particle man 

receives the augment obligatorily before word-initial ch-. For example: gacchati (E— 

gatch-a-ti) `is going, goes', icchati (<— ich-a-ti) `wishes, desires', hricchati `is ashamed', 

kutichaya / kuticchaya `shade of a hut', acchadayati (4 - a chadayati) `covers', 

macchaitsit (— ma chaitsit) `may he not cut off'. 

  As shown in the examples given, these rules apply both across word boundaries and 

within words. There are also transitional phenomena that appear only across word 

boundaries (see 8.4a). The following sutra concerns sequences in which word-final -n, 

-n, and -n preceded by a short vowel (hrasvat) occur before a word-initial vowel (aci). 

  c. A 8.3.32:s.4-Rc^i(uzr [8.1.16])i 

n-, n-, and n- are then added as initial augments (namut) to the word-initial vowel. For 

example: pratyan dste—pratyannaste ... is seated facing west', kurvan avocat —> 

kurvannavocat ... spoke while doing something'. 

9.1.2 Among pratisakhyas, the Taittiriyapratisakhya contains the most detailed statements 

regarding such doubling, so that I begin with sutras from this work. 

9.1.2.1 The following provide that a consonant (vyanjanam) is doubled (dvivarnam [sc. 

apadyate] `[becomes] two sounds') under stated conditions. 

  a. TPr. 14.1-4:I clach,tq4-----------------10W 4~1,~11a,iTCMc,a,J-„T-1,'-ijq, 
-

1-1-)1 0-R 

Two types of doubling are allowed for: (1) VC,C2 — VC,C,C2, (2) VC,C2 — VC,C2C2. 

TPr. 14.1 gives the most general condition, providing for (1): a consonant preceded by a 

vowel (svarapurvam) and followed by another consonant (vyanjanaparam); e.g., ise tva 

—> isettva (`you for nourishment) ,127 uru prathasva — urupprathassva (`spread wide').'28 

The next three rules provide for (2). By TPr. 14.4, a consonant undergoes doubling after 

-r preceded by a vowel; e.g., urminih madhumattamah —> urmminirmmadhu-mattamah

127TS 1.1.1.1: 701-147.11  `(I cut) you for nourishment, you for strength.' 
128TS 1.1.8.1: ... a r tcr A --------- 'Spread wide, (you purodasa cake,) may your ritual 

master be wide spread.'
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(`full of flow, most sweet').129 TPr. 14.2-3 concern sequences in which a stop (sparsah) 

is preceded by 1 or v (lavakarapurvalh) that follows a vowel. According to Pauskarasadi, 

both the stop and the preceding / or v are subject to doubling; according to some teachers 

(ekesam acaryanam), on the other hand, only the stop (sparsa eva) undergoes doubling 

under these conditions;130 e.g., kalpan juhoti -* kalppanjuhoti / kallpanjuhoti (`offers 

with kalpa mantras'),13' vibhudavne —> vibhudavnne / vibhudavvne ('who grants 

power').'32 According to some teachers, however, one says only kalppan juhoti and 

vibhudavnne. 

As shown above (a with note 126), in Panini's system, doubling applies to give 

dadhdhy, then the first of the contiguous aspirates is replaced by an unaspirated stop. 

Under the procedure adopted in the Taittiriyapratisakhya, similar results are accounted 

for in a different manner. Instead of providing for an aspirated stop to be doubled, the 

corresponding unaspirated stop is introduced before the aspirate. 

  b. TPr. 14.5-7: F5,41---------q2.t,toa -~lfa-TIToci-)it-14~I 

concern such consonants. TPr. 14.5 provides that second and fourth stops (dvitaya-

caturthayoh) — that is, voiceless and voiced aspirates — followed by a consonant 

(vyanjanottarayoh) receive as an augment the stop which precedes them (purvah) in their 

series; e.g., akhyat —* akkhyat (`looked'),133 manasd dhyayati —> manasaddhyayati 

(`considers with the mind').134 In addition, aspirates preceded by r (rephapurvayoh) are 

always (nityam) similarly augmented, whether or not a consonant follows the aspirate; 

e.g., murkha (`foolish, given to angry behavior') —4 murkkha (TS 7.1.6.2: ), urdhvah

129TS 1.1.3.1: - • - _ -• -• : '(Waters,) full of truth, of floods, most sweet, blend 
with (the milk).' 

130Commentators agree that the second option alone is acceptable, rejecting Pauskarasadi's way of 
reciting (vciija---------I[TPrS 14.3],±aRn'i[TPrG 14.2]), so that the accepted recitation 
has only kalppdn, vibhudavnne. They differ, however, in how the understand TPr. 14.2 to provide for the 
two possible doublings noted. According to Somayarya, ca `and, also' of TPr. 14.2 serves to indicate that 
doubling (dvitvam) and being preceded by a stop (sparsapurvatvam), stated in the previous sutra, also are 
referred to here: m41-aifqlra m4l>I : I (TPr.S 14.2). Since, moreover, TPr. 14.3 states a 
restriction using eva 'only' and this sutra is separately formulated, it is understood that the previous rule 
allows doubling of 1 and v according to Pauskarasadi:a~ia~~~~ 4~oa---------------t~if~u~ Maa~iial 

f~~a---------------u1 f aTrizT (TPrS 14.3). Gargya Gopala, on the other hand, understands that ca is used in TPr. 14.2 

so as to allow the doubling not only of a consonant following 1 or v but also of these semivowels: Ma,R-

acrI(I'- '4 4.il f a~i ic1aahl (TPr. 14.2G). 
13'TS 5.4.8.5: e-------------------------li ltaaHw t al------- ̀ (The Adhvaryu) offers with the kalpa mantra in order to 

obtain capacity for one who is not capable.' 
'32TS 3.5.8.2: ... jll `I offer you to ... Prajapati ... who grants power.' 
133TS 4.1.2.2: --a f >' Rad I o cI. 'Agni gazed on (and thus illuminated) one after the other the 

beginning of the dawns.' 
134TS 2.5.11.5:#Fa--------- aqn11tt 'One utters in speech what one thinks of in one's mind.'
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 — urddhvah (`erect').135 Further, if a voiced aspirate is preceded by 1 (lakarapurve), it is 

augmented similarly; e.g., pragalbhah—pragalbbhah (`adept, capable').136 

c. TPr. 14.8: ,1-1fl 1 fff~~~,~~I 

provides for augmenting similarly ch (—* cch), kh in khi (- f kkhi), and bh in bhuja (—* 

bbhuja) after preverbs and certain other specified items. For example, a chetta —+ 

acchetta (`cutter').137 

d. TPr. 14.9: ----------------- 1 : 72 : 

After a voiceless spirant (aghosad usmanah parah) followed by a stop (sparsaparat), 

an unreleased voiceless unaspirated stop (prathamo 'bhinidhanah) with the same place of 

production (sasthanah) as the voiceless stop is introduced. For example, yah kamayeta 

('who should wish ...') —> yakkkamayeta (e.g., TS 2.1.2.3).138 

There are also rules which disallow (na `not') consonantal doubling and its 

equivalent. These are stated under the heading (atha `now') of 

e. TPr. 14.14: 3;r2Tr 

The following rules come under this heading: 

f. TPr. 14.15-16, 23-24: ------- 4------------------------oTr9- r: -c : w4.41auilqw: 

.11:1.04-1,-R: I 

No consonant undergoes doubling or the augmenting equivalent to this if it is followed by 

a pause (avasane); nor are r, h, k, p (ravisarjanayajihvamulayopadhmanayah) subject to 

doubling. For example, in the padapatha one has urk followed by a pause; contrary to

135TS 1.2.14.2: .6-,q, 11-1-q- `(Agni,) be erect ...' 
136TS 2.5.5.3: ... s r IT `An adept (son) is born to that (yajamana).' 
137TS 1.1.2.1: 11 t11 m ftr `(Barhis,) may I who cut you not suffer harm.' 
138TPr. 14.9 can also apply to introduce a transitional element in examples like grisme On the hot 

season'): grispme (e.g., TS 2.1.2.5: ). As stated in TPr. 14.10 OA-Eh-4 : 1), however, according to 
Plaksi this applies only when a voiceless consonant follows (aghose), so that no transitional stop is 
introduced in grisme. Further, TPr. 14.11 (a---------------t1,1 vi1 q1 L-(11711'4.-1  I ) informs us, according to Plaksayana, a 
voiceless unaspirated stop is introduced after a voiceless spirant followed by a nasal stop (uttamat), as in 
agnati 'eats' (—> astnati). In addition, TPr. 14.12 (~ -------- f5,<Th-+q, I) provides that a voiceless 
unaspirated stop followed by a spirant (prathama usmaparah) — as in tat savituh `that (brilliance) of 
Savitr' (e.g., TS 1.5.6.4: •  ' • - ga tf i) — changes to a voiceless aspirated stop 

(dvitiyam);—^ tattsavituh --> tatthsavituh. As shown, doubling applies first, then the aspiration. This is 
explicitly noted in the Vaidikabharana: Tiq 1121,Tr91 -------------- 1-5,41,4------------- I (TPrG 14.12). 

Finally, TPr. 14.13 (• • - w • • • : 1) takes into account what Badabhikara observes: the change 

stated in the preceding sutra applies only if the stop is followed by a spirant with a different place of 
production (asasthanaparah). According to Badabhikara, then, the -t of tatt in tattsavituh remains 
unchanged, but the -t of tatt in tattsodasi (TS 6.6.11.1:  'That became the sodasin.') does 
undergo the change: tatthsodasi. The change of an unaspirated stop to an aspirate before a spirant is known 
from other sources also (1 Pr. 6.54, VPr. 4.122, SCA 2.6 [2.1.6]), including the third varttika on A 8.4.48 
( f 1T: ~1ft y~~ntt11~: I), where Katyayana attributes this practice to Pauskarasadi. Additional details 
cannot be considered here.
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TPr. 14.4 (a), the -k of this word is not subject to doubling. In the samhitapatha, on the 

other hand, the -k of urk is doubled before ca (`and'): urkkca.139 The r of this and other 

clusters is also excluded from doubling, as are also the spirants in examples such as the 

following: manah kseme --* manakkkseme (`mind on maintenance'),140 yakkkamayeta 

('who would wish'), yapppappmana (`who ... with sin').141 Doubling would otherwise 

apply by the general rule TPr. 14.1 (a). Recall that in the language Panini describes a 

voiceless spirant is not doubled if a vowel follows (A 8.4.49 [9.1.1a]). This is true also 

for Vedic, and TPr. 14.16 provides that a spirant (usma) which is followed by a vowel 

(svarparah) is not doubled, contrary to what would obtain according to TPr. 14.4 (a). 

For example, the -n- of purna-is doubled, but the -s- of darga- is not: darsapurnnamasau 
`new and full -moon rites' (e .g., TS 1.6.7.1: q----------------~1 ~.Q4'- 11 4). TPr. 14.23-24 concern clusters 

such that the first consonant is followed by one which is either identical to it or of the 

same stop set (savarnsavargayaparah). In general, contrary to TPr. 14.1 (a), such a 

consonant is not doubled, but this exclusion does not (na) apply for a nonnasal stop 

followed by a nasal. For example, the initial consonant of -tt- is not doubled, as in 

saymyattah (see 3.4.2.2a), but the -p- of pm- is doubled, as in pdppmana (see above). 

  The section headed by (e) TPr. 14.14 includes statements which give details about 

what certain teachers representing recitation traditions disallow in this sphere, among 

them the following: 

g. TPr. 14.17: -cr2T9TR -------------------- ------ [16])i 

   h. TPr. 14.18-21:~~11SrI.c1t11RVsa~It:Iz—d-Tfiai c1qHI4l: IrIc-qiIIlqchIL4ZiI 

i.TPr. 14.22: -Ermi 

j. TPr. 14. 25-28: 3f440,11411T-Ilzl l C rei1c1 IZ4t I27F: I 1c i-c14 'r : I 

(g) concerns the tradition represented by Plaksi and Plaksayana, that is, by members in a 

family that traces its lineage to Plaksa. Here a voiceless spirant also (ca) does not double 

if it is followed by a voiceless unaspirated stop (prathamaparah); for example: vispati 
`master of a clan'

, astau `eight', brhaspati `Brhaspati' instead of visgpati, asstau, 

byhasspati.'42 Sutras in (h) deal with contexts where Harita does not observe doubling. 

For him, doubling does not apply to the following: a voiceless (aghosah) spirant (usma) 

in any context, h followed by r (rephaparah), a retroflex stop (tavargah) followed by a

   139TS 4 .7.4.1:# 4 ... `(May) strength (be) mine and ...' 
   140TS 5 .2.1.7: l *------------i~~11 ----------------------------- 'Therefore, the mind of some creatures is on 

active acquisition, of others on maintaining what has been acquired.' 
"'TS 2.3.13.2: a------ ---------------- 'A,s----------ro1 z1: -d '1---------c ) 1 `Varuna seizes him who is taken by sin 

with the noose of Varuna.' 
   142E.g., TS 2.3.1.3.rq4rc1-'r, TS 6.4.5.2:1~~Id6~~TS 1.2.2.1: cw,u4rdWIt su `May Brhaspati 

cause (the worlds) to grow with our oblation.'
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 dental stop (tavargaparali), 1 and dental stops (latavargau) followed by y and v 

(yavakaraparau). For example: pusyati `thrives', aduhran `milked', vid dravinam 
`Vaisyas (your) wealth'

, sinivalyai `for Sinivali, and ise tva instead of pussyati, 

aduhhran, vicdddravinam, sinivallyai,'43 and isettva (see note 127). Harita also disallows 

doubling of v; e.g., vibhudavne (see a).144 The sutras in (j) concern the practices of some 

teachers (ekesam acaryanam), according to whom doubling does not apply to the 

following: 1 followed by h, s or v (has'avakaraparah); any stop (sparsah) followed by a 

stop (spargaparah); a word-final (padantah) stop followed by a consonant 

(vyanjanaparah), if it remains in its original state (prakrtah) — that is, if it is not subject 

to other contextual modification — before that consonant. For example: malha `a female 

goat with two teats on its neck area', gatavalha `with a hundred sprouting branches', 

bilva `Bilva tree' intead of mallha, satavallsa, billva,145 urk ca instead of urkkca (see note 

139), and adittyan yacisamahe `we will beg the Adityas' instead of 

adittyannyacisamahe.' 46 

On the other hand, as the language Panini describes does not allow sequences of the 

type -V1 V- and -Vn V-, in which a word-final -n or -n is preceded by short vowel (see

'43E.g., TS 2.1.9.4: u lfcr tt u f4: I `He thrives in offspring, in cattle.' TS 1.7.1.1: n~~ 
`The gods did milk thy the rite.' TS 1.8.13.1: Fa,14-11 f *'Idl t'it-ranTrr'i1 

r fass------------[4 — `(Yajamana,) take your stand in the west, among the metres let the jagat help you, let the 

saptadasa stoma, the vairupa Oman, the Maruts as the deity, the Vaisyas (protect your) wealth.' TS 
1.8.8: ...(~l~1aic-------------ru~s...`... (puts down) a porridge for Sinivali...' 

'44Commentators interpret TPr. 14.22 disparately. According to Gargya Gopala, ca serves to indicate 
that v of yavakara- in the preceding rule is referred to, and the rule provides that a sound following (parah) 
this is not doubled: ------------------ I o-11c,-ra a  11-• (TPrG 14.22). 
Nevertheless, the only example cited is osisthadavnne (TS 1.6.12.3) 'to him who gives (water countering) 
the most burning', printed with -nn- Somayarya, on the other hand, understands that TPr. 
14.22 denies doubling of v. He also gives two interpretations of the rule. First, ca serves to bring in 
haritasya and v of yavakara in the previous sutra is understood to be referred to by parah, since this is 
singular; this too does not undergo doubling according to Harita: -------- 'i1m01-)41->: I "ER a-wrtt 

 • • - : Zr: trr: -4sfzr -------------- 6----------it) c1-1 I zrqr fa u ... (TPrS 14.22). Alternatively para 
refers to the second of two consonants which result from doubling. As the Tribhasyaratna also notes, 
however, the doubling thus disallowed would be taken care of by TPr. 14.23 (f). Somayarya gets around 
this by remarking that TPr. 14.22 states a different opinion, so that 14.23 does not come into play: 721-d7 

f4tlfs,c11a4ai,+1r5,c1F4r%r9fiftI(--1ai1.1J114'I4“--1,11-------------1 4-1FcciF-r4%: 

4~------------------t t+cL+~ i a~kr I Tr<t q)a -------- I (TPrS 14.22). This second alternative is the interpretation given by 

Mahiseya (&c11ItH----f ca ----------21 i [TPrM 14.23]), who, however, reads i after e. I can 

say no more. 
   '45E.g.,TS 1.8.19: • _•_‘•d`One should immolate a pregnant ... dedicated to Aditi.' 

TS 1.1.2.1-2: ...  fa `(Barhis of the gods,) grow with a hundred sprouts, 

we would grow with a thousand offspring.' TS 2.1.8.1-2: .ar -------------IF) ------- n------cr7 f q~c-a 

fio8c1, 'The sacrificial pole is made of Bilva wood; for truly the Bilva tree rose up from the place whence 

yonder sun was born.' 
   '46TS 2.1.11.5:cr-ctF'-4,Ikr,~1^-,4I1`T4titH 'We will beg those mighty Adityas for help.'
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9.1.1b), so also are such sequences not permissible in the recitation tradition of the 

Taittiriyasamhita. According to 

k . TPr. 9.18-19:*-rtr f FELi -iatitTI 

-it preceded by a short vowel (hrasvapurvo nakarah) is doubled (dvivarnam `[becomes] 

two sounds'), and the same applies to -n (nakaras ca) preceded by a short vowel. For 

example: nyan agnih —>nyannagnih (`the fire altar face down'),147 asmin eva —> 

asminneva (`in this alone').148 

9.1.2.2 The Rgvedapratisakhya also provides details concerning consonant doubling, as 

in the following sutras: 

  a. RPr. 6.1-2: faii--faluf---------------nl--------w-ilj'aTlistrr747 k-161-w-1cp.1 I 

   b.RPr. 6.3:~r4i~rl~nf--------------------tfy ----------chit:I 

C. RPr. 6.4-5: ut TEM~acriaitici 

d. RPr. 6.6, 9:~~r i a1--------~ i i~s-----~ Y : I 

A consonant which is preceded by a vowel or anusvara (svaranusvaropahitah) is doubled 

(dvir ucyate `is uttered twice') if it occurs as the first member of a consonant cluster 

(samyogadih san), provided there is not an unchanged h in this position (avikrame); and 

if the consonant in question is an aspirated stop (sosma), it is uttered (ucyate) once 

(sakrt) together with a consonant that precedes it in its stops set (purvyena saha svena). 

In addition (b), ch (chakarah) is doubled even if it is not cluster-initial (asamyogadir 

api). Further (c), a consonant which follows cluster-initial r (rephat) . preceded by a 

vowel is subject to doubling, and a stop (sparsah) is similarly (evam) doubled after 

cluster-initial l(lakarat). Moreover (d), a stop is optionally (va) doubled after a cluster-

initial spirant (usmanah); and a conjoined sprirant (usma samyuktah) is optionally 

doubled if it is not immediately preceded by another segment (anupadhah), that is, if it 

follows a pause. For example: a tva —> attva,149 somanam svarana- — 

somanamssvarana-,150 ati khyah —> atikkhyah,'5' upa chayam — upacchayam,'52 astabhih

147TS 5.5.3.2: 4 - 1ik-1 .471i-ii 'Those who discuss ritual say, "(These 
two are possible:) the fire-altar is to be set up (in the shape of a bird) face-down, face-up".' 

'E .g., TS 2.6.2.4: _4,(ic-ri4-1i ... `The verse of invitation has the 
mark (i.e., the name of the deity) in the beginning; he makes light for himself in this world...' 

   149RV 8.68.1ab: 3srr T rariaiHR4I`(Indra,) we drive you hither like a chariot, for help 

and benevolence.' 
  '501,V 1.18.1:rr4-----------------`Brahamanaspati, make the offerer of 

Soma resound, a Kaksivat son of Usij.' 
   '5'1,W1.4.3c: m•tirdcR0,4 3srr ------`(Indra,) do not overlook us, come.' 

'524V 6.16.38.ab: a^11ai11-la ----------------li'I'j#a?i `(Agni,) we have come to your shelter, as to the 
shade from heat.'
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 dasabhih—*asttabhirddasabhih (`with eight, ten'),153 ulbam ->  ullbam (`embryo 

covering'),154 hvayami —>hhvayami (`I call'),'S5 scotanti—sscotanti '(`drip').156 

  A group of rules provide that doubling does not (na) apply to certain consonants, 

under stated conditions. According to 

e. RPr. 6.7-8, 10: -WA a Rin------------ --- I T vi-----I ER: I 

a consonant in absolute final position, before a pause (avasitam), is not doubled; nor is r 

(rephah) or a spirant (usma) which is followed by a vowel or another spirant 

(svarosmaparah). For example, para vark `separated, cut off' occurs at the end of a 

verse;157 although k follows r, a context for doubling (1 Pr. 6.4 [c]), it is not doubled. 

Similarly, the s of parsi `carry across' (2nd sg. imper., e.g. 1ZV 8.67.11a) remains single. 

In both instances, cluster-initial r also does not get doubled. The cluster-initial spirant s 

in cetathas sutanam (`you two are aware of the pressed Soma') 158 also is exempt from 

doubling. 

In addition, in a sequence C,C2 such that C2 is doubled, the preceding C1 that 

conditions doubling (parakramopadha) is itself not doubled: 

   f.RPr.6.11:~R--------4-14trI 

             0 Thus, the -b- of ulbam is doubled, but not the 1 which precedes it. 

  As noted under b, ch is subject to special treatment. The special status of ch extends 

to the absence of doubling for this segment. Thus (g), word-initial (padadih) ch- is not 

doubled if it is preceded by a long vowel (dirghena [upahitah]) except for the -a of the 

negative particle ma (metivarjam):'59 

g. RPr. 6.13: r -------- [12])i 

For example, the ch- of chadayami `I cover' is not subject to doubling after the -a of 

varmana,160 but the ch- of chedma in ma chedma is doubled: macchedma (let us not

  

'53RV2.18.4a-c:------ jf&irTxftf:i•- -•• `(Indra,) with 
two, four, six, eight, ten horses, come to drink Soma.' 

'541,\T 10.51. l ab: • _ • ~ • •• : ua1f a-----------d tf r: I `Big and solid was that covering 
enveloped in which you entered the waters.' 

'55l V 1.35.1a. -,4I,-wP4-1,4`I first call Agni for well being.' 
   151V 1.87.2c: 7a--d-r--Tr `(Maruts,) the buckets (i.e., clouds) on your chariots let loose 

water.' 
   '574.V 10.8.9cd: cn ±4 Fqfq,5,k... a`1fil7n1sEit 1-161,4 1i `(Indra) cut off the three heads of 

Visvarupa, son of Tvastr ...' 
158l V 1.2.5ab: a1,Afa-k -7,-- - `Vayu and Indra, you two ... are aware of the pressed 

Soma.' 
'59RPr. 6.12 provides for not doubling word-initial ch preceded by particular words. It is not necessary 

to consider here the details of this sutra. 
16012V 6 .75.18a: 4+-llFs a rr _sicz111-4-1 `I cover your vulnerable points with armor.'
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cut').'61 

In addition, consonant doubling does not apply in the speech of certain speakers, 

Thus, 

   h. IPr. 6.14:~I.T1-n1atc-1I 
  OJJ 

states that according to the teaching of Sakalya (sakalena), a conjoined consonani 

(samyuktam vyanjanam) is not doubled.'62 
Again as in the spoken language Panini describes (9.1.1b) and in the recitation 

tradition accounted for in the Taittiriyapratisakhya (9.1.2f), in the tradition of Rgveda 

recitation which aunaka accounts for also -n and -n (padantayo nakarao nakaras ca) 

preceded by a short vowel (hrasvapurvah) are not allowed to remain as such before a 
vowel (uttare svare); they are doubled (kramatah): 

c. I,Pr. 6.15: -n`l  rtr -ia,R I i --- I 

For example, the -n of kidrn `of what sort?' is doubled before the vowel of indra, i, as is. 

the -n of ahan `slew' before the vowel of ahim ̀ serpent': kadrnnindrah, ahannahim.'63 

9.1.2.3 Consider now consonant doubling rules that account for the tradition of recitation 

for the Vajasaneyisarimhita as described in the Vajasaneyipratisakhya. The following 

provide for doubling: 
a. VPr. 4.101: f-cmc4,1,11 1-4, -w1  

   b. VPr. 4.102-104, 107: ut-cla,I(Iva1~ I-Yrr9~rui:Ir,iaa1,-1M`l,Ily zrriI 

rq--------------------------Fi~-i~'11~~I 14t:1 

c. VP4. 4. 110: m • 

In general (a), the first consonant of a cluster (samyogadih) is uttered twice (dvir ucyate) 

following a vowel in any context.164 However (tu), doubling applies (b) to a consonanl

1611 V 1.109.3a: Tur ... calling for help, (saying,) "may we not cut the reins".' 
'62Uvata mentions different interpretations of h. According to some, dirghena and padadih of the 

preceding two sutras are understood in this sutra, so that the exemption from doubling applies to word-
initial consonants after long vowels. According to other interpreters, dirghena and padadih are not 
understood in I Pr. 6.14, which then provides for the absence of doubling for any cluster-initial consonant. 

RPrU 6.14: k-i,Amo--------iuF r sr''Irc' ----------fasg----------- 0 -------- 
i'iackr-t'I,sIradqTr--47nancir9r-<rIRPr. 6.14 is accordingly comparable to A 8.4.52 or 8.4.51 

(9.1.1a). Now, Uvata glosses sakalena of the sutra with sakalena vidhdnena ̀ provision taught by Sakalya'. 
This is appropriate: sakala is a derivate which is paraphrased by sakalyena proktam 'propounded by 
Sakalya'. In view of this, if the Sakalya whose teaching is alluded to in 1 Pr. 6.14 is the same as the 
Sakalya to whom Mini refers something which, so far as I know, cannot be determined with certainty 
for this particular rule, although Panini eslewhere refers to Sakalya the author of the Rgveda padapatha — 
then the second interpretation noted by Uvata is appropriate. 

1631.V 10.108.3a: m`lsrss- : TR4... `Sarama, of what sort is Indra ...' 1ZV 3.32.11a: ,s' ~r+alri~'It-1~It~S: 
`(Indra) slew the serpent lying around the waters.' 

164sarvatra 'everywhere' . That is, doubling applies not only across pada boundaries but also within 
words. Similarly, 1.Pr. 6.16 (1,n------------i'r Tr--47 I) states that, if no special 

statement to the contrary is made (anadese), a provision made in this chapter (patalesmin vidhanam)
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 following r or h (param rephahakardbhyam). Further, in clusters such that a stop 

(sparsah) follows a spirant or a semivowel (usmantasthabhyam) as well as Ik or p 

(jihvamulayopadhmanayabhyam ca), it is the stop that is doubled, and after -13 

(visarjaniyat) a stop is doubled if it is followed by a consonant (vyanjanaparah). Finally 

(c), voiceless and voiced apsirated stops (dvitayah, caturthdh) subject to doubling are 

uttered respectively with preceding voiceless and voiced unaspirated stops of their series 

(prathamaih, trtiyaih), that is, their unaspirated counterparts. For example: ise tva — 

isettva, urje tva — urrjettva,165 bahvih —+ bahvvah (`many'),'66 vayavah stha—* 

vayavasttha (`you are the winds'), ... pra arpayatu s'resthatamaya (`make go to the best') 

pprarppayatussrestthatamaya (see note 164), vah kamadharanam —~ 

vakkkamadharanam (`your maintaining desires'),167 osadhih purvah osadhapppurvvah 

(`plants first ...'),168 visnoh kramah —> visnnohkkramah (`the stride of Visnu').'69 

  The following rules disallow doubling: 

d. VPr. 4.105: R7r ut--  

e.VPr.4.111-115:-Ilc4l: IIII ,-14 I 

   f. VPr. 4.116-117:r l-I'l1:1 -aa'11----------- 1I-I1IiI 

g. VPr. 4.118: ,miRiCIA 

Consonants which condition doubling of a following consonant (yaih param) do not 

simultaneously condition doubling of a preceding one (tair na purvam). For example, 

suksma `good earth' meets the conditions for -k- to undergo doubling by virtue of being 

the first member of a cluster (VPr. 4.101 [a]) and -m- is elibible for doubling after the 

spirant -s- (VPr. 4.103 [b]). The stop which follows the spirant is doubled but not the 

one which precedes it: suksmma (e.g., VS 1.27: j-wI).170 Doubling is also excluded for

applies everywhere (sarvatra) and also to items that have already undergone phonological change 
(vaikrtdndm api). This holds for doubling rules considered above (9.1.2.2). 

   165 V S 1.1: d----------------talta foai~d=~l a fa-----------l I 'i'1c 7 rz `(Branch, 1 cut) you for 

nourishment, you for strength. You (calves) are the winds; may god Savitr make you go for the best deed 

(the sacrifice).' See also note 127. 
166VS 1.1:... ar ,mR4-9--4l td w~oa'li...`(Cows,) be steadfast and many in this master of cows.' 
167VS 3 .27: '------F4 ------lHqkiMpTiq, `May the maintaining of desires (i.e., their accomplishment) which is 

yours be in me.'    
168V S 12.75: -zrT'ior...`The plants that were first born ...' 
169VS 12.5: fa~r~Rl f-1 1 6i `(You are) the stride of Visnu that kills competitors.' 
170J have omitted VPr . 4.106 (-1-------------i 6a kei S r: 1), which under the interpretation of Uvata and 

Anantabhatta also concerns clusters of the type C1C2C3 and is an exception to VPr. 1.103 (b): spirants and 
semivowels (usmantasthah) not preceded by vowels (asvarapurvah) do not condition doubling for stops 
that follow them:,TTETLia ruzi~11~i:'al~ali~lQrr 

  w-iN fp-ltd-zIf?r I (VPrU 4.106), .2rr w t4u f fia 37-1-): 41S1 I ~Itat4ar 

~~IIt1 T ytl----------------~IS~ I zrf i I (VPrA 4.106). All the examples given involve sequences in which the 

first consonant is an unchanged visarjaniya, as in divah skambhanih `prop of heaven' (VS 1.19: r------:
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(e): anusvara;"' a consonant followed by one homogeneous with it (savarne); a 

consonant preceding r`rvarne), l (olvarne), or a yama. For example: somanam svaranam 

~ somdnam svaranam,12 savm vapami (see 3.4.1.2a), aniskrtah `not defeated , 

harmed' (VS 27.4: -~~1aph:), rddhih `thriving", klptam `what one has been capable of 

attaining',13 sakththmna (+- sakthna) `by the thigh' (VS 23.29: -s-r). In the last 

example, the yama thrh comes in as a transitional segment between th and the following 

nasal, and the first consonant of the cluster is exempted from doubling. Further (f), h is 

exempted from doubling, as is a stop preceding another stop of its own series 

(svarvargiye) unless the latter is a nasal (anuttame).14 And (g) an absolute final 

consonant is not doubled before a pause (avasitath ca). For example, divah kakut `peak 

of heaven',15 indraya (`for Indra'),16 urk (padapatha for VS 18.9). 

As elsewhere, however (see 9.1.1b, 9.1.2f, i), single word-final (padantau) -n and -n

q- `You are the prop of heaven'). If the -h of divah is kept unchanged, this applies. If, on the other 

hand, this -h is deleted before sk- (VPr. 3.13: ----- -----fft 1), then doubling applies according to VPr. 4.103: 
divaskkambhanih. To my understanding, the syntax of VPr. 4.106 involves difficulties in this 
interpretation, but these need not be dealt with in the present discussion. 

l'Uvata and Anantabhatta consider that samyogapurva 'preceding a cluster' is understood in VPr. 
1.111 from VPr. 1.109, so that the former denies doubling only for an anusvara that precedes a cluster: 

              ti~liyal~~taitl~15,t-wl I (VPrU 4.111), --------------- 0-6 l i 4,-i1J-----------4alS1taitl~f~t~i 

(VPrA 4/111). They consider that this is so because they also consider that VPr. 1.150 (see 7.2.3c) has to 
do with anusvara not followed by a cluster. The reasoning is as follows. VPr. 1.111 establishes that 
anusvara followed by a cluster has the duration of half a mora, so that VPr. 1.150 has to deal with anusvara 
not followed by a cluster:. On the other hand, VPr. 1.111 is straightforwardly interpretable as stating that 
anusvara does not undergo doubling. This implies that anusvara is treated as the initial consonant of a 
cluster. 

'VS 3.28: rr9-6 -ci4stl------------ti.;kwqt-Lk Note that the I gveda mode of 
recitation differs; see 9.1.2g with note 150. 

13VS 18.11: ## i Uvata and Annambhatta cite : TfiTrli to illustrate VPr. 114: 
�r fat1vi-11,4ig,,../ -ivt qi[H : i (VPrU 4.114), uf~f~~w~ I :      

i [I9c.11,414rrr'AIHI,*RrF,cai4aie,: I (VPrA4.114). For the example 

cited by the commentators, VPr. 4.114 (e )is an exception to VPr. 4.107 (a), as they both point out; 
Annambhatta also notes that the former can be an exception to VPr. 4.104 (b), which he quotes in a variant 
version. For the example as found in the Vajasaneyisamhita text, VPr. 4.114 is an exception to VPr. 
4.1.101. In any case, the k of k/pta would have to be treated as preceding a consonant. Accordingly, the 
sutra must consider / to have the pronunciation le, comparable to the pronunciation re of r, which is known 
from early sources. PrS 2.3-5 (,;r- • -• •:t~Tntzrl~a~i~~a~itt^f~nl-------------------------------------------------------it59I~a 

aaRic( I 1a-)itt 4a4-1 I) provide that r conjoined with a spirants or r is pronounced 
accompanied by e, that 1 is similarly pronounced with e sometimes, and that r, whether conjoined with 
another sound or not, always is pronounced with e. 

14In view of what VPr. 4.117 provides, VPr. 4.112 (e) must apply with respect to semivowels alone. 
This is noted by the commentators: 3;r-T-21-17:tztth-ilqi -c41ji-I a7afi I (VPrU 

4.112 ), -------------- I taa,il <=1,r-1 -ci I (VPrA 4.112). 
'"VS 3.12: ,-41-14.-P-405,1 r ... `Agni the head, the peak of heaven, this (Agni) 

the master of earth ...' In the padapatha, kakut is followed by a pause. 
16But tan nal) (`that to us') —^ tannnah: VS 33.42: 714 fi  ... 'Let Mitra, Varuna ... 

grant us that.' Both Uvata and Anantabhatta cite this as an example for VPr. 4.117. This is appropriate. 
For in a cluster where a non-nasal stop precedes a nasal of the same series, a yama is introduced, so that 
doubling is precluded by VPr. 4.115 (e).
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 followed by a vowel (svare) and preceded by a short  vowel (hrasvapurvau) are 

disallowed; instead, they are doubled: 

  h. VPr. 4.108: s,-~~ ----~ 

For example: yun asi (`you are the yoker')—pyunnasi (VS 10.25:~s,0-), asman urjam 

(`the strength on the rock') —* asmmannurjjam (VS 17.1: ,Ak 4,-(...). 

9.1.2.4 The following rules of the Saunakiya Caturadhyayika concern consonantal 

doubling: 

  a. SCA 3.27-28 (3.2.2-3): s.m-iiQ r:([l:[26])4,-11,11k~aii~i 

b. SCA 3.29-30 (3.2.6-7): r--------- I TR~~ 

C. SCA 3.31-32 (3.2.8-9): W.-10-'119_, 

The first of these rules states that -n, -n and -n (paddnte nnnah) preceded by short vowels 

(hrasvopadhdh) are uttered twice if a vowel follows (svare), and the next sutra provides 

for doubling the first consonant of a cluster (samyogddi) after a vowel. Rules in (b) 

disallow (na) doubling. This does not apply for -h (visarjaniyah) or to a consonant 

preceding one with the same place of production (sasthdne). Also exempted from 

doubling are (c) r and h (rephahakdrau) and s, s, s before a vowel. On the other hand, a 

consonant that follows r, h (paran tdbhydm) is doubled. In addition, 

d. SCA 3.26 (3.2.1): c,-1-1F-g„: 

provides that a consonant undergoes doubling at the end of a word (padante). These rules 

are much more summary than those of other pratisakhyas. Moreover, SCA 3.26, for 

which I can contribute no new explanation,'" is unique among these texts.18 

9.1.2.5 As can be seen from the rules considered, there are certain broad principles that 

apply generally for the transitional phenomena in question. Thus, in all Vedic recitation 

traditions and in the spoken language which Panini describes sequences of the type -n I V- 

and -nV-involving word final -n and -n preceded by short vowels are disallowed. 

Instead, one has two identical nasals straddling the word boundary. There are also many 

variations in different recitation traditions reflecting dialectal diversity, and some can 

involve competing principles. Thus, in a cluster AS,K2 the spirant can be subject to 

doubling by virtue of being the first member of a cluster. On the other hand, as can be 

seen from Middle Indic assimilations of the type Pali atthi `is' (Skt. asti), the stop of such

77Possibly what is meant is that the consonant is checked and held, so that there is no immediate 
release. I cannot discuss this further, since it would require a discussion of details concerning the checking 
and holding of a consonant (abhinidhana). 

'I say `among these texts' because Katyayana too allows for doubling a word-final consonant (8.4.47 
Vt. 3: ------------ i). Patanjali (Bh. 11I.464.15-16) illustrates this option with vakk/vak `speech', tvakk/tvak 
'skin' , srukk/sruk 'ceremonial ladle': --------- t rnoqi ai etch, a,a;caaa caa-; I
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a cluster has a higher tendency to predominate, so that it can be doubled. It is not 

surprising, then, to find alternates of the kind shown under 4 of chart II. In addition, 

particular details in pratisakhyas can be due to the fact that the specific texts for which 

these works account may or may not have instances of certain particular sequences. For 

example, these texts have no instances of word-final -n preceded by a short vowel and 

followed by a word-initial vowel. 

  Chart II summarizes the data considered.

9.1.2.6 The 1gvedapratigakhya acknowledges that anusvara behaves phonologically like 

a consonant or a vowel (RPr. 1.5 [4.1.2a]). In its general rule for consonant doubling, the 

same treatise (1 Pr. 6.1 [9.1.2.2a]) provides that this applies to the first consonant of a 

cluster preceded by a vowel or anusvara. It is to be assumed, I think, that, as doubling 

does not apply to a vowel, so also does it not apply to anusvara, which is not treated as a 

cluster-initial segment. On the other hand, it is reasonable to conclude that the 

Vajasaneyipratigakhya treats anusvara as a consonant and, accordingly, as a possible first 

member of a cluster. For it has a rule (VPr. 4.111 [9.1.2.3e]) specifically disallowing 

doubling of anusvara. In both recitation traditions, then, anusvara is not subsceptible to 

doubling. In the traditions of the Taittiriyasamhita, however, there is some variation 

concerning this point. Commenting on TPr. 14.1 (9.1.2.1a), the Vaidikabharana remarks 

that this sutra also provides for the first consonant of a cluster to undergo doubling in 

examples such as indram ssvarajanam (4— indram svarajanam).19 This is explained as 

follows. There is a general metarule governing how sandhi rules apply: a linearly prior 

operation or a prior rule (purvam purvam) is applied first (prathamam): 

a. TPr. 5.3: u i 

In accordance with this, doubling by TPr. 14.1 applies prior to the introduction of 

anusvara by TPr. 15.3 (3.4.2.3c). Before anusvara is introduced, then, one has indra 

svarajanam, in which the cluster sv- directly follows a vowel, so that doubling can apply 

by TPr. 14.1; only after TPr. 15.3 has applied to introduce anusvara is the first member of 

the consonant cluster separated from the preceding vowel.180 The Vaidikabharana 

immediately goes on, however, to note that according to the giksa anusvara is doubled,

   19TS 2.3.6.1: dk9i---------------lmi-i1-,-icAR r~-5,v.i,ridii----------------krflr-A-f tati'il-~~ 'That (food) encompassed and 
went beyond these worlds: (those ruled over by) king Indra,. overlord Indra, self-ruling Indra.' Instead of 

-.11‘311.-1,-1., with a single anusvara, the edition of the Vaidikabharana prints a double anusvara, but this is 
inappropriate for the context of the argument. It is only subsequently that Gargyagopala Yajvan goes on to 
note that doubling of anusvara is desired in accordance with what the siksa says. 

's0TPrVA 14.1: - 9t-r-izr ---------Fa aI 1 l-14c4 ii~t~r~yl~iit~-1 fa[ r 

I 1-1-aft I The reference to the eighth adhyaya is to the Vaidikabharana on TPr. 8.15, which need not be 
considered here.
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even though it is provided for by a later rule, and he cites 

 b. SS  S 5:  ... u I 

according to which anusvara should be uttered twice (anusvaro dvir ucyeta) if a 

consonant cluster follows (sathyoge paratas sthite).18' This mode of recitation would 

correlate with the change of anusvara to a velar consonant (see 7.2.2k-m). 

9.1.2.7 As shown (see 9.1.1c, 9.1.2.1k, 9.1.2.2c, 9.1.2.3c, 9.1.2.4a, chart II.9), -m differs 

from -n, -n and -n with respect to a transitional property. A sequence of the type -aril A-

is impermissible; instead, one finds -an nA-. On the other hand, -am A- does occur, 

and one does not have instead am mA-, with a doubled m straddling a word boundary 

after a short vowel. This can be related with degrees of occlusion, such that -m is 

characterized by less occlusion than other word-final nasals. In turn, this is associated 

with the fact that -m assimilates fully to following consonants. 

9.2 Pratisakhyas also contain rules of syllabification.182 It will be best to begin with the 

rules of the Vajasaneyipratisakhya. 

9.2.1 The word which is generally translated syllable is aksara. It is clear from what the 

Vajasaneyi-pratisakhya says that the basic aspect of an aksara is its having a vowel, 

which is the proper tone bearer. Thus, 

a. VPr. 1.99: c------- I 

provides that a vowel (svarah) has the class name aksara, and 

b. VPr. 1.107: ------- 

states that a consonant (vyanjanam) has a pitch tone (sasvaram) in association with the 

vowel (svarena) to which it is ancillary.183 A vowel by itself can thus constitute an 

aksara, which can also consist of a vowel with one or more consonants. Other rules of

  '8'TPrG 14.1:~+ R-11-----------yt~~i`arfcr 4,114i--------------------i*cd fR,ca1-5,~1ci —4 4~R 

I-171101=-1.-1 ict,i Gargyagopala Yajvan explicitly says that the doubling is desired and accepted (isyate) by 
virtue of what the siksa says, so that presumably this was the accepted pronunciation in the recitation 
known to him. 

182On this topic, see recently Kobayashi 2004: 39-41. 183In his discussion of A 1.2.29-30, Patanjali also makes the point that pitches are properly qualities 
(gunah) of vowels alone (aca eva), not of consonants (naite vyanjanasya gunah). He also remarks that 
pitches are indeed directly perceived (pratyaksam upalabhyante) to be qualities of consonants, and cites r 
74l4,41 to illustrate (see notes 127, 165). He then goes on to say that a consonant is perceived as having a 

pitch property because of being close to a vowel with the property: Bh. I.206.16-19: 3;r2T 1Jrf l 
---------------------- scii~l T2 1c~ri q10921: Yca714,14c1'- -1 r tal---------tal I 

       ~tr'r•re-cc11,a I c--111-111-4-11 71nenqitr4M4I A similar point is made in the 
Yajnavalkyasiksa, where it is said that a vowel (svarah) is high (uccah), low (nicah) or svarita and that a 
consonant has pitch properties by virtue of occurring with a vowel: YS 2.29 (p. 96): ----- 

ta--------l ----  z o-i This passage is cited by Uvata and Anantabhatta in their 
comments on VPr. 1.107 and by Uvata in his comments on l.Pr. 1.22 (see 9.2.3).
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this section state which consonants of a sequence go with what vowel: 

C. VPr. 1.100-101: --------------- ( .5ct,L,[99])1 a7-1-ra-FTA: 

   d. VPr. 1.102-106: ~k11,ii1'k:  u gr~,-IA i i l-71i are.-171 I 

A vowel forms an aksara together with (saha) initial consonants (adyair vyanjanaih) that 

precede it and with absolute final (avasitaill) consonants that follow it (uttaraih): CV-, 
-VC# . Certain consonants go with a vowel that precedes (purvasya): the first consonant 

of a cluster (samyogadih); a yama (yamah);184 the first consonant of a sequence which 

results from doubling conditioned by a preceding consonant (kramajam); the consonant 

that immediately follows this (tasmat uttaram) and precedes a stop (spars'e); a final 

consonant before pause (avasitam). For example, in isettva (see 9.1.2.3a), the first 

consonant of the cluster -ttv- goes with the preceding vowel: i-set-tva. In sakththmna (4— 

sakthna), there is a cluster kththmn; the yama (thm) that makes a transition between th 

and the following nasal goes with the preceding vowel, along with the th it accompanies: 

sakththm-na.185 In varssyaya (dat. sg. 4 — varsyaya) `pluvial' (VS 16.38: -141  a~~rf---------~), the 

cluster -rssy- contains -sc- as a result of consonant doubling after -r- (VPr. 4.1.102); the 

-r- (VPr. 1.102) and the first -s- of this cluster go with the preceding vowel: vars-sya ya. 

parssnnya (instr. sg. <— parsnya) `with the heel' contains a cluster -rssnny- in which -ss-

results from doubling after -r-, -nn- from doubling after the spirant (VPr. 4.103 

[9.1.2.3b]); the cluster-initial -r-, the -s- following it (VPr. 1.104) and the -s- and -n-

which follow this (VPr. 1.105) all go with the preceding vowel: parssn-ny5.'86

'841f this nasalized transitional stop goes with a preceding vowel, the stop which accompanies must also 
do so. According to Uvata and Annanbhatta, ca of VPr. 1.103 serves to provide that a yama it goes with a 

preceding vowel accompanied by the stop that precedes: r: r,rf r I-c.1~ia<iwda--------------------i l ci: I (VPrU 
1.103), ... (VPrA 1.103). 

'"Examples such as rukmam involve issues that I do not consider here. In his commentary on VPr. 
1.103, Uvata remarks that this has a double k followed by a yama and m, with a division rukkkth-mam: Trwr 

TqzfTlli, I 1,1-)it5,,1,14-1HmitrT:Iq mmit,-r4iH=nit-------(VPrU 1.103). 
'x6The example parssnnya requires some discussion. Uvata and Annambhatta comment as follows: 

 u I zrzu yi-----------t~j (Varma 1975: 57: u ) ----------- ). 
,-1ani4T Fl T:4------------------4 ,11k1Th aa>l : gbHi['------------rd -------a<<ai444gi-rnitiltuaiiif~nlaz~mitl 

~ait rt~r~ I (VPrU 1.105), (1(4-111, 4,4-1,ti i------------- 0--------4 uai jTcrs1 - iN2Tr ---------- (Varma 1975: 

58: 4iNi-il),ra,iiwT:-q.k-th-{=u'Ilk cola1,4ca ';rsrITZ: a7~,012<ar 

yaj,~~a n------------i lai~sfi ~`a a<<ai 4ckciiit: Tat [[,71~qa-,11 qehR I (VPrA 1.105). It is noteworthy 
that both commentators state how the sequence of consonants arises and speak of a a prior /3 
(purvanakdrah) and a second p (dvitiyapakarah), and that Annambhatta speaks of a first c (prathamah 
sakdrah). They thus assume that the form in question should indeed be realized as parssnpya, under the 
view that VPr. 4.102-103 do not provide for optional doubling. If, on the other hand, these rules are 
considered to apply as alternatives one to the other, they would allow parcsnya, with only one -n-, the first 
s would be assigned to the preceding vowel by VP4. 1.104, the second by VPr. 1.105. The reading 
parssnya (urus(r£ffi) is in fact found in some editions, for example that of Pt. Daulatram Gaur (1965). It is 
undeniable, however, that both Uvata and Anantabhatta doubtless must have heard recitations with two n
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9.2.2 According to 

 a. TPr. 21.1-2: o~-1`4(atiW i cic+-R i 

  b. TPr. 21.3-6:-----------—4------------,-1)J1ifku32-7111R1-11--I 

a consonant (vyanjanam) is a subsidiary constituent relative to a vowel (svarangam); that 

is, it goes along with a vowel. Moreover, it partakes of the accentual properties of that 

vowel (parasvaram).187 A consonant followed by pause (avasitam), on the other hand, 

shares the accentual properties of a preceding vowel (purvasya), with respect to which it 

is a constituent (svarangam). This is true also of: the first consonant of a consonant 

cluster (samyogadi); a consonant that is not directly joined with (asamhitam) a following 

vowel (parena); anusvara and an epenthetic vowel segment. The following provide that 

certain consonants which, by previous rules, would go with a preceding vowel do not 

(na): 

c. TPr. 21.7-9: I -1ift-11:1 fiR-------ryi------I 

The consonants in question are: one followed by a semivowel (antasthaparam), provided 

the two are not homogeneous, identical (asavarnam); nasal segments introduced as 

transitions (nasikyah); a stop (sparsah) followed by a spirant (usmaparah), if the spirant 

goes with the following vowel (usma cetparasya). 

For example: isettva (– Lye tva: TPr. 14.1 [9.1.2.1a]) = i-set-tva; vak (VS 5.33 

padapatha), urupprathassva (4— uru prathasva) = u-rup-pra-thas-sva, 

urmminirmmadhumattamah (4— urminir madhumattamah) = urm-mi-nirm-ma-dhu-mat-

ta-mah, prattyusstam rakksah (— pratyustam raksah, see 3.4.2.3c) = prat-tyus-stam rak-

sah, rukkkmmam (4— rukmam) = rukk-krtmam, tatthsavituh (TPr. 14.12 [note 138]) = tat-

thsa-vi-tuh.

9.2.3 The following rules of the Rgvedapratisakhya also provide for consonants to go 

with vowels as syllabic members:

sounds here. There also remains a textual issue: instead of -amaone could better read-- rr1 to 
accord with the rest of the commentaries. Other details need not be dealt with here. Note only that the 
Rgveda recitation tradition differs; see 9.2.3 with note 191. 'S7tat 'that' in TPr. 21.2 refers to a consonant and svaraparam is susceptible to different interpretations. 
Somayarya interprets this as a karmadharaya compound and supplies bhaj ate , so that the sutra states that a 
consonant partakes of a vowel, is subservient to it, that is, goes with it and shares its properties: ... c c 
oZ+ -i 4i~ai ... ururth ---- -r~r . I (TPrS 21.2). The Vaidikabharana specifies that the 
consonant partakes of the accentual properties of the vowel with which it goes: uafi-k--------- 

FarHP-il-. I c15,,-/ -1 • ••  • • ^ •  -114-11--e-P-1„i Gargyagopala Yajvan understands svara as 
referring here to accentual features of a vowel. This makes it much easier to understand parasvaram as a 
bahuvrTi: para udattadirupah svaro yasya tat: a consonant has the accent which follows; that is, it shares 
the accentual properties of a following vowel. Thus, TPr. 21.2 explains how a consonant is an ancillary 
constituent relative to a vowel (svararigam): in general, it shares the properties of a following vowel. 
Subsequent sutras provide that such and such a consonant is a svaranga relative to a preceding vowel; it has 
this status by sharing the accentual properties of that vowel.
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a. RPr. 1.22: ---------- 

  b. 1Pr. 1.23: ---------- 

o 

   c. }pr. 1.24:4,,it4i-raitl'am~l-r'l4l 
  a~~ 

d. 1 Pr. 1.25-26: t•niif-qa1 t I 

The first sutra states that anusvara and any consonant is a syllable constituent ancillary to 

a vowel (aksarangam). Consonants (vyanjanani) that occur between vowels (svarantare) 

belong to a following vowel (uttarasya). Anusvara and visarjaniya, however, belong to a 

preceding vowel (purvasya). The first member of a consonant cluster (samyogadih) 

optionally (v5) goes with the preceding vowel. In clusters where doubling applies to a 

consonant after another (parakrame), two consonants (dve) that result also (ca) 

optionally go with the preceding vowel. In addition, by 

  e. 1Pr. 1.32:F :I 

o an epenthetic vowel segment (svarabhaktih) introduced after post-vocalic r followed by 

consonants188 is a syllable consituent (aksarangam) that goes with the preceding vowel 

(purvabhak). 

For example, the -y- of ayam `this' (nom. sg. masc.) goes with the second vowel: a-

yam. It thereby partakes of the high-pitch quality proper to this vowel, not the low-pitch 

of the first vowel.'89 The first consonant of the cluster -ttv- in attva (+- a tva: 1.Pr. 6.1 

[9.1.2.2a]) optionally goes with the first vowel: at-tva. The high-pitch of a then extends 

through t, which is perceived as having this tonality, then a transition to low pitch applies 

starting with the t of tva. On the other hand, if doubling does not apply (RPr. 6.14 

[9.1.2.2h]), one can have a tva.190 In parssnya (1V 1.162.17b: -err?), the cluster

188RPr. 6.46-53 concern svarabhakti, the contexts in which it is introduced, its vowel-color, and its 
duration. I cannot consider these rules here. 

189Uvata makes a point of bringing out the accentual features, as when he says that since ayam has a 
high-pitched last vowel (antodattatvat), y is heard (sruyate) as high-pitched (udattavat): zrsrr ---------------- 

I (RPrU 1.23). 
190In his commentary on RPr. 1.25, Uvata considers attva, about which he says the following. The first 

t, which results from doubling (kramajas takarah), goes with the preceding vowel; and since this vowel is 
high-pitched, the t is heard as high-pitched. The second t, which is the first consonant of the original 
cluster, goes either with the preceding vowel, in which case it too is heard as high-pitched, or with the 
second vowel, in which case it is heard as low-pitched. The v pertains to the second vowel and is heard as 
low-pitched because this vowel is low-pitched: RP-Tr w m---i z211i,rt amii -441r: I 

91, 4-1 1;t z: t:Er, I(-lqi717aiSqi71a- ,1 i g: 

tatt~ri s: -c.11-1qi71caiq7sKina ,-1,1 I There are some points 
here that merit comment. First, the llgvedapratisakhya does not have an explicit rule comparable to VPr. 
1.104 (9.2.1d). Secondly, there is nothing in the text to indicate that samyogadi refers to anything other 
than the first consonant of a cluster. As is clear from RPr. 1.26, moreover, the rules of this section apply 
after rules of consonantal doubling have taken effect. Consequently, samyogadih of l Pr. 1.25 should, on 
the face of it, refer to the first consonant of a cluster pure and simple, including the initial consonant of a 
cluster after doubling. Accordingly, attva could be segmented at tva or a ttva. In addition, if doubling does 
not apply, in accordance with Sakalya, a tva can at least theoretically be segmented also as at va.
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 -rssny- contains -ss- due to doubling after -r- (RPr. 6.4); -r- along with its anaptyctic 

vowel segment goes with the preceding vowel; the doubled consonant -ss- optionally 

goes with the same preceding vowel or not: parss-nya / par-ssnya.19' 

9.2.4 Once more, the SaunakIya Caturadhyayika rules are the most summary: 

SCA 1.55-58 [1.2.15-18]: u r tai- .,-1-111-1 I*i,-11iif-q u  4mi -~~ohR '-1,1A 

In general, consonants (vyanjanani) pertain to a following vowel (parasya svarasya). 

However, consonants in particular contexts go with a preceding vowel: the first 

consonant of a cluster (samyogadi), a word-final consonant (padyam) before pause, and 

the first consonant resulting from doubling (kramajam) after r and h (see 9.1.2.4c). 

9.2.5 There is also some evidence from the Astadhyayi which should be noted in this 

context. This involves the derivation of desiderative bases from bases that begin with a 

vowel, formed with the suffix sa.192 For example edidhisa (3rd sg. pres. ind. edidhisate) 

is the desiderative of edh `thrive'. Panini provides for repeating a segment of a base 

containing sa that contains a single vowel (ekac), that is, a syllable. The general rule for 

all such repetition is that the first syllable is repeated, but if an item subject to this 

operation begins with a vowel, then the second syllable is repeated. Thus, in deriving 

bubhusa `wish to be' (bubhusati) the first syllable of bhu-sa is iterated, but to derive 

edidhisa the second syllable of e-dhi-sa is iterated. Here the morphological division of 

the base prior to iteration is edh-isa, with the initial augment it added to the suffix. 

Consider now the desideratives of und `wet' and arc `praise, honor': undidisa 

(undidisati), arcicisa (arcicisati). The morphological division here is und-isa, arc-isa. 

To arrive at undidisa and arcicisa, whence undidisa and arcicisa, one of the segments is 

to be repeated. Moreover, we know from Vedic recitation traditions that there was 

variation in how the initial consonant of an interior cluster is distributed: generally, it 

goes with the prior vowel (VPr. 1.102 [9.2.1d], TPr. 21.3 [9.2.2b], SCA 1.56 [9.2.4]), but 

the Rgvedapratisakhya (1.25 [9.2.3d]) allows also both consonants of a biconsonantal 

cluster to go with a following vowel. If undisa and arcisa are segmented un-di-sa and 

ar-ci-sa, according to the prevailing pattern, nothing more need be said. Repeating the 

segments di and ci gives undidisa and arcicisa, as required. On the other hand if undisa

Certainly, Uvata mentions a similar possibility. On the other hand, external sandhi rules call for voicing 
under such circumstances and the Taittir yapratisakhya explicitly says that a consonant other than an 
identical semivowel does not go with a preceding vowel (TPr. 21.7 [9.2.2c]). I therefore doubt that such a 
segmentation was truly made, although I cannot definitely prove this. 

  191RPrU 1.26: -Yrr 41---------- arT: I3ch.:4rrTir77,~~itat----------------ir 

~1----------------------------------------Il~c4I -I'iiRAa,i'a~aiit~r~atc~I 

71Ic*,1RIa--------------------------- I See note 186. 
192san

, with the marker n. On rules which apply relative to the derivation of desideratives with this 
suffix, see Cardona 1997: 24, 279, 382-383 and pp. xvi-xvii.
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and arcisa are segmented u-ndi-sa and a-rci-sa, simply repeating the second segment 

leads to undesirable results. The immediate outcome of this operation is u-ndi-ndi-sa and 

a-rci-rci-sa. The first of two segments that result from such repetition is called abhyasa, 

and only the first consonant of an abhyasa is allowed to remain. Accordingly, the second 

consonant of -ndi- and -rci- would now be dropped: u-ndi-ndi-sa –+ u-ni-ndi-sa, a-rci-

rci-sa — a-ri-rci-sa. The outcome would be *unindisa and *arircisa instead of undidisa 

and arcicisa. To avoid the undesirable results under this segmentation, then, requires one 

to disallow repeating the -n- and -r- of undisa and arcisa. The Astadhyayi has a rule (A 

6.1.3: r ----------- i) which states that cluster-initial (samyogadayab) n, d and r (ndraji) 

of a second segment with a single vowel are not (na) repeated under conditions stated. 

We have, then, to conclude that for Panini undisa and arcisa were indeed segmented 

u-ndi-sa and a-rci-sa, so that cluster-initial -n- and -d- followed a vowel. This although 

the language does not allow word-initial ndV and rcV and the prevalent segmentation is 

otherwise.' 93

9.6 In sum, evidence from prati§akhyas and Panini bears witness to a variation in syllabic 

segmentation also.

10. The available evidence requires one to accept that in early Indo-Aryan there was 

considerable variation with respect to timing and transitions, so that there were 

alternative sequences of the types at-tva, a tva (see 9.1-9.1.2.6), which involved differing 

transitions from one tonal segment to another (see 9.2-9.2.5). Dialectal variants of the 

types saymyattab, samyattab, and samyattab, with a nasalized consonant (ym), a 

nasalized vowel (am), and a vowel followed by anusvara, are also best interpreted as 

reflecting differences in transition, starting with samyattah, in which a word boundary 

occurs between sam and yattah (see 8-8.5). 

  Its phonological behavior justifies concluding that word-final -m was characterized by 

less occlusion than other word-final nasals. Accordingly, -m does not occur in sequences

'93This brings up the question
, what relation do the syllabification rules given in prati§akhyas have to 

the phonological rules formulated in these texts. From what has been shown, it is clear that the syllable 

division rules presuppose the earlier application of phonological rules, including those which provide for 

consonant doubling and epenthesis. The segmentations provided by these rules thus does not play a role in 
the application of phonological rules. It is noteworthy that Panini has a very detailed set of phonological 

rules, including rules providing for consonantal doubling — not, however, epenthesis rules but does not 

have any syllabification rules. I therefore consider it appropriate to accept that the purpose of prati§akhya 
syllabification rules is as portrayed by commentators: These rules deal with segmentations involving 

transitions from one tonal unit to another. Although the common wisdom is that there is no ascertained 

correlation between any physical phonetic properties and syllables which are phonological constructs — 
the fact that the prati§akhya segmentation rules serve no purpose in the phonological rules of these treatises 

forces us, I think, to two possible conclusions. First, the Indian phonologists/phoneticians did indeed 

perceive tonal transitions which they could associate with different segmentations. Alternatively, the 
segmentation rules formulated in the prati§akhyas are not syllabification rules as conceived of by modern 

phonologists.
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 of the type -am  I  mA  comparable to -•an I nA (see 9.1.2.7). -m also does not occur as the 

initial consonant in consonant clusters of the type -m I Y-,  which would be subject to 

consonantal doubling: -mmY- across a word boundary. Instead, -m assimimilates to 

following stops and semivowels other than r: -m I Y- > -Yt I Y-,  -m I K- > -K" I K-. In 

addition, the word boundary could have the effect of keeping -m with a preceding vowel 

as part of a grammatical and pitch segment, so that -Am could develop either into a 

nasalized vowel (-AA) or a clear vowel followed by a vocalic segment of the same color 

but with nasality, that is, to a sequence of vowel and anusvära. The Vedic evidence 

indicates it is reasonable to say these last two developments were originally restricted to 

-m followed by r or spirants and that they were subsequently generalized as variants 

before stops and semivowels other than r, as in the language described by Panini.
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Chart I. Behavior of -m and -n (3-3.5)

[Symbols used: A: vowel (svara); A: long vowel; K: stop (sparsa); K": nasal stop (uttama, 

pancama); Y: semivowel (antasthd) other than r; S: spirant (usman) s s s and semivowel r; R: -r -
 -s -s -h (see 4.1.1 with note 77), depending on context; C: consonant; Cx: set of consonants 

specified in rule; 1: word boundary; P: Panini; RPr.: Rgvedapratigakhya; TPr.: 

Taittiriyapratigakhya; VPr.: Vajasaneyipratigakhya; VS: Vyasagiksa; SCA: Saunakiya 

Caturadhyayika; some: some teachers or recitors]

Original Outcome Sources

1. -Am 1 K- -AK" I K- P I Pr. SCA VPr. TPr. 

-Am 1K--AM 1K- P 

2. -Am 1 Y- -AYm I Y- P RPr. SCA VPr. TPr. 

-Am 1 Y- 1 Y- P TPr. (some) 

-Am 1 Y--Am 1 Y- TPr. (some) 

3. -Am 1 S- -Aril 1 S P 1 Pr. VPr. TPr. 

-Am 1 S- -AM' I S- SCA VPr. (Kasyapa, Sakatayana) 

4. -An 1 1- -Alm 1 1- P 1 Pr. SCA VPr. TPr. 

-An 1 1- -AA/ I 1- TPr. (Atreya) 

5. -An/Am 1 Cx- -AtR I Cx- P RPr. SCA VPr. TPr. 

-An/Am 1 Cx- -AMR 1 Cx- P RPr . (some: error) VPr. (Aupagavi) 

  [Cx = palatal, retroflex or dental voiceless stop] 

6. -An A- -Am 1 A- P SCA VPr. TPr. 

-An I A- -Am 1 A- TPr. (some) VS
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Chart II. Transitional phenomena (9.1-9.1.2.5)

 [In addition to the symbols used in chart  I, the following are used here: a: short  vowel, Kv: stop of 
the same series (savargiya) other than a nasal, K': voiceless stop (prathama), K': retroflex stop 

(lavarga), K': dental stop (tavarga), Sa: voiceless spirant (aghosa usma), #: pause. Subscripts 
indicate the position of a consonant; e.g., C,, C2 designate the first and second consonants of a 

cluster, K2 a stop which is the second member of a consonant cluster]

Original Result of Doubling Sources 

           doubling disallowed

1. AC, C2 AC, C, C2P TPr. RPr. VPr. SCA 

2. ArC2A ArC2C2AP TPr. RPr. SCA 

3. AhC2A AhC2C2AP VPr. SCA 

4. a. AS,K2 AS,S,K2 / AS,K2K2 RPr. 

b. ASK2 ASK2K2VPr. 

5. a. ASC,C2 ASC,C2C2VPr. 

 b. AYK2 AYK2K2VPr. 

 c. AkK2 AkK2K2VPr. 

 d. ApK2 ApK2K2VPr. 

e. Ah l K2C Ah 1 K2K2C VPr. 

6. a. A/K2 A//1(2/ AIK2K2 TPr. (Pauskarasadi) 

b. A/K2 A/K2K2TPr. (some) RPr. 

7. a. AvK2 AvvK2 / AvK2K2 TPr. (Pauskarasadi) 

 b. AvK2 AvK2K2TPr. (some) 

8. -AC-ACC ISCA 

9. a. an A- an nA-P TPr. RPr. VPr. SCA 

b A- an I nA- P TPr. RPr. VPr. SCA 

c. an A- an1nA-P SCA 

10. a. ach acchPRPr. 

                                                                                                          0 b. -Al ch- -A ch- / cch- P 

 c. ch- ma cch-P RPr. 

d. ch- a cch-P TPr. 

[See also TPr. 14.8 (9.1.2.1c), RPr. 6.12-13 (9.1.2.2c, note 159)] 

11. S1C2 S,S,C2/I S1C2 RPr. 

12. -C # -C,C, #SCA
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Original Result of Doubling Sources 

          doubling disallowed

13. AC1C2AC1C2 P 1 Pr. (Sakalya) 

14. ACIC2AC1C2 P (acaryas) 

15 ACIC2C3AC,C2C3 P (akatayana) 

16. AC,C,ACC' TPr. SCA 

17. a. AKv,Kv2AKV,KV2 TPr. VPr. SCA 

 b. AC,C2C2ACIC2C2RPr. 

18. ArS2AArS2A P TPr. 1 Pr. 

19.a.AhICAh1C TPr.SCA 

b. Ak I CAhk 1 C TPr. 

c.ApICAhp1C TPr. 

20. ASK'ASK' TPr. (Plaksi,Plaksayana) 

21. ASa,CAa,C TPr. (Harita) 

22. AhrAhr TPr. (Harita) 

23. AK' K`AK' K` TPr. (Harita) 

24. a. AlyTPr. (Harita) 

b. AtyAty TPr. (Ha tta) 

c. AlvAlv TPr. (Harita) 

d. AtvAtv TPr. (Harita). 

25. AvCAvC TPr. (Harita) 

26. a. AlhAlh TPr. (some) 

b. AliAls TPr. (some) 

c. AlvAlv TPr. (some) 

27 AC1 I C2AC1 I C2 TPr. (some) 

28. ArC #ArC # TPr_ RPr_ VPr.
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初 期 イ ン ド ・アー リア語 に お け る鼻 音 の 発 達：

　 　 　 ア ヌ ナー シカ とア ヌ ス ヴ ァー ラ

ジ ョー ジ ・カル ドナ

キーワー ド:イ ン ド・アー リア語　音韻 と音声　鼻音　韻律　タイ ミングと遷移

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　要旨

　初期イ ン ド・アー リア語の鼻音の発達についてはさまざまな議論がなされてきた。その

主たる争点は、文法家パーニニやプラーティシャーキャ文献、シクシャー文献の著者 がア

ヌナーシカ とアヌスヴァーラと呼ばれ る音を区別 していることが、実際の言語 にお ける区

別 を反映 してい るか、あるいは同じものの違った見方にすぎないか とい う点であった。

Whitneyは 後者の見解を示 し、彼の見方はのちに批判 されたものの、まだ決定的に論駁 され

ていない。本論で筆者は、問題の区別は実際の言語における、鼻母音または非継続鼻音で

あるアヌナーシカ と、母音に後続す る鼻音分節音であるアヌスヴァーラの区別を明確に反

映するものであることを論証する。また、それ に関連 したタイ ミング、遷移、子音重複の

問題 もあわせて考察す る。

　本論文の構成 は以下の通 りである:　 1.は じめに　2.パ ーニニの 『アシュターディヤー

イー』やプラーティシャーキャ文献における、見解の違い と実際の用法の違いを示す記述

の例　3.語 末の-mに 関す る 『アシュターディヤーイー』 とプラーティシャーキャ文献の

規則、および関連する-nに 関する規則　4-6.こ れらの規則がWhitneyの 説では解釈できず、

Whitneyが 主張するデーヴァナーガ リー文字からの証拠 も受 け入れ られない　 7.ア ヌスヴ

ァーラの音韻 ・音声的性質:韻 律からの証拠　8,タ イ ミングと遷移に関する違いと-mの

史的発展のかかわ り　 9.子 音重複や音調の遷移にかかわる、そ うした違いの類例　 10.ま

とめ
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